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Izvle£ek
Lastnosti tropske cirkulacije, povezane s konvekcijo, vplivajo na variabilnost cirku-
lacije izven tropov preko razli£nih povezav na daljavo. V tej disertaciji se ukvarjam
z zna£ilnostmi nekaterih tak²nih povezav. Novost uporabljene metodologije je, da
omogo£a analizo Rossbyjevih in inercijsko teºnostnih valov v modalnem prostoru,
v odvisnosti od prostorske skale. Omenjeni valovi so lastne re²itve lineariziranih
osnovnih gibalnih ena£b, imenujemo se normalni na£ini gibanj. Njihove horizon-
talne strukture opisujejo Houghovi harmoniki. Normalni na£ini gibanj (NMF) so
poznani ºe dolgo, pred kratkim pa so bili uporabiljeni tudi za validacijo variabilnosti
klimatskih modelov in modelov za numeri£no napovedovanje vremena. Glavni pou-
darek te disertacije je na kvantikaciji globalnega odziva Rossbyjevih in IG valov na
anomalije v tropske diabatnem gretju, podobne razli£nim fazam Madden-Julianove
oscilacije (MJO).
Numeri£ne simulacije v tej disertaciji so narejene z modelom ICTP AGCM (SPE-
EDY). V primerjavi z modernimi klimatskimi modeli in modeli za napovedovanje
vremena na visoki lo£ljivosti je SPEEDY poenostavljen, a ²e vedno je sposoben re-
producirati vzorce kratkoro£ne in povpre£ne klimatolo²ke cirkulacije na velikih pro-
storskih skalah. V primerjavi z reanalizo ERA-20C, je SPEEDY sposoben simulirati
porazdelitev energije in £asovne variabilnosti med zonalne in meridionalne na£ine,
med zonalno povpre£je in valove ter med Rossbyjevo in IG komponento cirkulacije.
Na vremenskih £asovnih skalah nezanesljivosti v SPEEDYju rastejo na podobnih
£asovnih skalah kot v modelih za numeri£no napovedovanje vremena. SPEEDY je
tudi sposoben generirati modelske nezanesljivosti v Rossbyjevih in IG na£inih, na
primernih geografskih obmo£jih in na primernih £asovnih skalah. Zaradi tega je
SPEEDY primeren za ²tudije globalnega odziva na anomalije tropskega diabatna
gretja.
Narejeni so bili ²tirje ansambli simulacij z anomalijami podobnimi MJO, v 100
zimah z razli£nimi vremenskimi pogoji. Dva ansambla sta imela dodano anomalijo
v obliki dipola (gretje in hlajenje) in dva v obliki monopola (gretje ali hlajenje).
Tak²ne perturbacije simulirajo razli£ne faze MJO. Anomalije so bile dodane na ten-
dence temperature, vsebujejo pa povratne zanke iz modelskih shem za konvekcijo in
kondenzacijo na velikih prostorskih skalah.
Rezultati kaºejo, da realisti£na formulacija motenj v diabatnem gretju, z upo-
²tevanimi povratnimi zankami zaradi vlaºnih procesov, ne daje bistveno druga£nih
rezultatov kot jih dajo modeli brez vlage z dodanimi perturbacijami v temperaturi,
kakr²ni so bili pogosto uporabljeni v podobnih ²tudijah. Odziv cirkulacije je ve-
£inoma pogojen s pozitivno anomalijo v gretju, vendar meddelovanje obeh polov
(pozitivne in negativne anomalije) v dipolu lokalizira odziv v tropih in vpliva na
obliko in orientacijo Rossbyjevih valov, ki se ²irijo iz subtropskih obmo£ij. Krat-
koro£ni odziv se projicira predvsem na IG na£ine, ²e posebej na Kelvinov val. V
srednjero£nem odzivu dominirajo Rossbyjevi na£ini, Rossbyjevi na£ini z meridio-
nalnim indeksom ve£jim od 1 (Rossbyjevi na£ini n > 1) prispevajo ve£ kot 50 %
variance k Rossbyjevemu delu odziva. Najve£ji prispevek k varianci Rossbyjevih
valov prispeva Rossbyjev na£in n = 1, ne glede na £asovno skalo odziva.
Na koncu so bili dodatno narejeni se poskusi z odstranitvijo visokih gorovij se-
verne poloble, za ²tudijo vpliva orograje na raz²irjanje odziva na severni polobli
izven tropov. Statisti£no zna£ilen vpliv je majhen.
Klju£ne besede: Madden-Julianova oscilacija, normalni na£ini gibanj, ICTP AGCM
(SPEEDY), splo²na cirkulacija ozra£ja, napovedljivost
PACS: 92.60.Bh, 92.60.Ox, 92.70.Np, 47.11.Kb
Abstract
Tropical circulation features associated with convective heating aect the extrat-
ropical variability trough various teleconnections. Some properties of this tropical-
extratropical coupling are addressed in this thesis. The novelty of the applied
methodology is the modal decomposition technique that provides scale-dependent
diagnostics in terms of the Rossby and inertio-gravity (IG) waves. These waves are
eigensolutions of the linearized primitive equations, termed the normal modes and
their horizontal structure is described by the Hough harmonics. Known for a long
time, the normal-mode functions (NMFs) have recently been applied also for the
validation of weather and climate model variability. The central question addressed
in the thesis is the quantication of the global Rossby and IG wave response to trop-
ical heating perturbations resembling dierent phases of Madden-Julian Oscillation
(MJO).
This question is addressed by numerical simulations using the ICTP AGCM
(SPEEDY) model. Although simplied with respect to the full scale state-of-the-
art climate and weather prediction models, SPEEDY proves capable to reproduce
large-scale patterns of both transient (short-term) and average (climatological) cir-
culation. The model simulates the partition of the spatial and temporal variability
between the zonal and meridional modes, zonal mean state and waves, the Rossby
and IG part of circulation reasonably well in comparison to the ERA-20C reanal-
ysis. It is shown that initial uncertainties is SPEEDY grow in a similar fashion as
in the numerical weather prediction systems. The model is able to fairly reproduce
forecast uncertainties associated with the Rossby and IG modes with temporal and
spatial characteristics found in an operational ensemble prediction systems. This
justies using SPEEDY for studying the transient properties of the global response
to tropical heating perturbations.
Four ensembles of simulations with the MJO-like heating perturbations in 100
winters with dierent background conditions are performed. Two ensembles are
forced with dipole and another two with monopole heating and cooling perturba-
tions, mimicking various phases of the MJO life cycle. The perturbations are applied
on temperature tendencies and include feedbacks from the model convection and
large-scale condensation schemes.
The results show that the realistic formulation of heating perturbations involving
moist feedbacks does not produce signicantly dierent results from dry model with
imposed temperature perturbations used in previous studies. The response is mostly
dened by a positive heating anomaly, and the interaction of the two poles of dipole
acts to localize the tropical response and to aect the shape and orientation of
the Rossby wave train emanating from the subtropics. The short-term response is
projecting predominantly on the IG modes, especially on the Kelvin wave. In the
medium time range, the Rossby modes dominate the response. Although the n = 1
Rossby mode is the main contributor to the Rossby wave variance at all time scales,
it is shown that the modes with the meridional index n > 1 contribute over 50 % of
the medium-range Rossby wave response.
Finally, numerical experiments without large-scale orography components in the
northern hemisphere (NH) are performed to study the orography impact on the ex-
tratropical propagation of the Rossby wave developed in response to MJO heating
perturbation. A relatively small statistically signicant impact is found.
Keywords: Madden-Julian Oscillation, normal modes, ICTP AGCM (SPEEDY),
general circulation, predictability
PACS: 92.60.Bh, 92.60.Ox, 92.70.Np, 47.11.Kb
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atmosphere is a complex system with processes that span over broad range of spatial
and temporal scales (Fig. 1.1). The processes on dierent scales are not isolated,
strong interactions occur between various spatial and temporal scales. When we
simulate atmospheric processes with various numerical models, we are unable to
properly include all processes and their interactions, due to our lack of understanding
of some processes, measurement errors, lack of observations, too coarse spatial and
temporal resolution of models, imperfect models, initial and boundary conditions
and chaotic nature of the system itself. All this results in limited predictability
(Kalnay, 2003).
Figure 1.1: Spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric processes. From:
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/tropical/textbook_2nd_edition/index.htm
The goal of numerical weather prediction (NWP) is as good simulation of weather
as possible, on time scales of about a week and spatial scales up to synoptic scales.
On this scales, predictability depends mainly on quality of model and initial condi-
tions (Kalnay, 2003).
On intraseasonal time scales and longer, external forcings, such as solar insola-
tion and ocean dynamics, signicantly inuence evolution of atmospheric processes.
Predictability on these time scales does not depend solely on our ability to simulate
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atmospheric processes, but also on simulations of external forcings (Randall, 2014).
The interactions of atmospheric processes occur also between distance regions of
the planet. The most important of them are tropical-extratropical interactions. A
good simulation of extratropical processes thus requires good simulations globally.
This eects extratropical predictability across dierent time scales, from synoptic
to interannual and longer (Randall, 2014; Kalnay, 2003).
In this thesis I concentrate on two aspects of predictability. First, I demonstrate
the added value of a novel approach to the model validation focusing on scale-
dependent properties of spatio-temporal variability and bias. Second, I analyze
the global response to tropical heating perturbations using global normal modes of
linearized primitive equations.
1.1 Theoretical background
1.1.1 The mean general circulation in the troposphere
The dierential heating of the atmosphere between tropical and polar regions drives
the transport of energy from tropics towards polar regions. Partially the transport
occurs with ocean currents and partially with the atmospheric general circulation.
For meridional transport of heat, a single cell of meridional circulation would suce.
However, the conservation of angular momentum and kinetic energy restricts the
meridional dimensions of the cells, which results in three cells in each hemisphere
(Fig. 1.2; Randall, 2014).
Hadley cell consists of rising air, generally located a few degrees north, divergence
in upper troposphere, sinking air in subtropics and convergence in lower troposphere.
The area where Hadley cell circulation from both hemispheres converges and the
air raises is called Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Midlatitudinal Ferrel
cells continue circulation poleward of Hadley cell. There is poleward ow in lower
troposphere from subtropics to approximately 60 degrees latitude, where the air
rises and then ows equatorward in upper troposphere. Poleward of Ferrel cells,
polar cells are located, with poleward ow in upper troposphere, sinking close to
poles and the equatorward ow in the lower troposphere.
Zonal winds in lower troposphere are easterly in Hadley and polar cells, and
westerly in Ferrel cells (Fig. 1.3). In upper troposphere, extratropical westerlies
dominate, forming a strong subtropical westerly jet over some regions, for example
over East Asia and Western Pacic. Much weaker winds blow close to equator and
poles.
The general circulation in zonal direction is forced by temperature dierences
between land and sea. Zonal variations in sea surface temperature (SST) and moun-
tain barriers also inuence circulation in zonal direction. The winds are generally
stronger over the oceans. High mountain ranges in midlatitudes deect the wester-
lies equatorward. The northern hemisphere orography (the Himalayas with Tibet,
and the Rocky Mountains) thus forces a stationary Rossby wave pattern in northern
hemisphere midlatitudinal ow. In the absence of such forcing in southern hemi-
sphere, the ow there is much more zonal in comparison to northern hemisphere.
The mountains do not aect the ow only by mechanical forcing (through sur-
face drag), but also by thermal forcing. The temperature of the high mountain
ranges behaves dierently from the temperature of surrounding air, so it can be
2
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Figure 1.2: Zonally averaged general circulation in the troposphere. Vertical motions
(color scale, in Pa/s) and meridional wind (contours, in m/s) data from ERA-20C
reanalysis. Arrows show circulation schematically.
a) 200 hPa b) 850 hPa
Figure 1.3: General circulation at 200 hPa (upper troposphere) and at 850 hPa
(lower troposphere). Geopotential height (color scale, in m) and winds (vectors, in
m/s) from ERA-20C reanalysis.
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warmer or colder than the air. Consequently mountain ranges can act as a source
of (positive or negative) local heating anomalies. The warming and cooling eect
of Tibetan plateau, for example, is known to be connected to the behavior of the
Indian Monsoon.
In the tropics, the continents and warm ocean currents along the eastern con-
tinental shores are sources of enhanced diabatic heating at the ground level. This
heating forces air to rise and create low-level convergence and upper-level divergence.
Descent of air appears over the regions of cold ocean currents and upwelling, along
the western shores of continents, where cold waters cool the air. The rising and
sinking motions force tropical zonal circulation, with winds blowing from centers of
divergence towards centers of convergence. At least two cells of zonal circulation are
usually described. One cell has with strong easterlies over Pacic Ocean in lower
troposphere and westerlies over Pacic Ocean in upper troposphere. Ascend of air
occurs over Indonesian region and west Pacic, and descend of air occurs over east
Pacic Ocean. This cell is widely known as Walker circulation. A similar cell exists
over the Atlantic Ocean (Lorenz, 1967; Randall, 2014; Holton, 2004).
This is a description of average circulation. In reality the circulation changes
with seasons. Earth's axis of rotation is tilted, which results in a seasonal change in
latitude of maximal solar insolation, and thus heating.
During northern hemisphere winter, northern part of Hadley cell dominates in
tropics and ITCZ moves southward. Northern hemisphere extratropical westerlies
strengthen and southern hemisphere extratropical westerlies weaken in compari-
son to yearly average circulation. During northern hemisphere summer the ITCZ
moves northward, southern hemisphere westerlies strengthen and northern hemi-
sphere westerlies weaken in comparison to mean annual circulation.
Another seasonal change in general circulation is monsoons. Although the mon-
soons occur in all continents in tropics, the Asian monsoon has the largest impact.
The main reason for the monsoons is the dierence in the heat capacity of land and
sea. In summer, when the incoming solar radiation is the strongest, land warms
more than the ocean, due to the smaller heat capacity. This warms the air over
land reduces stability and enhances convection. The latent heat released from the
deep convection warms the troposphere through the whole depth. In case of the
Asian monsoon Tibetan Plateau, which reaches approximately 500 hPa, addition-
ally warms the middle troposphere. The temperature gradient between warm air
over land and cooler air over the ocean forms pressure gradient in lower troposphere
in the opposite direction. The consequence is lower-troposphere convergence. The
ascend of air over land results in divergence in the upper troposphere. During the
winter the absorbed solar radiation is reduced. The land then cools faster than the
ocean, and the whole monsoonal circulation reverses. In case of the Asian monsoon,
snow cover of the Tibetan Plateau again enhances the land-sea contrast (Randall,
2014; Holton, 2004).
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1.1.2 Global variability of circulation and teleconnections
Rossby waves in midlatitudes
In the midlatitudinal Ferrel cells the heat is transported poleward by synoptic-scale
eddies and planetary waves. These are transient phenomena in midlatitudes with
spatial scales from hundreds to thousands of kilometers and time scales from few
days to weeks. They consist of Rossby waves.
The atmospheric motions in midlatitudes, on synoptic and larger scales, are
approximately hydrostatic and geostrophically balanced. The ow is approximately
along isobars (or isohypses of geopotential on isobaric surfaces), with gradient and
Coriolis forces approximately in balance.
The Rossby waves appear as approximately horizontal waves on midlatitudinal
zonal ow. Their existence is based on the meridional variation of Coriolis force.
The simplest description of the midlatitudinal variations of Coriolis force is the beta
plane, where the meridional gradient of Coriolis parameter (f = 2Ω sinφ, where
Ω is the angular speed of the Earth's rotation and φ is latitude) is assumed to be
constant. Hence f = f0 + ∂f∂y y = f0 + βy, where f0 is Coriolis parameter at 45
◦N,
where meridional coordinate y is zero.
The mathematical derivation of barotropic Rossby waves on beta plane is well
known and can be nd in textbooks, such as Holton (2004). Equation of horizontal
motion for the frictionless ow is Eq. 1.1.
dV
dt
+ fk×V = −1
ρ
∇p (1.1)
Here V denotes 2D wind vector, with components u in zonal (x) direction and v
in meridional y direction, k is vertical unit vector, ρ is air density, ∇p denotes
horizontal part of pressure gradient. Equation 1.1 can be rewritten for each compo-
nent separately as Eq. 1.2 and 1.3, where z is vertical coordinate and w is vertical
component of wind.
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
+ w
∂u
∂z
− fv = −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
(1.2)
∂v
∂t
+ u
∂v
∂x
+ v
∂v
∂y
+ w
∂v
∂z
+ fu = −1
ρ
∂p
∂y
(1.3)
Equations 1.2 and 1.3 can be combined together into the vorticity equation (eq.
1.4).
d
dt
(ζ + f) = − (ζ + f)
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
−
(
∂w
∂x
∂v
∂z
− ∂w
∂y
∂u
∂z
)
+
1
ρ2
(
∂ρ
∂x
∂p
∂y
− ∂ρ
∂y
∂p
∂x
)
(1.4)
Relative vorticity (ζ =
(
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂y
)
= k · ∇×V) is a measure of rotation of the ow,
due to its velocity relative to the rotating Earth.
The scale analysis of equation 1.4 shows that the vertical derivative and the last
two terms on the right are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the other
terms in case of synoptic scale ow (Holton, 2004). Hence the vorticity equation
can be simplied to equation 1.5.
d
dt
(ζ + f) = − (ζ + f)
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
(1.5)
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The term
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
)
represents horizontal divergence. Geostrophic wind is de-
ned as:
Vg =
1
ρf
k×∇p (1.6)
The divergence of the geostrophic wind is zero. In this case the equation 1.5 further
simplies to the equation for conservation of absolute vorticity:
d
dt
(ζ + f) = 0 (1.7)
Helmholtz theorem says that any 2D wind eld can be written as
V = ∇χ+ k×∇ψ (1.8)
where χ and ψ are scalar and vector velocity potentials, respectively. The rst one
(χ) is shortly called velocity potential and the second one (ψ) is shortly called stream
function. For nondivergent ow ∇χ = 0. Thus geostrophic wind can be rewritten
in terms of stream function only and the geostrophic relative vorticity is ζg = ∇2ψg.
At this point we assume that stream function can be written as a sum of average
stream function Ψ and its deviation ψ′. In a similar way, zonal wind can be written
as a sum of average zonal wind U and deviations u′, while meridional wind consists
only of perturbations v′ around zero mean meridional wind. In this case the equation
1.7 can be rewritten as (
∂
∂t
+ U
∂
∂x
)
∇2ψ′ + β ∂
∂x
ψ′ = 0 (1.9)
The solution to this equation is
ψ′ = Re
[
ψ0 e
i(kx+ly−ωt)] (1.10)
where k and l are zonal and meridional wavenumbers, respectively, and ω is fre-
quency.
The solution is Rossby waves. The mechanism behind the Rossby waves, though,
can be described in a following way: every meridional displacement of air changes
Coriolis parameter that forces the change of vorticity in order to conserve their sum.
Thus poleward displacement of air in the Northern Hemisphere implies positive
change of Coriolis parameter and should be compensated by a negative change in
vorticity. As negative vorticity is associated with anticyclonic circulation (in the
Northern Hemisphere), the ow turns clockwise, back to equatorward direction.
This implies negative change in Coriolis parameter that has to be compensated by a
positive change of vorticity. In northern hemisphere positive vorticity is in cyclonic
(counterclockwise) ow, which results in poleward turn of the ow, and the whole
process is repeated.
In reality, the midlatitudinal ow is neither completely barotropic nor completely
geostrophic. Instead of geostrophic theory, a better description of synoptic and plan-
etary scale midlatitudinal ow is obtained by quasi-geostrophic theory. In this theory
some ageostrophic winds are taken into account to make divergence/convergence of
winds and baroclinicity possible, as they, together, allow development of the ow
and the disturbances associated with them. The theory of barotropic Rossby waves
presented here also describes free Rossby waves - Rossby waves without any forc-
ing. In the real atmosphere, Rossby waves also occur as a response to thermal or
orographic forcing (Holton, 2004; Held, 1983).
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Tropical waves
Rossby waves play a crucial role in extratropical circulation. A set of waves that are
important in general circulation also exists in tropical regions.
A simple but comprehensive theory of tropical waves was developed by Matsuno
(1966). He studied shallow water equations on equatorial beta plane, linearized
about a state of rest.
Shallow water equations describe a barotropic uid with free surface, with hori-
zontal dimensions much larger than vertical dimension. The uid should be of mean
depth H and there should be no horizontal pressure gradient. Due to this assump-
tions, continuity equation and pressure gradient force could be written in terms of
height perturbation h. The whole system of equations is then:
∂u
∂t
− fv + g∂h
∂x
= 0 (1.11)
∂v
∂t
+ fu+ g
∂h
∂y
= 0 (1.12)
∂h
∂t
+H
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
= 0 (1.13)
Equatorial beta plane is similar to midlatitudinal beta plane, except that it is
centered at equator, where f0 = 0. Hence f = βy.
Following Matsuno (1966), the equations 1.11 to 1.13 are made dimensionless
by applying dimensionless time as T =
√
β
√
gH t and length as L =
√
β√
gH
l. In
the following equations all quantities are dimensionless, and x and y are dened
on interval (−∞,∞). With the linearization about a state of rest the variables
represent only departures from the zero values. The solution can be written in the
form of Eq. 1.14 to 1.16.
u = û (y) ei(kx−ωt) (1.14)
v = v̂ (y) ei(kx−ωt) (1.15)
h = ĥ (y) ei(kx−ωt) (1.16)
This gives us the equation for meridional component of velocity:
∂2v̂
∂y2
+
(
ω2 − k2 − k
ω
− y2
)
v̂ = 0 (1.17)
As we are on equatorial beta plane, and interested only in tropics, we look for
solutions in which v̂ is zero when y goes towards innity. Such solutions are possible
only when (
ω2 − k2 − k
ω
)
= 2n+ 1 (1.18)
where n is zero or positive integer, called meridional mode index. It denes the
shape of solutions in meridional direction (Matsuno, 1966; Randall, 2014).
For positive n solutions of Eq. 1.17 are
v̂ (y) = v0e
− 1
2
y2Hn (y) (1.19)
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Here Hn (y) is Hermite polynomial of order n, dened as
Hn (y) = (−1)n ey
2 dn
dyn
(
e−y
2
)
(1.20)
The rst few Hermite polynomials are: H0 = 1, H1 = 2y, H2 = 4y2−2 (Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1972). Hermite polynomials for even n are equatorially symmetric while
for odd n they are asymmetric. The value of n thus denes the symmetry of solution
for v̂ (y) in Eq. 1.19 and implicitly also for û (y) and ĥ (y).
Equation 1.18 is a cubic equation for ω. For large k's, the roots are
ω1,2 ≈ ±
√
k2 + 2n+ 1 (1.21)
ω3 ≈ −
k
k2 + 2n+ 1
(1.22)
or, if returning back to dimensional form:
ω1,2 ≈ ±
√
gH
√
k2 +
β√
gH
(2n+ 1) (1.23)
ω3 ≈ −
βk
k2 + β√
gH
(2n+ 1)
(1.24)
The rst two roots (Eq. 1.23) correspond to inertio-gravity waves and the third (Eq.
1.24) corresponds to (tropical) Rossby waves.
Inertio-gravity waves are gravity waves modied by Coriolis force. They may
propagate eastward or westward (hence plus and minus sign), in general at faster
speeds than Rossby waves.
A special case is a wave with n = 0. For this wave, Eq. 1.18 gives three solutions:
ω1,2 =
k
2
∓
√(
k
2
)2
+ 1
ω3 = −k
The last solution is not possible as the derivation of Eq. 1.18 implicitly prohibit
solutions for ω = −k. From the two solutions of ω1,2, the one with plus sign in front
of square root represents eastward propagating inertio-gravity wave. The other
solution for ω1,2 represents the westward propagating inertio-gravity wave only for
small zonal wavenumbers (k's). For large zonal wavenumbers it behaves similarly
to Rossby waves (Matsuno, 1966). Consequently it is also called the mixed Rossby-
gravity wave.
Another special case is the Kelvin wave. This is a wave with meridional compo-
nent of velocity equal to zero, which means that the special treatment of equations
is needed from the beginning. Meridional component of velocity is skipped in the
original system of equations (equations 1.11 to 1.13). After making the equations
dimensionless and assuming solutions for u and h in form of Eq. 1.14 and 1.16, a
set of three equations for u and h can be solved. The set of equations together with
boundary conditions (u and h must vanish out of tropics, or more strictly when
y → ±∞), the dispersion relation can be obtained. In dimensional form it is
ω = k
√
gH (1.25)
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The same system of equations gives us solution for û (dimension form):
û = u0e
− β
2
√
gH
y2 (1.26)
The solution for ĥ diers only for positive real factor. From the shape of û an e-
folding scale can be obtained (Holton, 2004), describing how the amplitude of the
wave decays poleward from the equator:
YK =
√
2
√
gH
β
(1.27)
The third important wave in tropics is the equatorial Rossby wave, not due to
its special physical properties, but rather to its role in general circulation of the
atmosphere, which will be discussed later.
The model of Gill
Gill (1980) used a similar model as Matsuno (Eq. 1.11 to 1.13), but applied a lo-
calized thermal forcing. After deriving a general solution he studied the stationary
response to simple forcing with sinusoidal shape in zonal direction and gaussian
shape in meridional. He concentrated on three examples, the rst one with forc-
ing symmetric about equator, the second one with forcing antisymmetric regarding
equator (heating in northern hemisphere and cooling in southern), and the last one
was a combination of the previous two.
His results for symmetric forcing are represented in Fig. 1.4. The response is a
combination of Kelvin and equatorial Rossby waves. The easterlies east of heating
region are part of the Kelvin wave response. The westerlies west of heating region are
part of the equatorial Rossby wave response. As the equatorial Rossby wave travels
westward slowlier than the Kelvin wave travels eastward, the equatorial Rossby wave
response is damped out at the shorter distance from the heating region than the
Kelvin wave response. The response in the heating region is a combination of both.
The heating also causes upward motion and the wind divergence above, thus the
meridionally averaged zonal circulation strongly resembles the Walker circulation.
The two lows o the equator and westward of the heating source are part of the
equatorial Rossby wave response. The poleward ow in the ascending region is a
consequence of the conservation of vorticity. Zonally averaged meridional circulation
resembles the Hadley circulation, with equatorward motion below and poleward
motion aloft.
In the antisymmetric case, the response again consists of two waves - mixed
Rossby-gravity wave and the so-called n = 2 Rossby wave. The mixed Rossby-
gravity wave response consists of cyclonic (anticyclonic) vortex in northern (south-
ern) hemisphere, west of heating perturbation regions. The n = 2 Rossby response
adds easterlies out of cooling region and westerlies into the heating region. Due to
the westward propagation of both excited waves, there is no response east of the
heating region. Zonally averaged meridional and vertical circulation show only one
cell, centered at equator, with northward motions in lower part of the circulation
and southward ow above.
The sum of the symmetric and antisymmetric heating perturbations is a per-
turbation with strong heating in the Northern Hemisphere and weak cooling in the
9
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Figure 1.4: The stationary response to heating, symmetric regarding equator, in
terms of horizontal winds and perturbation pressure (top) and in terms of stream
function of meridionally integrated winds and perturbations pressure below it (bot-
tom). (From Gill, 1980)
Southern one. The response is shown in Fig. 1.5. The zonal circulation along equa-
tor resembles the Walker circulation. The strong heating produce strong upward
motions and strong cyclonic circulation associated with the heating. The merid-
ional circulation still resembles the Hadley cell, as in a symmetric heating case, but
the part of the cell at the heating side of the equator is now much stronger due to the
asymmetry in heating. The heating asymmetry used in this case roughly resembles
the heating asymmetry associated with the Asian Monsoon.
Figure 1.5: The stationary response to a sum of symmetric and antisymmetric
heating. Wind vectors and (a) vertical velocity, (b) perturbation pressure. (From
Gill, 1980)
The model of Gill (1980) is one of the simplest models that qualitatively de-
scribe the basic features of forced tropical circulation, and gives some insight into
the possible mechanisms behind them (for example the role of strong heating per-
turbation in monsoon circulation). It also shows the important roles of tropical
waves in the general circulation of tropics. Many studies of the response to tropical
heating perturbations show response, similar to this model, no matter if the heating
perturbation is in terms of SST (for example Su and Neelin, 2002; Wu et al., 2006)
or diabatic heating in the middle troposphere (for example Jin and Hoskins, 1995;
Lin et al., 2004).
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Normal mode functions and tropical waves on sphere
The theory of waves described above assumes beta plane, which is satisfactory for the
description of waves on sphere in case of small deviation from the central latitude of
plane. In reality waves can cover large spans of latitudes, where plane approximation
is not sucient. The description of (tropical) waves on sphere, however, is more
complicated than on beta plane.
Normal mode functions (NMF) are eigensolutions of 3D linearized primitive
equations of motion on sphere. NMFs are orthogonal and consist of vertical struc-
ture functions and horizontal Hough functions. The latter are composed of sinu-
soidal waves in zonal direction and combination of associated Legendre polynomials
in meridional direction. Separate Hough function solutions exist for eastward and
westward propagating inertio-gravity waves as well as for Rossby waves, in a similar
manner as on beta plane (Kasahara and Puri, 1981).
The most important types of tropical waves are an integral part of NMFs, and
are described by specic Hough functions. Kelvin waves are described in terms of
eastward propagating inertio-gravity Hough functions of the lowest meridional index.
Equatorial Rossby waves are described in terms of Rossby Hough functions with
meridional index 1 (n = 1 Rossby waves). Extratropical Rossby waves are usually
described as a combination of Rossby Hough functions with meridional indices higher
than 1 (Kasahara, 1978; Kasahara and Puri, 1981). Figure 1.6 shows examples of
tropical Kelvin and Rossby waves on sphere.
a) n=1 Rossby wave b) Kelvin wave
Figure 1.6: Example of Hough functions for n = 1 Rossby wave and Kelvin wave.
Normalized by maximal geopotential (color) and wind speed (vectors).
Normal mode functions form global orthogonal base in 3D, thus global 3D data
can be projected on them. The projection of data on NMFs (NMF decomposition)
allows computation of energy in modal space and easy access to IG, Rossby and the
most important tropical waves, trough inverse projection from modal to grid-point
space. This opens a broad range of possible applications of NMFs.
Regarding general circulation, Tanaka and Kung (1988); Tanaka et al. (1986);
Tanaka and Sun (1990), for example, used NMF decomposition to study its energet-
ics and energetics of baroclinic instability. In relation to tropical waves, Castanheira
and Marques (2015), for example, used NMF decomposition of data for diagnosis of
convectively-coupled equatorial waves in reanalysis data, while Blaauw and agar
(2018) studied seasonal change of linear Kelvin waves in ECMWF analyses.
Atmospheric teleconnections
Nigam and Baxter (2015) dene teleconnections as the climate variability links be-
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tween non-contiguous geographic regions. They usually appear as patterns of climate
anomalies (typically in surface pressure or middle to upper tropospheric geopoten-
tial height) in distant regions, whose (temporal) evolution is indicative of a possible
link between them. Teleconnections are important because they can aect local
weather and climate, for example in terms of temperature and precipitation, over
large distances. Most of teleconnections appear in northern hemisphere winter, but
may occur in subseasonal to interannual timescales.
Teleconnection patterns are traditionally derived in two ways. The rst one
is with computing correlation maps between the base point (the point or region,
which we are interested in its connection to the other points or regions) and all
the other points (globally or in the selected domain). Those other points should
be far away in comparison to the decorrelation length scale. A higher absolute
value of correlation means stronger teleconnection. The second method is principal
component analysis, also known as empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis.
In this method teleconnection patterns typically appear as the rst few eigenvectors
of covariance matrix, or their combinations. The amount of variance explained by
each eigenvector can be derived from the eigenvalues (Nigam and Baxter, 2015; von
Storch and Zwiers, 1999).
Many teleconnection patterns are known. In the rst comprehensive review of
the Northern Hemisphere teleconnections, Wallace and Gutzler (1981) described
ve dierent patterns, including two most famous ones - North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and Pacic-North American pattern (PNA) (Fig. 1.7). Another very well
known teleconnection is the Southern Oscillation over the tropical Pacic, that is
directly connected to El Niño (hence the name El Niño-Southern Oscillation, or
shorter ENSO).
The exact mechanism behind teleconnections is not known yet. However, Hoskins
and Karoly (1981) show that the teleconnection patterns are reminiscent of the at-
mospheric response to the tropical and orographic forcing. The heating perturbation
in tropics results in a series of barotropic Rossby wave minima and maxima, extend-
ing poleward and eastward from the source into the extratropics - the so called
Rossby wave train. They showed, for example, that the PNA pattern may be just
the extratropical response to the heating anomaly in tropical Pacic. The heating
perturbations and orographic forcing in extratropics also resulted in responses ex-
tending over large regions. This study of Hoskins and Karoly (1981) was among
the rst studies that linked some of the extratropical teleconnections to the tropical
forcing. But due to the use of a barotropic model, they were unable to show that
teleconnections exist also within the tropics (e.g. Su et al., 2001).
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Figure 1.7: Teleconnections in the Northern Hemisphere, computed with correlation
technique. (a) in surface pressure, (b) in geopotential at 500 hPa. NAO is the
pattern over Atlantic ocean in both plots, PNA is the sequence of black regions that
crosses North America in (b) (From: Wallace and Gutzler, 1981)
It is possible to obtain some hints of possible physical processes behind the
teleconnections by projecting global atmospheric data (eg. from model simulations
or reanalyses) on atmospheric normal modes and ltering of specic modes and
their combinations to grid-point space. Some examples are Kasahara (1984) and
Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986), who studied global atmospheric response to
tropical heating disturbances, and Nogues-Paegle and Mo (1988), who studied re-
sponse of the Southern Hemisphere subtropical jet to tropical latent heating. Zhong
and Nogues-Paegle (1990) studied global response to tropical heating perturbations
associated with El Niño. These studies showed that tropical-extratropical interac-
tions are based on interactions between tropical baroclinic waves (mostly Kelvin and
n = 1 Rossby waves), background ow and extratropical barotropic Rossby waves.
Castanheira et al. (2002) found patterns resembling PNA and NAO after performing
principal component analysis in modal space.
Madden-Julian Oscillation
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), also known as Tropical Intraseasonal Oscillation
(Randall, 2014), is a part of general circulation in zonal direction in tropics. Despite
its name, it is not a real oscillation but rather recurrent phenomenon that occurs
with periods between 30 and 90 days (Zhang, 2005). It was rst discovered as
a spectral peak at 40-50 day periods in surface pressure, temperature, and zonal
winds in observational data from some stations in Indian Ocean and west Pacic
(Madden and Julian, 1971, 1972).
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The speculation of Madden and Julian (1972) about the link between the MJO
and tropical deep convection was proved later on (Hendon and Salby, 1994a,b). Since
then the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) has been typically used to extract the
MJO from satellite measurements (e.g. Wheeler and Hendon, 2004; Cassou, 2008;
Matthews et al., 2004) and reanalyses (e.g. Matthews et al., 2004) after removing
the seasonal cycle and interannual variability. Due to its close link with convection,
MJO can be observed in precipitation pattern (e.g. Lin et al., 2009). Many studies
also extract the wind and geopotential MJO signals from reanalyses and reconstruct
the anomalies in atmospheric circulation through composites of data or temporal
and spatial correlations (Zhang, 2005).
MJO starts with low surface pressure, enhanced deep convection and strong
precipitation over the Indian Ocean, with zonal convergence of moist air in lower
troposphere and divergence in upper troposphere. The downward motion with wind
divergence in lower troposphere and high surface pressure appears in the west Pacic
Ocean. A combination of enhanced and reduced convection along the equator drives
anomalous Walker circulation in the east-west direction (e.g. Adames and Wallace,
2014).
With time, the strong deep convection center moves slowly eastward (at average
speed of 5 m/s), deepens further, and then decays over the west Pacic. The wind
perturbation travels together with convection perturbations, and may continue east-
ward propagation even when deep convection with precipitation is gone. Thus the
wind perturbations may complete the circle around the globe (Madden and Julian,
1972). The basic life cycle is shown in Fig. 1.8.
Together with anomalous Walker circulation, the basic response to tropical heat-
ing perturbations also includes two anticyclonic vortices north and south of the
equator, close to the heating perturbation. The response has been often described
as a combination of faster, eastward propagating Kelvin waves and slower, westward
propagating equatorial Rossby waves (equivalent to n = 1 Rossby modes), similar
to classical Gill-type response (Gill, 1980).
The life cycle of MJO is usually described by eight phases (Fig. 1.9; e.g. Zhang,
2005). Some of the phases are characterized by heating perturbations that can be
described as a heating monopole (for example, phases 4 and 8) while perturbations
in some other phases appear more similar to heating dipoles (for example, phases 2
and 6) (e.g. Cassou, 2008; Lin et al., 2009). The eight phases of MJO are usually
identied by computation of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of some com-
bination of wind, geopotential and OLR data in tropics, ltered to time periods of
MJO. Typically the rst two EOFs resemble two phases of MJO - one with heating
perturbation over the Indian Ocean and the other with heating perturbation over
the Indonesia and the Western Pacic (Wheeler and Hendon, 2004) - and the other
phases can be described as a linear combination of these two phases.
The interaction of the tropical response with the background ow allows the
response to travel into extratropics. Extratropical response consists of series of
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices over the Pacic, emanating northeastward (and
southeastward in Southern Hemisphere) from the heating perturbation region. Such
response is called the Rossby wave train (RWT) and is approximately barotropic
(Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Kasahara, 1984; Kasahara and da Silva Dias, 1986).
The ability of barotropic response to spread into extratropics is dependent on the
westerly wind shear in the vicinity of the heating perturbation. Stronger shear close
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Figure 1.8: The basic sketch of the MJO life cycle. (From: Madden and Julian,
1972)
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to the source makes it easier for the response to leave the tropics, therefore the
RWT is more intense in the winter hemisphere, where the westerly subtropical jet is
closer to the heating source than in the summer hemisphere (Garcia and Salby, 1987;
Kasahara and da Silva Dias, 1986; Lee et al., 2009). Characteristics of the RWT
depend on the location, sign and longevity of the heating perturbations (e.g. Jin and
Hoskins, 1995; Park et al., 1995; Lin et al., 2010; Lin and Brunet, 2018). The shape
of the RWT has been described in some studies in terms of PNA teleconnection
pattern (e.g. Adames and Wallace, 2014; Seo and Lee, 2017).
Figure 1.9: The eight phases of MJO, as seen in OLR (color) and 300 hPa stream
function anomalies (contours, interval 10−6m2/s). From Cassou (2008).
El Niño-Southern Oscillation
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation consists of two coupled phenomena - the atmo-
spheric Southern Oscillation and the oceanic El Niño. The Southern Oscillation is a
variation of Walker circulation with periods from three to seven years. It appears as
a shift of air mass from the eastern side of the tropical Pacic to the western side and
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back. Thus it can be observed as a teleconnection in surface pressure between the
east and west side of the tropical Pacic. The increased pressure dierence between
both sides of the Pacic results in stronger low-level easterlies and strengthens the
whole Walker circulation. On the other hand, the reduced pressure dierence results
in weaker easterlies and weaker Walker circulation.
The low-level winds force the ocean trough the wind-stress. Stronger low-level
easterlies push the warm surface waters to the west and increase the upwelling
at the eastern coast, where the SST decreases. These are the so-called La Niña
conditions. On the other hand, weaker easterlies decrease the upwelling at the
eastern coast, where the SST increases. These are the El Niño conditions. The
strong SST gradients during La Niña further increase easterlies and the weaker SST
gradients decrease easterlies during El Niño. So the atmosphere and the ocean force
each other.
The change in the Walker circulation and SST also reects in precipitation.
Warmer western Pacic increases convection and the strong easterlies add moisture,
so the western part of the Pacic gets more precipitation during La Niña. The
colder SST on the eastern side reduces convection and precipitation. During El
Niño, precipitation is enhanced over the warmer-than-usual SST in the eastern part
of the Pacic and decreased over the colder-than-usual western side (Holton, 2004;
Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Randall, 2014).
1.1.3 General circulation models
General circulation models (GCM) are numerical models for simulations of the gen-
eral circulation (of the atmosphere). They are of dierent complexity but in general
they base on the solving the primitive equations of atmospheric motions. Low and
intermediate complexity GCMs have sucient spatial and temporal resolution to
represent the main atmospheric processes on synoptic and planetary scales. Thus
they are useful research tools for studies of climate and global scale phenomena (e.g
Kucharski et al., 2013).
With GCMs we aim for proper simulations of climate (long-term mean state of
the atmosphere, usually in terms of winds, temperature, pressure and humidity),
long-term variability of atmosphere, and the statistics of synoptic-scale weather
events (for example the proper amount of midlatitudinal cyclones, their paths and
intensity). The correct spatio-temporal simulation of each event is not crucial as
long as the long-term statistics is correct.
The processes that we want to simulate with the GCMs strongly depend on the
external forcing, such as solar radiation and interactions with ground (sea, land, ice
and also vegetation). The general circulation modelling is therefore a boundary con-
dition problem. The boundary conditions have to be either prescribed or calculated
in a coupled model (for example coupled ocean-atmosphere models are common
nowadays). Many processes, often including interactions with the boundary condi-
tions, are usually included in the model in form of dierent parametrizations, often
due to their subgrid scale. Some examples of variables that are often computed
through parametrizations include surface heat and moisture uxes, radiation, and
also clouds and precipitation.
The correct parametrization of surface uxes (for example heat, momentum and
water wapor uxes) is especially crucial in general circulation models, as small errors
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in such uxes can cause long-term energy imbalances and, consequently, unrealistic
results. The conservation of mass and energy in the model is also crucial for the
same reason (Warner, 2011; Randall, 2014; Holton, 2004; Kalnay, 2003).
With their main advantages of being fast in computation and relatively easier
to understand than the full-scale climate models, GCMs still need to demonstrate
results in reasonable agreement with full-scale models, reanalysis datasets and ob-
servations.
The most obvious way to validate the model performance would be to compare
the model results against observations (Flato et al., 2013). This can be done for
parameters with long observational records, such as 2meter temperature and pre-
cipitation. For other variables, such as winds, temperature and moisture, validation
is usually performed against reanalyses, as they are the most representative picture
of the state of the atmosphere at any particular time that we could gather. The
comparison is usually done for mean state of variables and sometimes for tempo-
ral variability, in terms of standard deviation from the time-averaged state. Some
other basic statistics include bias and root-mean-square error of the model elds
with respect to reanalyses (e.g Wang et al., 2014; Flato et al., 2013).
The scale-dependent validation of GCM is challenging, as GCMs can simulate
processes on very dierent spatial and temporal scales, from subsynoptic weather
processes to planetary waves, from days to decadal time scales. Tropical processes
are traditionally validated by comparison of model results with reanalyses, ltered
in wavenumber-frequency domain (e.g. Lin et al., 2006; Hung et al., 2013). Extrat-
ropical variability is often evaluated by comparison of time series of dierent indices,
such as blocking index or NAO index, between the model and reanalyses (e.g. Scaife
et al., 2010). The model's ability to simulate teleconnections is often evaluated by
calculation of spatial correlations between geographically distant regions or principal
component analysis, based on empirical orthogonal functions (e.g. Bretherton et al.,
1992).
Traditional methods are often purely statistical and do not necessarily take into
account any physical background. The understanding of physical background of
the model deciencies is important in order to get the proper picture of model per-
formance and to be able to properly interpret model outputs. Shepherd (2014)
comments on the lack of knowledge on atmospheric circulation aspects on climate
change due to our weaker knowledge on errors of dynamics in comparison to ther-
modynamics (e.g. temperature). The model validations focused on atmospheric
circulation are thus valuable. agar et al. (2019) provides an example of such vali-
dation, based on comparison of model results with reanalysis data in modal space,
after NMF decomposition.
The main purpose of global models has traditionally been weather forecasting.
It is well known that extratropical weather forecasts depend on tropics. In other
words, the errors in initial conditions in tropics propagate out to the midlatitudes
and aect forecasts there. In order to improve forecasts in the extratropics, the
improvement in simulations of tropics is needed. This indicates a more accurate
representation of tropical heating anomalies that are investigated in this thesis.
Sensitivity to perturbations is usually studied by carrying out ensemble simula-
tions, where numerous integrations are performed to allow for statistical evaluation
of the growth of uncertainties (Kalnay, 2003).
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1.2 Thesis goals
A novel method for scale-dependent validation of general circulation models (GCM)
and climate models has been described by agar et al. (2019). The method employs
the decomposition of data to orthogonal normal mode functions in order to com-
pare long-term model simulations with reanalysis data in terms of bias and temporal
variability. In agar et al. (2019), a simplied GCM (ICTP AGCM - SPEEDY) is
validated against reanalysis. Only validation of total circulation (combined Rossby
and IG circulation) is performed, across zonal wavenumbers. In the rst part of
Chapter 4 (4.1) of this thesis I expand the validation of SPEEDY model with quan-
tication of distribution of global energy, temporal variability, and bias between
zonal wavenumbers and meridional modes, between IG and Rossby circulation, and
between tropical and extratropical circulation, in the model and reanalysis, for av-
erage annual and seasonal circulation. The goal of the rst part of Chapter 4 is to
present the wider capabilities of the method and to expand the model validation
beyond what is presented in agar et al. (2019).
In the second part of Chapter 4 (4.2) I investigate how initial uncertainties
grow in SPEEDY in comparison to state-of-the-art ensembles for numerical weather
prediction. The main goal is to justify the use of SPEEDY in predictability studies.
In Chapter 5 the role of tropical heating perturbations in global predictability
is addressed in terms of global response to the heating perturbations resembling
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). This is the main focus of my thesis. Although
the MJO is a widely studied phenomenon, the goal of my thesis is to add to the
previous knowledge by using decomposition to normal mode functions to study the
GCM response to four MJO-like stationary heating perturbations. This decomposi-
tion allows for scale-dependent quantication of the response, simple ltering of the
Rossby and IG response, and specically simple ltering of the response in some im-
portant tropical waves - the Kelvin and so called n = 1 Rossby waves. The research
questions include comparison of the responses to the four heating perturbations, as
well as identication and quantication of the role of IG, Rossby, Kelvin and n = 1
Rossby waves in the response.
To summarize, in Chapter 4 I validate the model, which is then used for the main
research of this thesis in Chapter 5 - global response to stationary MJO-like heating
perturbations in terms of Rossby and IG waves. More detailed research questions
are presented in the respective chapters.
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Methodology
The main research tool was decomposition of results on normal mode functions
(NMF). This Chapter provides description of modal decomposition.
2.1 Derivation of NMF
Modal decomposition is based on the projection of 3D global wind and geopoten-
tial elds onto orthogonal normal mode functions, described by Kasahara and Puri
(1981). Here I will follow the derivation from review article of Kasahara (2010),
which includes a more detailed derivation, but also covers the content of Kasahara
and Puri (1981).
This derivation uses vertical coordinate σ, which is dened as a ratio between
the local pressure and surface pressure (Eq. 2.1, where ps is surface pressure and pT
is pressure on model top). The model top is usually at pT=0 in numerical models,
which will be assumed here.
σ =
p− pT
ps − pT
(2.1)
In the following derivation,∇ refers only to the horizontal part of the 3D operator
on σ surfaces, and V refers to horizontal wind on σ surfaces.
Global primitive equations in spherical coordinates with σ vertical coordinate
can be written as Eq. 2.2 to 2.7.
du
dt
−
(
2Ω sinφ+
u tanφ
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)
v = − 1
a cosφ
(
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)
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[
σ̇
σ
−∇ ·V +
(
V −V
)
· ∇ ln ps
]
(2.4)
∂ ln ps
∂t
+V · ∇ ln ps +∇ ·V = 0 (2.5)
∂σ̇
∂σ
+∇ ·
(
V −V
)
+
(
V −V
)
· ∇ ln ps = 0 (2.6)
g
∂z
∂σ
= −RT
σ
(2.7)
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where
d
dt
=
∂
∂t
+V · ∇+ σ̇ ∂
∂σ
V · ∇ = u
a cosφ
∂
∂λ
+
v
a
∂
∂φ
V =
∫ 1
0
Vdσ
Horizontal motions are represented by Eq. 2.2 and 2.3, Eq. 2.4 is a thermodynamic
equation, Eq. 2.5 describes tendency of surface pressure, Eq. 2.6 and 2.7 are mass
continuity equation and hydrostatic approximation, respectively.
At the upper and lower boundaries (σ = 0, and σ = 1, respectively), vertical
velocity should be zero - dσ
dt
= σ̇ = 0.
New variable P is introduced as
P = gz +RT0 ln ps (2.8)
and represents geopotential corrected for changes in surface pressure. Temperature
T0 = T0 (σ) is average temperature at each model level.
After neglecting nonlinear terms and linearization around basic state of rest, the
system of equations 2.2 to 2.7 can be rewritten as
∂u′
∂t
− 2Ω sinφv′ = − ∂P
′
a cosφ∂λ
(2.9)
∂v′
∂t
+ 2Ω sinφu′ = − ∂P
′
a∂φ
(2.10)
∂
∂t
[
∂
∂σ
(
σ
RΓ0
∂P ′
∂σ
)]
−∇ ·V′ = 0 (2.11)
with boundary conditions
∂P ′
∂σ
= finite at σ = 0
and
∂P ′
∂σ
+
Γ0
T0
P ′ = 0 at σ = 1
Static stability of basic-state atmosphere, Γ0, is dened as
Γ0 =
RT0
cpσ
− dT0
dσ
(2.12)
The new system of equations 2.9 to 2.11 is composed of three equations for
three unknowns - deviations of zonal wind (u′), meridional wind (v′), and modied
geopotential (P ′) from basic state. This is the system of equations, from which
normal mode functions (NMF) are derived.
The rst step in the computation of NMF is separation of variables in vertical
and horizontal directions. In vertical direction we assume vertical structure function
G (σ), such that
u′ = ũG (σ)
v′ = ṽG (σ)
P ′ = gh̃G (σ)
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This assumptions for u′, v′, and P ′ are put into the Eq. 2.9 to 2.11. The equations
of horizontal motions (Eq. 2.9 and 2.10) give equations (Eq. 2.13 and 2.14)
∂ũ
∂t
− 2Ωṽ sinφ = − g
a cosφ
∂h̃
∂λ
(2.13)
∂ṽ
∂t
+ 2Ωũ sinφ = −g
a
∂h̃
∂φ
(2.14)
The third equation (2.11) gives the following two equations
∂h̃
∂t
+D∇ · Ṽ = 0 (2.15)
d
dσ
(
σg
Γ0R
dG
dσ
)
+
1
D
G = 0 (2.16)
Equation 2.15 is continuity equation in terms of ũ, ṽ, and h̃, in which D is separation
constant, called equivalent depth. D must satisfy Eq. 2.16 with boundary conditions
dG
dσ
= finite at σ = 0
and
dG
dσ
+
Γ0
T0
G = 0 at σ = 1.
Together with boundary conditions, Eq. 2.16 form Sturm-Liouville problem. Values
of D are its eigenvalues and appropriate functions G are its (orthogonal) eigenfunc-
tions.
After the derivation of vertical structure functions, we are left with m systems
of horizontal equations, one for each eigenvalue Dm. Each system is composed of
Eq. 2.9, 2.10, and 2.15, and represents a shallow water system of depth Dm.
To make the variables dimensionless, we write
û =
ũ√
gDm
v̂ =
ṽ√
gDm
ĥ =
h̃
Dm
t̂ = 2Ωt
Following Kasahara (2010) and agar et al. (2015a) horizontal system may now be
written in matrix form as
∂
∂t̂
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
û
v̂
ĥ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 − sinφ
√
gDm
2Ωa cosφ
∂
∂λ
sinφ 0
√
gDm
2Ωa
∂
∂φ
√
gDm
2Ωa cosφ
∂
∂λ
√
gDm
2Ωa cosφ
∂
∂φ
[cosφ ( )] 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
û
v̂
ĥ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 0 (2.17)
or
∂
∂t̂
W + LW = 0 (2.18)
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The solution to equation 2.18 is
W
(
λ, φ, t̂;m
)
= Hkn (λ, φ;m) exp
(
iω
′k
n t̂
)
(2.19)
Where ω
′k
n is a dimensionless frequency (ω
′k
n = ω
k
n/ (2Ω)) and H
k
n is a vector of
so-called Hough functions, orthogonal horizontal structure functions, with zonal
wavenumber k and meridional index n. Some of the Hough functions are presented
later on, in Fig. 3.3. Hough functions can be further split into sinusoidal waves in
longitudinal direction and combinations of associated Legendre polynomials (Θkn) in
latitudinal direction as
Hkn (λ, φ;m) = Θ
k
n (φ;m) exp (−ikλ) (2.20)
Some of the lowest associated Legendre polynomials are: P 00 (x) = 1, P
0
1 (x) = x,
P 02 (x) =
1
2
(3x2 − 1), P 11 (x) = −
√
(1− x2), P 12 (x) = −3x
√
(1− x2), P 22 (x) =
3 (1− x2) (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972).
Functions Θkn are orthogonal in sense of∫ 1
−1
Θk
′
n′
(
Θkn
)∗
dµ = δn′nδk′k (2.21)
where ( )∗ represents complex conjugation and µ = sinφ.
Rossby and inertio-gravity modes
In order to solve horizontal structure equations (Eq. 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15) analytically,
they are rewritten in terms of the stream function (ψ) and velocity potential (χ),
similar to Eq. 1.8, together with geopotential height perturbation (h̃). With the
assumption that stream function, velocity potential and h̃ are composed of sinusoidal
waves in zonal direction (Eq. 2.22)⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
χ̃
ψ̃
Z̃
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2Ω
gDm
χ
2Ω
gDm
ψ
h̃
Dm
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ e−[i(kλ−ω′2Ωt)] (2.22)
the system of equations 2.23 to 2.25 is obtained. The following derivation is sum-
marized after Kasahara (2010).
(
ω′∇2zon − k
)
(iχ̃) +
(
µ∇2zon +
(
1− µ2
) d
dµ
)
ψ̃ = ∇2zonZ̃ (2.23)(
ω′∇2zon − k
)
ψ̃ +
(
µ∇2zon +
(
1− µ2
) d
dµ
)
(iχ̃) = 0 (2.24)
ω′Z̃ = − gDm
4a2Ω2
∇2zon (iχ̃) (2.25)
where
∇2zon =
d
dµ
[(
1− µ2
) d
dµ
]
− k
2
1− µ2
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The solution to Eq. 2.23 to 2.25 can be written as a series of associated Legendre
polynomials of order l and rank k.⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
χ̃
ψ̃
Z̃
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
∞∑
l=k
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
iAkl
Bkl
Ckl
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦P kl (µ) (2.26)
By eliminating Ckl from the system of equations we get (for l = k, k+1, k+2, . . . )(
−ω′ +Kl −
rl
ω′
)
Akl + pl+1B
k
l+1 + ql−1B
k
l−1 = 0 (2.27)
(−ω′ +Kl)Bkl + pl+1Akl+1 + ql−1Akl−1 = 0 (2.28)
where
Kl = −
k
l (l + 1)
rl = −
l (l + 1) gDm
4a2Ω2
pl =
(l + 1) (l + k)
l (2l + 1)
ql =
l (l − k + 1)
(l + 1) (2l + 1)
According to Kasahara (2010), in case of gDm ≫ 4a2Ω2, the terms incuding p
and q in Eq. 2.27 and 2.28 are smaller than the terms in the brackets. The solution
to the system of equations 2.27 and 2.28 can be approximated by the product in Eq.
2.29. ∏
l
(
ω′ −Kl +
rl
ω′
)
(ω′ −Kl+1) ≈ 0 (2.29)
This gives us two groups of solutions for normalized frequency ω′ = ω/2Ω:
ω′ = − k
2l (l + 1)
±
√
k2
4l2 (l + 1)2
+
gDml (l + 1)
4a2Ω2
(2.30)
ω′ = − k
l (l + 1)
(2.31)
The meridional mode n can be dened as n = l− k. Some solutions to Eq. 2.30
and 2.31 for dierent n as a function of zonal wavenumber k are presented in Fig.
2.1.
There are three distinct groups of solutions. The red and blue high-frequency
solutions look almost symmetric. They represent inertio-gravity waves, propagating
eastward (EIG, blue) and westward (WIG, red). These are the solutions to the Eq.
2.30. The plus sign corresponds to EIG and the minus to WIG. This kind of motions
are approximately nonrotational (ψ̃ ≈ 0, χ̃ ̸= 0).
The dashed blue line represents EIG, n=0 mode, or Kelvin mode. Its structure
and properties are similar to those of atmospheric Kelvin waves, except it is not
conned to tropics.
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Figure 2.1: Solutions (normalized frequencies) to Eq. 2.30 and 2.31 for dierent n
(Dm ≈ 10.5 km) as a function of zonal wavenumber. Negative zonal wavenumbers
denote westward propagation, the scale is logarithmic.
The low-frequency solutions (ROT, black) represent Rossby waves. They are
described by Eq. 2.31 and are approximately nondivergent (χ̃ ≈ 0, ψ̃ ̸= 0).
The black dashed line represents mixed Rossby-gravity solution, which behaves
similarly to Rossby waves for large wavenumbers, but closer to the IG waves for
small wavenumbers.
A more detailed description of the derivation can be found in (Kasahara, 2010).
The described procedure is standardly used to solve horizontal structure equations.
For example, a similar approach, but with series of spherical harmonics, is applied
to solve horizontal structure equations by Swarztrauber and Kasahara (1985).
2.2 Application to global data
The normal mode functions in terms of vertical structure functions, meridional part
of Hough harmonics (Θkn) and waves in longitudinal direction constitute a complete
set of 3D orthogonal functions. Thus they can be used as a base functions, and any
global atmospheric data in terms of winds and geopotential height (as P from Eq.
2.8) can be projected onto these functions. Although the state of the atmosphere
usually contains mean zonal ow, Kasahara (1981) (a corrigendum to Kasahara,
1980) showed that the dierence in the Hough functions in case of linearization
around mean ow and around resting state is small enough that the Hough functions
linearized about the resting state can be used also in case when the mean zonal ow
exists. The description of expansion of discrete data on NMFs will follow agar
et al. (2015a).
The projection can be written as Eq. 2.32⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
u (λ, φ, σ)
v (λ, φ, σ)
h (λ, φ, σ) = P/g
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =∑
m
Sm
(∑
n
∑
k
χkn (m)Θ
k
n (m) exp (ikλ)
)
Gm (σ) (2.32)
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where Sm is a scaling matrix (Eq. 2.33), which makes data for the projection
dimensionless, and χkn (m) are complex expansion coecients, the end result of the
projection. Note that they are not the same variable as scalar velocity potential χ.
From now on, χkn (m) will refer to expansion coecients.
Sm =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
gDm 0 0
0
√
gDm 0
0 0 Dm
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.33)
The procedure starts with the projection of data to vertical base functions as:
Xm (λ, φ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ûm
v̂m
ĥm
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = S−1m
J∑
j=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
u
v
h
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
j
Gm (j) (2.34)
where j counts vertical levels. As before, û, v̂, and ĥ are nondimensional variables.
The next step is the projection to the horizontal structure functions:
χkn (m) =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
Xm (λ, φ) ·
(
Hkn
)∗
dµ dλ (2.35)
where ( )∗ denote complex conjugation.
The complex expansion coecients χkn (m) are thus obtained.
The inverse projection, back to physical space, can be computed directly from
Eq. 2.32. This inverse projection can be used as a ltering tool. In this case the
expansion coecients of all modes to be ltered out are simply put to zero before
the inverse projection is computed.
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Chapter 3
Numerical modelling
Chapter 3 will describe the SPEEDY general circulation model, and its slab ocean
model. The experiments I performed dier signicantly between the following Chap-
ters, so more detailed model settings will be provided in each Chapter separately.
The ERA-20C reanalysis used for scale-dependent validation of SPEEDY is also
described here.
3.1 SPEEDY model
For numerical simulations I used ICTP AGCM model (SPEEDY; Molteni, 2003;
Kucharski et al., 2006). The model's dynamical core was developed at Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (Held and Suarez, 1994). It is based on a spectral-
transform model by Bourke (1974). The model uses σ vertical coordinate, as dened
in Eq. 2.1, with pT = 0. Equations 3.1 to 3.4 represent the system of equations
behind the model, which is a system of primitive equations of motion in σ coordinate
on sphere (Kasahara, 1974). In these equations k is a vertical unit vector, F is a
horizontal friction force, ps is surface pressure, σ̇ is a time derivative of σ and all
the other variables have their usual meaning.
dV
dt
= −fk×V −∇Φ−RT∇ (ln ps) + F (3.1)
dT
dt
=
RT
cp
(
σ̇
σ
− ∂σ̇
∂σ
−∇ ·V
)
(3.2)
d ln ps
dt
= −∇ ·V − ∂σ̇
∂σ
(3.3)
∂Φ
∂σ
= −RT
σ
(3.4)
The top (σ = 0) and bottom (σ = 1) boundary conditions are both σ̇ = 0, as vertical
velocity through both boundaries should be zero.
The system of equations actually used in the model (Eq. 3.5 to 3.12) is the
system 3.1 to 3.4, rewritten in spherical coordinates terms of vorticity (as Laplacian
of stream function: ζ = ∇2ψ) and divergence (as Laplacian of velocity potential:
δ = ∇2χ). In this section (Section 3.1), χ will be again used as velocity potential.
The system of equations is also rewritten in a way to allow nonlinear terms to be
computed separately from the dierentiation. The prognostic variables are vorticity,
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divergence, temperature, and logarithm of surface pressure (Bourke, 1974; Molteni,
2003; Kucharski et al., 2006).
∂Φ
∂σ
=− RT
σ
(3.5)
σ̇ =
{
(1− σ)∇2χ−∇2χσ
}
+
{
(1− σ)V −Vσ
}
· ∇ ln ps (3.6)
∂
∂t
∇2ψ =− 1
a cos2 φ
(
∂A
∂λ
+ cosφ
∂B
∂φ
)
− 2Ω
(
sinφ∇2χ+ V
a
)
(3.7)
∂
∂t
∇2χ = 1
a cos2 φ
(
∂B
∂λ
+ cosφ
∂A
∂φ
)
+ 2Ω
(
sinφ∇2ψ − U
a
)
−
−∇2 (E + Φ′ +RT0 ln ps)
(3.8)
∂T
∂t
=
1
a cos2 φ
(
∂
∂λ
UT ′ + cosφ
∂
∂φ
V T ′
)
+ T ′∇2χ+
(
RT
σcp
− ∂T
∂σ
)
σ̇+
+
RT
cp
{
∇2χ+
(
V −V
)
· ∇ ln ps
} (3.9)
∂ ln ps
∂t
=V · ∇ ln ps +∇2χ (3.10)
U =− cosφ
a
∂ψ
∂φ
+
1
a
∂χ
∂λ
(3.11)
V =
cosφ
a
∂χ
∂φ
+
1
a
∂ψ
∂λ
(3.12)
where zero denotes horizontal mean and prime denotes deviation from horizontal
mean value, and
( ) =
∫ 0
σ=1
( ) ∂σ
( )
σ
=
∫ σ
σ=1
( ) ∂σ
A = U∇2ψ + σ̇ ∂V
∂σ
+
RT ′
a
cosφ
∂ ln ps
∂φ
− g
ps
∂τy
∂σ
B = V∇2ψ − σ̇ ∂U
∂σ
− RT
′
a
∂ ln ps
∂λ
+
g
ps
∂τx
∂σ
E =
U2 + V 2
a cos2 φ
τx = −
ps
RTs
Cd
√
2E {U cosα− V sinα sinφ}
τy = −
ps
RTs
Cd
√
2E {V cosα− U sinα sinφ}
Cd is drag coecient and α is the angle for which the surface wind is rotated due to
the drag force. Additional tendency terms (e.g. ∂T
∂t
in case of temperature) are added
when necessary to account for processes added trough physical parametrizations.
Another prognostic variable in SPEEDY, that is not included in the model of
Bourke (1974) described above, is specic humidity (q). Its prognostic equation is
dq
dt
= evaporation− precipitation (3.13)
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Evaporation and precipitation are computed through physical parametrizations.
Vertical transport of humidity due to convection is parametrized through moisture
uxes, taking into account entrainment at each model level and detrainment on the
top of convection. To take into account the vertical redistribution of moisture due
to the shallow convection without precipitation, additional diusion of moisture is
added between the lowest model level (representing planetary boundary layer) and
the layers below the top of convection (Kucharski, F., personal communication).
The model is a spectral-transform one. This is a spectral model, in which,
at every time step, variables needed for computation of physical parametrizations
and nonlinear terms are transformed to grid-point space. Physical parametrizations
and nonlinear terms are computed in grid-point space. These terms and updated
variables are then transformed back to spectral space, where time integration takes
place.
The processes that are included in the model through physical parametrizations
are: convection, large-scale condensation, short and longwave radiation, surface
uxes (including heat uxes and evaporation) and vertical diusion (Molteni, 2003).
Surface heat ux is calculated as Eq. 3.14, where ρsa is surface air density, Cl is
heat exchange coecient, |V0| is eective surface wind (surface wind corrected for
the contribution of unresolved wind variability), Tskin is skin temperature and Tsa is
surface air temperature. Values of ρsa, Tsa and surface wind speed are extrapolated
from their values on the lowest model level. Over the sea Tskin is SST, while over
the land, it is calculated from surface energy budget and soil temperature (Molteni
and Kucharski, nd).
SHF = ρsaCl |V0| cp (Tskin − Tsa) (3.14)
SPEEDY version 41 was used for my research. Detailed description is available
at
http://users.ictp.it/∼kucharsk/speedy-net.html. It uses eight vertical levels at σ =
0.025, 0.095, 0.20, 0.34, 0.51, 0.685, 0.835 and 0.95. The top level represents the
stratosphere and the lowest one represents the planetary boundary layer. In horizon-
tal, the Gaussian grid with 96 points in longitudinal direction and 48 points in merid-
ional direction (N24) is used. This is approximately the equivalent of 3.75◦ × 3.75◦
horizontal resolution. In spectral space, triangular truncation at 30 wavenumbers
(T30) is used.
The model uses the following boundary conditions: SST, sea ice fraction, soil
temperature in the deep soil layer, snow depth, albedo of bare surface (without
snow or sea ice), fraction of land-surface covered by vegetation. The boundary
conditions were provided with the model, and had been computed from the ERA
Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) for the period 1979-2008. The only exception
is SST, for which a more detailed description will be provided later on.
3.1.1 Computation of precipitation
Precipitation in SPEEDY is split into large-scale precipitation and convective pre-
cipitation. The large-scale precipitation is computed for each model level separately.
When specic humidity exceeds saturated specic humidity at a particular level, it
is relaxed towards a level-dependent reference value, with a relaxation time of four
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hours. Excess humidity is transformed to precipitation. Precipitation from the
vertical column of air is computed as a sum of precipitation from each level.
Convective precipitation appears only in the regions with convective updraft.
Since SPEEDY does not take into account detrainment below the top of the con-
vection, convective precipitation is computed at the top of the convection. The
convective precipitation occurs when specic humidity at the top of convection ex-
ceeds saturated specic humidity there, taking the eect of detrainment at the top
of the convection into account.
Total precipitation is a sum of large-scale and convective precipitation (Molteni
and Kucharski, nd).
3.1.2 SST and slab ocean model
The SST can be used directly as a prescribed boundary condition, or it can be
computed with a slab ocean composed of mixed layer of constant depth. In the rst
case, SST is prescribed as a monthly mean at 15th day of the month and linearly
interpolated to daily values. The prescribed SST is also needed when the slab ocean
model is used, as the model only calculates the correction to the daily values of SST
as:
∆T0 (t+ 1) =
τ0
τ0 + δt
∆T0 (t) +
δt
d0c0
∆Fnet (t) (3.15)
where ∆T0 is a deviation from the interpolated prescribed SST, τ0 is the damping
time scale (90 days), δt is time step (1 day for SST computation), c0 is heat capacity
of the ocean (4.18 MJ/Km), d0 is the depth of the mixed layer (varying as the third
power of cosine between 40 m in tropical regions and 60 m in extratropics), and∆Fnet
is a deviation from climatological net heat ux into the ocean, ∆Fnet = Fnet −F net.
The climatological net heat ux (F net) needs to be computed in a separate model
integration with prescribed SST and all other parameters kept unchanged. The net
heat ux in the slab ocean model integration (Fnet) is computed as a sum of heat
uxes into the ocean due to the shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible
heat ux, and moisture ux.
SST, as a lower boundary condition, inuences the atmospheric model where
the surface temperature is needed. For example, trough the vertical gradient of
temperature at the lowest level (as in Eq. 3.9, or in stability computations), for
computation of (longwave) radiation, as well as through (upward) surface uxes
of sensible heat, latent heat and moisture over oceans, that are derived from SST
trough parametrizations (Molteni and Kucharski, nd).
3.1.3 Computation of geopotential and Gibbs oscillation l-
tering
Topography for SPEEDY is provided in grid-point space, on N24 Gaussian grid.
During the model computations it is transformed to spectral space. As there is no
spectral ltering applied, the transform back to grid-point space results in occur-
rence of Gibbs oscillations (Fig. 3.1). Most of the variables are aected, including
temperature, winds and geopotential height. The problem is enhanced with long-
term averaging of the results, as the natural variability is averaged out.
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In Chapter 4.1, where the SPEEDY model is validated against reanalysis, Gibbs
oscillations were severely aecting the results. To avoid the problem, model output
elds of temperature, winds, specic humidity, surface pressure and topography were
ltered with spectral lter from Navarra et al. (1994).
SPEEDY computes geopotential with hydrostatic equation (Eq. 3.4) in spectral
space. Topography is used as the lowest level, so the geopotential computed by the
model is also aected by Gibbs oscillations. Rather than ltering the geopotential,
computed by the model, the geopotential was recomputed from ltered elds of
temperature, surface pressure and topography with hydrostatic equation in grid-
point space.
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Figure 3.1: Topography (in meters) after the transformation to spectral space and
back to grid-point space. Left: unltered, right: ltered.
In the other experiments (i.e. Chapters 5 and 4.2), Gibbs oscillation ltering
was not performed. Geopotential was recomputed from hydrostatic equation, with
original (unltered) outputs from SPEEDY.
3.1.4 Previous validations of SPEEDY
The two studies which focus on in-depth evaluation of SPEEDY performance are
Molteni (2003) and agar et al. (2019). The rst one is an evaluation of an early ver-
sion of SPEEDY, and the second one focuses on modal validation of the of SPEEDY
version 41.
The early version of SPEEDY was evaluated in Molteni (2003) against ERA
reanalysis (Gibson et al., 1997). SPEEDY was able to simulate the atmospheric
ow quite realistically. It performed better during the Northern Hemisphere winter
than during the Northern Hemisphere summer, including monsoons. Atmospheric
variability on dierent scales from baroclinic systems to multi-decadal trends were
reproduced satisfactorily. The amplitude of the modeled variability and the plan-
etary wave amplitude were underestimated due to no variations in land surface
parameters in the model (only seasonal cycle was prescribed) and too coarse verti-
cal resolution. Storm tracks in SPEEDY were too zonally oriented and maximum in
Southern Hemisphere (upper tropospheric) westerly winds was shifted northward.
agar et al. (2019) performed scale dependent validation of SPEEDY in terms of
modal variance and bias, for total circulation (not split to Rossby and IG parts). The
model was validated against ERA-20C reanalysis (Poli et al., 2016) and the analysis
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of results was only done with respect to zonal wavenumber. The most relevant
conclusions are: The model lacks interannual variance at all scales, especially at the
largest scales. Relatively, regarding the amount of variance in each scale, the model
variance is the most underestimated at the smallest scales. Bias is strongly scale
dependent, the largest is at the largest scales. The model has less energy in waves
in comparison to ERA-20C, and the annual cycle of energy is not simulated well.
3.2 ERA-20C reanalysis
ERA-20C is ECMWF's reanalysis dataset covering the period 1900-2010. It was
produced with ECMWF's Integrated Forecast System (IFS) with 91 hybrid model
levels in vertical direction (up to 0.01 hPa), and horizontal spectral truncation of
T159. Observations of surface pressure and surface winds over oceans were assim-
ilated with 4D variational assimilation. Historical changes of greenhouse gasses,
volcanic aerosols and solar variations are taken into account. SST and sea-ice cover
are from HADISST2 dataset (Rayner et al., 2006). A more detailed description is
provided in Poli et al. (2016).
The data was downloaded from the ECMWF's archive, as monthly mean data,
at 91 vertical model levels, already interpolated to horizontal N24 Gaussian grid,
with spectral truncation T30. After the vertical interpolation to sigma levels, only
eight levels closest to the SPEEDY's were used. These levels were 24, 38, 49, 58,
65, 71, 77, and 84.
From this point on, the same procedure as with SPEEDY output was applied.
The data was ltered and geopotential was computed with hydrostatic equation.
For ERA-20C data ltering would not be needed, but it was applied to ensure the
same data treatment as in SPEEDY, so that both datasets remained comparable.
3.3 Preparation of data for NMF decomposition
The NMF decomposition works on 3D elds of zonal wind, meridional wind, and P .
The decomposition has to be computed for each time step separately.
The output elds from SPEEDY were provided in terms of monthly means
(Chapter 4.1), daily means (Chapter 5) or as instant elds every 6 h (Chapter
4.2). In any case a separate decomposition was made for each month, day or instan-
taneous eld. For each decomposition a 3D elds of u, v, and P were prepared from
SPEEDY output elds (manipulated as described above, if necessary). The modi-
ed geopotential (P ) was computed from Eq. 2.8. The same applies for ERA-20C
elds, after the treatment described above.
In each of the Chapters 4.1 and 5, only one set of base functions was used. For
computation of vertical base functions, vertical stability prole needs to be provided
(Eq. 2.12). It was estimated numerically from average temperatures at each sigma
level, with nite dierences estimate of derivative.
For Chapter 4.1 a mean vertical temperature prole was computed as time-
average of ERA-20C vertical proles for every month over 50 years (i.e. 600-months
mean of average vertical proles of temperature). In Chapter 5 the mean temper-
ature prole was computed from average proles of unperturbed run from the rst
90 days in each of 100 years (9000 vertical proles altogether). In Chapter 4.2 the
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stability prole was computed for each ensemble separately, from average tempera-
ture prole of control member (this means that ensembles with the same initial date
have the same vertical proles and thus base functions).
With computation of vertical base functions, equivalent depths (Dm) were com-
puted that were later used in computation of horizontal base functions, together
with horizontal Gaussian grid parameters. In my case, N24 Gaussian grid was used,
the same as used in SPEEDY.
To be consistent with SPEEDY T30, L8 truncation, eight vertical structure
functions were used, 30 waves in zonal direction, and 30 Rossby, 30 EIG and 30
WIG functions in meridional direction.
These NMFs represent the base for data projection.
Filtering in modal space was performed by putting expansion coecients of un-
desired modes to zero. For example, to extract Kelvin waves, expansion coecients
for all modes except n = 0 EIG modes were put to zero. When inverse projection
was computed for elds that included globally averaged state, true geopotential was
computed from P , using Eq. 2.8.
3.3.1 Examples of base functions
In my thesis, the computation of base functions and the expansion of data were
computed with MODES software (agar et al., 2015a), which is based on the theory
of normal modes decomposition.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of vertical structure functions, used in the MJO
experiments in Chapter 5. The corresponding equivalent depths are: 10532 m,
4713 m, 950 m, 328 m, 134 m, 64 m, 27 m, and 9 m. The rst vertical mode is
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Figure 3.2: Vertical structure functions for modal projection.
barotropic, as it does not change sign throughout the atmosphere. All the subsequent
modes are baroclinic, and each one changes sign one more time than the previous
one. Of the baroclinic modes, vertical modes 2 and 3 are still barotropic through
most of the troposphere.
Some examples of Hough functions are shown in Fig. 3.3. They are computed
for the same data as vertical structure functions in Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.3a, b, and e
show three elds corresponding to the three most important tropical waves - Kelvin,
n = 1 Rossby and mixed Rossby-gravity waves. The other panels represent some
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examples of equatorially symmetric (Fig. 3.3g) and antisymmetric Rossby, EIG and
WIG modes (Fig. 3.3c, d, f). In general, odd Rossby modes and even EIG and
WIG modes are equatorially symmetric, while even Rossby and odd EIG and WIG
modes are antisymmetric. Higher meridional modes have more maxima and minima
in meridional direction, higher zonal wavenumber add waves in zonal direction and
higer vertical modes shrink the meridional pattern closer to the equator.
e) Rossby, n=1 f) Rossby, n=2
a) Kelvin wave
g) Rossby, n=3
b) mixed Rossby-gravity wave
c) EIG, n=1 d) WIG, n=1
Figure 3.3: Examples of Hough functions with dierent meridional indices. Wind in
vectors, dimensionless geopotential height in colors. All for vertical index 3, zonal
wave number 2. (a) Kelvin (EIG, meridional index 0), (b) mixed Rossby-gravity
(Rossby, meridional index 0), (c) EIG meridional index 1 (antisymmetric), (d) WIG
meridional index 1 (antisymmetric), (e) n = 1 Rossby (Rossby, meridional index 1),
(f) Rossby meridional index 2 (antisymmetric) and (g) Rossby meridional index 3
(symmetric) modes.
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3.4 Some simple statistics in modal space
Traditionally in atmospheric modelling, model energy, variability and bias are eval-
uated in physical space. While models are often validated for their energy spectra
(e.g. Wedi, 2014), such evaluation only contains dependence on (zonal) wavenum-
bers. With evaluation of energy, variability and bias in modal space, we gain possi-
bility to study spatial scale dependence of energy, model bias and variability, as well
as the possibility to add validation of meridional and vertical modes. In traditional
computation of energy, bias and variability in grid-point space this is impossible
without ltering of desired scales or waves.
The derivation of energy will follow agar et al. (2015a), while the derivation of
variability and bias will folow agar et al. (2019).
3.4.1 Modal energy
Modal energy is described in details in agar et al. (2015a). Energy in each mode
(combination of k, l, andm) can be dened and computed with expansion coecients
χkn (m) (Eq. 2.35) as
Ikn (m) =
1
2
gDmχ
k
n (m)
(
χkn (m)
)∗
(3.16)
To calculate energy in any combination of modes, the Ikn (m) should be summed
over the appropriate indices. Global energy in modal space can be obtained as
I =
∑
m
1
2
gDm
∑
n
∑
k
χkn (m)
(
χkn (m)
)∗
(3.17)
which can be also written as
I =
∑
m
1
2
gDm
∑
n
∑
k
[
Re
(
χkn (m)
)2
+ Im
(
χkn (m)
)2]
=
∑
m
1
2
gDm
∑
n
∑
k
|χkn (m)|2
(3.18)
The complex conjugate
(
χkn (m)
)∗ is
(
χkn (m)
)∗
=
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
Xm (λ, φ) ·Hkn (m) dµ dλ (3.19)
Using Eq. 2.35, 3.19, the denition of Xm in Eq. 2.34, and the orthogonality
condition for Hkn (m)
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
Hk
′
n′ (m)
(
Hkn (m)
)∗
dµ dλ = δn′nδk′k (3.20)
we get
I =
∑
m
1
2
gDm
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
(
û2m + v̂
2
m + ĥ
2
m
)
dµ dλ (3.21)
Equations 3.21 and 3.18 connect the sum of kinetic and (available) potential
energy in grid-point space to the global energy in modal space. This allows us to
study the contributions of energy in each mode to the global energy (agar et al.,
2015a).
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When computing modal energy, one has to be aware how zonal indices are
counted. In general, they go from −K to K, but we often want them to be be-
tween k = 0 and K. In this case energy for all zonal wavenumbers larger than zero
should be multiplied by 2, to take into account the energy in −K ≤ k < 0. The
same applies to variance and bias, described next.
3.4.2 Bias in modal space
When comparing two datasets, bias describes the average dierence between the
members of the two datasets. In numerical modelling of the atmosphere it is impor-
tant that models produce biases as small as possible. This does not apply only to
physical space, but also to modal space.
In my thesis I will use modal bias to evaluate climate model performance with
respect to reanalysis. Their time-averaged dierence is
∆χ
k
n (m) =
1
T
∑
t
[
χkn (m, t;C)− χkn (m, t;A)
]
= χkn (m;C)− χkn (m;A) (3.22)
where A stands for analysis and C for climate model.
At this point, ∆χ
k
n (m) can be projected back to spectral space, for any range of
zonal wavenumbers, meridional and vertical indices. The result in physical space is
equivalent to bias in horizontal winds and h. As the NMF decomposition is complete,
computing inverse of all modes is equivalent to bias in full elds in grid-point space.
In order to compute bias in modal space, bias variance is rst dened as
Bkn (m) = gDm∆χ
k
n (m)
[
∆χ
k
n (m)
]∗
(3.23)
Variance of bias in terms of winds and h, at the point (λi, φj, m) after the
projection on vertical modes is dened as
Q(λi, φj,m) = ∆um
2
+∆vm
2
+
g
Dm
∆hm
2
(3.24)
where bias in zonal wind is dened as
∆um =
1
T
∑
t
[um (t;C)− um (t;A)] = um (C)− um (A) (3.25)
Bias in meridional wind and h is dened in the same way.
With the help of Eq. 2.34 we can write the dierence between model results and
reanalysis (after vertical projection) as ∆Xm = Xm (C) −Xm (A). Averaging over
time, with application of Eq. 2.35 and with denition of dierence in modal space,
∆χkn (m) = χ
k
n (m;C)− χkn (m;A), the following equation is obtained
∆Xm =
∑
n
∑
k
∆χ
k
n (m)H
k
n (3.26)
With application of the following inner product
gDm⟨Xm,Xm′⟩ =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
(
umu
∗
m′ + vmv
∗
m′ +
g
Dm
[hmh
∗
m′ ]
)
dµ dλ (3.27)
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on ∆Xm with itself, and taking into account orthogonality of Hough harmonics (Eq.
3.20), one gets:
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
∫ 1
−1
(
|∆um|2 + |∆vm|2 +
g
Dm
|∆hm|2
)
dµ dλ =
∑
n
∑
k
gDm∆χ
k
n (m)
[
∆χ
k
n (m)
]∗
(3.28)
The right hand side of Eq. 3.28 represents bias variance (Eq. 3.23), summed
over meridional modes and zonal wavenumbers. On the left hand side of Eq. 3.28
integration can be substituted by summation over latitude and longitude points,
taking into account Gaussian weights while performing summation in meridional
direction. The result is horizontally summed bias variance from Eq. 3.24. This
proves the equality between bias variance in modal and grid-point space.
Bias is square root of bias variance.
3.4.3 Variance and variability in modal space
Variance and its square root, variability, measure how much data in the given dataset
deviate from the mean value. The mean value may be the temporal mean, or the
ensemble mean. In the rst case it measures temporal variability of the dataset and
in the second one it measures ensemble spread. When the data is analyzed in modal
space, we are interested in variance in each mode (k,n,m). Unbiased variance in
terms of expansion coecients can be dened as Eq. 3.29 (agar et al., 2019).
V kn (m) = gDm
1
T − 1
∑
t
|χkn (m, t)− χ̄kn (m)|2 (3.29)
where t = 1, . . . , T count elements of dataset χkn (m, t). Variance can be computed as
time variance - in this case t count time steps, and χ̄kn (m) represents time averaged
expansion coecients - or ensemble variance. In the latter case t counts ensemble
members and χ̄kn (m) is ensemble average. The factor gDm provides the units of
energy and also properly weights the modal variance.
Similarly as for bias variance, globally integrated modal variance is equivalent
to globally integrated variance in grid-point space, after the projection on vertical
modes. The proof is very similar to the proof of equivalence of bias variance, except
the (time) averaging is now over squared departures from mean values, instead of
dierences between model and reanalysis data.
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Chapter 4
Scale-dependent validation of
atmospheric circulation in SPEEDY
In this chapter two aspects of scale-dependent validation of atmospheric circula-
tion in SPEEDY are presented. In the rst part, SPEEDY is validated against
ERA-20C reanalysis to evaluate SPEEDY's abilities to simulate large-scale average
circulation. This is done in terms of modal energy, variability and bias on climato-
logical time scales. In the second part, transient circulation is validated. In order to
assess SPEEDY's potential to be used in predictability studies, the growth of initial
uncertainties is evaluated.
4.1 Scale-dependent validation at the climatological
time scale
In this experiment a validation of SPEEDY model against ERA-20C reanalysis is
performed in terms of modal energy, variance and bias, described in Chapter 3.
The main aim of this section is to expand the SPEEDY validation, presented in
agar et al. (2019), to validation of meridional modes, as well as separate validation
of IG and Rossby modes.
The research questions are thus similar to those from agar et al. (2019), but
expanded:
- How is global energy distributed between zonal wavenumbers and meridional
modes, between Rossby and IG modes? How well does SPEEDY simulate
this distribution in comparison to ERA-20C reanalysis in annual and seasonal
climatologies?
- How is the global circulation variability distributed between zonal wavenum-
bers and meridional modes? What is this distribution is like in IG part of
circulation? How does variability in SPEEDY compare to reanalysis?
- How large is bias in SPEEDY? Which zonal wavenumbers and meridional
modes have the largest bias and how does this reect in grid-point space?
What is bias in IG modes like? How does distribution of bias change with
seasons?
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- How does the performance of SPEEDY with slab ocean model dier from
SPEEDY with the prescribed SST?
The focus is on the planetary and synoptic scales, up to wavenumbers 10-15.
4.1.1 Experiment design
Two 50 year-long SPEEDY integrations were compared to ERA-20C reanalysis in
terms of modal energetics, variability and bias. One model integration was per-
formed with the prescribed SST, and the other with SPEEDY's slab ocean model.
In both model integrations the model was started from the atmosphere at rest
(i.e. with the air in the hydrostatic balance, constant temperature lapse rate, and
without any motion), on 1st January 1949. The model was integrated for 744 months
(62 years), with the time step of 20 minutes. Outputs were saved as monthly means.
To avoid the spin-up eects, the rst 12 years were skipped, and all analyses was
performed on 50 years of data, from January 1961 to December 2010.
The model integration with the prescribed SST (SPEEDY-SST) used the same
SST data as ERA-20C. The SST data used in SPEEDY-SST covers months from
January 1949 to December 2010. Due to the model dierences, data in some points,
close to the coast, was missing. In these cases data was either interpolated from the
nearby points (where possible), or data provided with the SPEEDY model (derived
from NOAA ERSST V3; Molteni and Kucharski, nd) was used. The latter only
happened in less than 10 grid points in each month, mainly in enclosed small seas
(e.g. the Baltic sea).
The second model integration was performed with slab ocean model (SPEEDY-
CLIM). The heat uxes needed for running coupled model were provided from the
SPEEDY-SST integration.
Methods of evaluation
SST and precipitation were evaluated in terms of annual and seasonal means as
well as in terms of interannual variability of annual and seasonal climatologies.
Interannual variability of SST annual climatology was dened as
V arSST (interannual) =
√ 1
N − 1
N∑
n
[
SST (n)− SST (all)
]2
(4.1)
where SST (n) is mean SST in n-th year and SST (all) = 1
N
∑N
n SST (n) is annual
climatology (n count years, so N = 50). Interannual variability of any seasonal
climatology was dened in a similar way. For DJF season, for exmple, SST (n)
would be mean SST in DJF season in n-th year, while SST (all) would be mean of
SST (all) over 50 years of DJF seasons (DJF climatology). The same applies for
precipitation.
Energy, bias and temporal variance (and variability) in modal space were com-
puted as described in Chapter 3. To compute global energy, temporal variance
and bias, they were summed over all vertical indices, meridional indices and zonal
wavenumbers. Where scale-dependence on zonal wavenumber is presented, the sum-
mation over zonal wavenumbers is skipped. In 2D plots, where dependence on zonal
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and meridional modes is presented, energy, bias and temporal variance are summed
only over vertical indices.
Modal energy was evaluated for means of annual and seasonal climatologies,
dened in a similar way as for SST, except for expansion coecients (and for each
expansion coecient separately).
Temporal variance in modal space was also validated in terms of interannual
variability of annual and seasonal climatologies. In case of annual means, χkn (m; t)
from Eq. 3.28 would be annual mean of χkn (m) in one particular year and χ
k
n (m)
would be 50-year mean of χkn (m). In case of interannual variability of seasonal
climatologies (that will often be called seasonal variability) χkn (m; t) from Eq. 3.28
would be mean over one season in one particular year and χkn (m) would be 50-year
average of such means. It applies similarly for bias variance, except that there is
∆χ instead of χ.
Bias in physical space was computed as time-averaged dierence in expansion
coecients (Eq. 3.22) and then inversed back to grid-point space. This bias was
also computed for annual and seasonal climatologies, dened in a very similar way
as above.
4.1.2 Validation of SST and precipitation
Prescribed vs. computed SST
In order to understand the dierences between SPEEDY-CLIM and SPEEDY-SST
simulations, the SST produced by SPEEDY-CLIM run should be evaluated rst.
Figure 4.1 shows average SST from SPEEDY-CLIM (computed with slab ocean
model in SPEEDY) and ERA-20C (used in SPEEDY-SST) and their dierence. The
SPEEDY-CLIM has too warm Northern Hemisphere (NH), and too cold Southern
Hemisphere (SH). The dierences in mean SST between SPEEDY-CLIM and ERA-
20C reach about 8 K, with the largest dierences (on large scale) over HN Western
Pacic. The dierences in the SH are in general smaller than in NH. The dierences
in seasonal means (not shown) have similar patterns to the dierence in annual
means, with the smallest dierences in DJF and MAM seasons (up to approximately
6 K), and the largest in SON season (up to about 10 K).
a) mean SST, ERA-20C b) mean SST, SPEEDY-CLIM c) difference b)-a)
Figure 4.1: a) and b) mean SST (in Kelvins) from ERA-20C and SPEEDY-CLIM,
respectivey, for period January 1961 to December 2010. c) dierence between a)
and b), also in Kelvins
Fig. 4.2 shows interannual variability of SST from SPEEDY-CLIM and ERA-
20C. SPEEDY-CLIM does not have almost any interannual variability in the annual
case. It shows some variability in the extratropics for the dierent seasons. But its
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variability is signicantly lower than the variability of ERA-20C, and the tropical
variability is completely absent in SPEEDY-CLIM. The latter could be problematic,
as the tropical variability (e.g. El Niño and La Niña) is known to have important
inuence on the global climate.
a) ERA-20C, all months b) ERA-20C, DJF c) ERA-20C, JJA
d) SPEEDY-CLIM, all months e) SPEEDY-CLIM, DJF f) SPEEDY-CLIM, JJA
Figure 4.2: Interannual variability of SST (in Kelvins) in ERA-20C (top) and
SPEEDY-CLIM (bottom)
Comparison of precipitation
Figure 4.3 compares precipitation in SPEEDY and ERA-20C. SPEEDY is able to
simulate average precipitation pattern quite well. The main SPEEDY deciency is
the overestimated precipitation maxima in tropics. SPEEDY-CLIM performs worse
than SPEEDY-SST, as it additionally overestimates precipitation in the Intertrop-
ical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over the ocean and underestimates the amount of
precipitation in the south Pacic convergence zone and SH subtropics.
a) ERA-20C b) SPEEDY c) SPEEDY-CLIM
Figure 4.3: Average precipitation in (a) ERA-20C, (b) SPEEDY-SST, and (c)
SPEEDY-CLIM. Average over 50 years, in mm/day. From: agar et al. (2019)
Regarding variability of precipitation (Fig. 4.4), SPEEDY-SST overestimates
variability in tropics, especially in the Western and Central Pacic. In extratropics
it has too strong precipitation variability in storm track over Northern Atlantic.
SPEEDY-CLIM lacks variability over the Pacic, which is related to lack of ENSO
variability in the Pacic SST. On the other hand it overestimates precipitation
variability over tropical and Northern Atlantic.
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SPEEDY-SST also overestimates interannual variability of seasonal means, how-
ever, regions with the largest variability generally agree with ERA-20C. The lack
of variability of precipitation in tropical Pacic in SPEEDY-CLIM appears in all
seasons. On the other hand, SPEEDY-CLIM overestimates interannual variability
over the Atlantic and Indian Ocean. In JJA and SON SPEEDY-CLIM almost com-
pletely misses precipitation variability in the south Pacic convergence zone (gures
not shown).
a) ERA-20C b) SPEEDY c) SPEEDY-CLIM
Figure 4.4: Interannual variability of annual mean precipitation in (a) ERA-20C,
(b) SPEEDY-SST, and (c) SPEEDY-CLIM. For 50 years, in mm/day.
4.1.3 Modal view on energy distribution
Here I present the distribution of the energy between meridional modes and zonal
wavenumbers. Apart from the total, the focus is on IG part. Properties of Rossby
modes mostly resemble properties of total elds. In the modal results, global average
((k = 0, n = 0) mode) is skipped in all computations.
Zonal wave energy spectra
Table 4.1 shows global energy in ERA-20C and both SPEEDYs. It can be seen
that SPEEDY overestimates the amount of energy, especially SPEEDY-CLIM. This
overestimation is the largest in SPEEDY-CLIM in JJA and SON seasons. SPEEDY-
CLIM does not check for the energy conservation in the model, thus the signicant
dierence in JJA and SON seasons may be due to latent heat released from the
too warm oceans. More than 90 % of energy is in the zonal mean state (zonal
wavenumber 0), which supports a large-scale origin of this dierence.
Table 4.1: Global energy in ERA-20C, SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM (in J/kg).
ERA-20C SPEEDY-SST SPEEDY-CLIM
annual mean 4570 4985 5777
DJF 4853 5203 4752
MAM 4119 4818 4998
JJA 4835 5148 7150
SON 4477 4773 6210
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According to agar et al. (2019) the amount of energy in waves is small (up to
10 %), and a lager portion of energy is in waves in DJF season in comparison to
JJA season. The ability of models to simulate the waves is important, as we want
to simulate not only zonal average, but also the spatial variability of circulation.
SPEEDY lacks energy in waves, but SPEEDY-SST better describes seasonal cycle
than SPEEDY-CLIM.
Fig. 4.5 shows annual and seasonal climatology energy spectra as a function of
zonal wavenumber. The amount of energy is the largest at the smallest wavenum-
bers, associated with large scale motions. The amount of energy reduces with in-
creasing wavenumbers, in line with decreasing spatial scales. The total energy spec-
tra have already been discussed in agar et al. (2019). SPEEDY mostly lacks energy
across all scales, the dierences between the ERA-20C and both SPEEDYs are the
largest in planetary scales. In agar et al. (2019) only annual, DJF and JJA seasons
are compared, where the largest dierences between SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-
CLIM occur in k = 3 (about 30 % in DJF season), associated with land-sea distri-
bution in the NH. Additionally, Fig. 4.5 here shows dierences in k = 2 in MAM
and especially in SON, due to the too strong asymmetry in circulation between NH
and SH in SPEEDY-CLIM.
The relative dierence between SPEEDY and ERA-20C is the largest in synoptic
and especially subsynoptic scales (wavenumbers larger than about 15; Fig. 4.5 and
agar et al. (2019)). The main reason is in the model resolution. The ERA-20C
reanalysis has been computed on much higher resolution than SPEEDY, so the 30
wavenumbers used for modal analysis in my case are well into the resolved scales
of ERA-20C. On the other hand, 30 wavenumbers in modal decomposition match
SPEEDY's T30 spectral truncation. The smallest scales are in hundreds of km in
midlatitudes. While they are important for regional climate modelling, SPEEDY
is designed for large-scale global climate modelling, so the poorer performance of
SPEEDY on these scales is not surprising.
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Figure 4.5: Spectra of total (black) and IG (gray) energy per zonal wavenumber.
The discussion for total energy also applies to the Rossby part of energy, as only
about 1 % of global energy is in IG modes, and between 5 and 10 % of total wave
energy (k > 0) is in IG waves (Table 4.2). The highest portion of energy in IG
circulation appears in JJA season and the lowest in DJF season.
In IG circulation on planetary scales (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.5) SPEEDY-CLIM typ-
ically has more energy in comparison with SPEEDY-SST, but less than ERA-20C.
The dierence between SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM on planetary scales prob-
ably occurs due to a larger magnitude of IG circulation in SPEEDY-CLIM in com-
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Table 4.2: Percentage of total energy in IG modes (for k > 0).
ERA-20C SPEEDY-SST SPEEDY-CLIM
annual mean 8.4 7.1 8.1
DJF 6.8 5.6 5.3
MAM 8.9 8.1 8.3
JJA 11.0 8.3 11.6
SON 7.8 7.7 9.1
parison to SPEEDY-SST. In synoptic and subsynoptic scales SPEEDY, again, un-
derestimates energy in all seasons. The increased energy in k = 3 (SPEEDY-CLIM),
k = 4 (ERA-20C and SPEEDY-SST) and k = 7 does not seem to be linked to any
specic process. They appear during all seasons.
Distribution of energy between zonal wavenumbers and meridional modes
The amount of energy in each zonal wavenumber drops quickly with increasing
wavenumber (Fig. 4.5). On the other hand the energy is more equally distributed
between meridional modes (Fig. 4.6). Thus distribution of energy between merid-
ional modes mostly results from the distribution of energy in zonal average (k = 0).
Regardless of the season, the largest amount of energy is in n = 1, mostly com-
ing from Rossby modes. This mode has maximal winds in tropics and maximal
geopotential symmetrically north and south of equator (an example for higher zonal
wavenumber is in Fig. 3.3e). The second largest amount of energy is typically in
n = 3 (again mostly from Rossby modes, e.g. Fig. 3.3g), which has strong winds in
tropics and in midlatitudes (in the opposite direction than in tropics) and resembles
the zonally averaged climatological wind pattern in the upper troposphere. The
third important mode is asymmetric n = 2 (also from Rossby modes, Fig. 3.3f),
which is the main contributor to the asymmetry between NH and SH circulation. Its
role diers signicantly between seasons. During JJA season, the n = 2 amplitude
is stronger than n = 3, while during the SON and MAM there is minimum in n = 2
mode. This implies more asymmetric circulation between the SH and NH in JJA
season in comparison to the other seasons and more symmetric in SON and MAM.
The n = 1-3 meridional modes, summed over all wavenumbers contribute 43-74 %,
6-32 %, and 9-16 % of energy in ERA-20C, respectively. In SPEEDY-SST these
numbers are 48-75 % in n = 1, 4-30 % in n = 2 and 11-13 % in n = 3, while in
SPEEDY-CLIM 37-71 % (n = 1), 3-32 % (n = 2), and 11-24 % (n = 3).
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of total energy (in J/kg) between zonal wavenumbers and
meridional modes. Mean of annual climatologies (a,f,k) and all four seasons. (a-e)
ERA-20C, (f-j) SPEEDY-SST, and (k-o) SPEEDY-CLIM.
In general, SPEEDY is able to simulate the general distribution of energy be-
tween zonal wavenumbers and meridional modes. The largest amplitudes appear
at approximately correct modes, and are of correct order of magnitude. There is
one permanent exception. SPEEDY signicantly overestimates energy in n = 5,
where SPEEDY-SST has approximately twice the energy in ERA-20C annual mean
and SPEEDY-CLIM has approximately three times the energy in ERA-20C annual
mean. The overestimation in the n = 5 is probably connected to the SPEEDY's
problems with simulating shape and speed of extratropical westerlies, as it mostly
contributes to the winds and geopotential in the mid- and higher latitudes. The
overestimation of n = 5 is present in all seasons, and reaches four times the energy
in ERA-20C in SPEEDY-CLIM during northern hemisphere summer.
Figure 4.7 shows distribution of IG energy between meridional modes and zonal
wavenumbers. Contrary to total (and Rossby) modes, where most of the energy is in
k = 0, but spread among n= 1-5, energy in IG modes is spread mostly among (k = 0,
n = 1) and (k = 1, n = 0) modes. A few higher wavenumbers are important only
in n = 0, which is mostly composed of Kelvin waves (n = 0 EIG modes; between 85
and 92 % of n = 0 IG energy). Meridional modes with n > 1 are important only in
the zonal average state (k = 0), with about 22 % of energy in ERA-20C and 15 % in
both SPEEDY datasets. The DJF and JJA seasons have more energy in asymmetric
n = 1 mode than MAM and SON, associated with hemispheric dierences and a
stronger cross-equatorial ow in the Hadley circulation during the DJF and JJA
seasons.
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Figure 4.7: As in Fig. 4.6, but for IG modes.
SPEEDY-SST is able to catch the basic seasonal change of IG energy in the most
energetic modes, but clearly lacks energy in n > 1 modes in k = 0. It also better
describes IG seasonal energy cycle of the most energetic modes than SPEEDY-
CLIM, even though it lacks energy during all seasons. SPEEDY-CLIM seems to
better catch n > 1 in zonal average (in absolute numbers), but has too much energy
in (k = 0, n = 1) mode. This is expected due to the asymmetric bias in SST (Fig.
4.1c), which implies northward shift in tropical convection with related Walker and
Hadley circulations, resulting in increased asymmetry between the hemispheres.
4.1.4 Interannual and seasonal variability
The total variance reaches about 1 % of total energy in annual climatology and up
to about 3 % of energy in seasonal climatologies. Between 50 and 60 % of total
variance is in waves (k > 0) in ERA-20C, and about 10 % more in SPEEDY.
Both SPEEDYs signicantly underestimate variance in annual climatology and
in all seasons (Table 4.3). The largest variance in ERA-20C is in DJF season and the
smallest in JJA season. The variances in SON and MAM seasons are somewhere
in between. SPEEDY-SST seems to better catch the seasonal cycle in variance
than SPEEDY-CLIM, with variance decreasing from DJF to JJA seasons. In ERA-
20C, SON season has the second largest variance while in SPEEDY-SST it is the
second smallest. SPEEDY-CLIM misses this cycle. It has maximum in MAM and
minimum in SON, and the amplitude of its variance is only about 65 % of ERA-20C's
amplitude. Only in JJA season variance in SPEEDY-CLIM agrees with SPEEDY-
SST.
Most of the variability occurs in symmetric modes (even Rossby and odd IG
modes; Fig. 4.8b,e), especially in k = 0. For example, in ERA-20C, the symmetric
component of the zonal mean circulation contributes about 37 % of the global vari-
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Table 4.3: Total global variance in ERA-20C, SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM
(in J/kg).
ERA-20C SPEEDY-SST SPEEDY-CLIM
annual climatology 54 33 26
DJF 203 146 115
MAM 134 106 120
JJA 124 77 77
SON 152 89 70
ance. SPEEDY's signicant underestimation in variability in k = 0 is mostly due
to the SPEEDY's underestimation in symmetric component, it reaches only about
41 % of variance in ERA-20C annual mean (agar et al., 2019). The asymmetric
component contributes about 32 % of total global variance in ERA-20C annual mean
39 % in SPEEDY-SST and 47 % in SPEEDY-CLIM.
IG component (Fig. 4.8d-f) contributes about 3.2 % of total variance in ERA-
20C annual mean, 3.6 % of symmetric and 2.4 % of asymmetric variance. As for
total variance, SPEEDY also lacks IG variance, in its symmetric and asymmetric
part, especially in k = 0 in symmetric part. SPEEDY-CLIM also signicantly
underestimates variability in k = 1 symmetric modes. The majority of IG variance
is again in symmetric component. The asymmetric component contributes about
24 % of IG variance in ERA-20C annual mean 21 % in SPEEDY-SST and 31 % in
SPEEDY-CLIM.
Figure 4.9 shows distribution of total variance between meridional modes and
zonal wavenumbers. The largest k = 0 variance in ERA-20C mostly occurs in n = 1,
mostly associated with n = 1 Rossby modes. In k = 1-5 more variance is typically
in n = 2-5. As it is obvious from the comparison of total and IG variance plots (Fig.
4.10), the majority of total variance comes from Rossby modes (the dierence in
variance between total and IG modes). The combination of the meridional modes
(n > 1, mostly covering extratropical circulation) and zonal wavenumbers with the
largest variance suggests that the largest variance is connected to the variability in
extratropical westerlies and storm tracks.
Lack of variance in SPEEDY in the planetary scales (Fig. 4.9) mostly comes
from a group of modes, approximately n = 1-7. While SPEEDY-SST sees both
maxima in n = 1 and n around 3, SPEEDY-CLIM completely misses the n = 1,
k = 0maximum. This maximum includes variability in balanced (Rossby) equatorial
zonal winds, and is probably related to missing variability in tropical stratosphere as
well as in tropical SST. The missing variance in higher modes shows that SPEEDY
lacks large scale variability in extratropics, regardless the season.
Between 2.5 and 3.3 % of total variance is in IG modes. Approximately 40-60 %
of it is in n = 0 mode (Fig. 4.10), more precisely in Kelvin mode (more than 80 %
of n = 0 IG mode variance). Maximal variance appears in (k = 1, n = 0) mode. A
small increase in variance can be also found in n = 2 in ERA-20C, mostly in k = 0.
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Both SPEEDYs miss most of the variance in modes other than n = 0, and thus most
of the temporal variability in IG circulation other than Kelvin waves.
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Figure 4.10: As in Fig. 4.9, but for IG modes.
An increased variance in n = 1 in DJF and JJA seasons (and n = 3 in DJF)
in ERA-20C is due to the seasonal cycle, as these are asymmetric modes (see Fig.
3.3). This variance describes the year-to-year variability in the asymmetric part of
circulation within the respective seasons. Except for the DJF season, SPEEDY-SST
lacks this variance. SPEEDY-CLIM does show slightly increased variance in n = 1,
but in MAM and JJA seasons and in k = 2. In ERA-20C JJA season it occurs in
k = 1.
Cumulative variance
Figure 4.11 shows cumulative percentage of variance with respect to zonal wavenum-
bers in all and IG modes. It shows some additional features, that have not been
discussed yet.
Figure 4.11(a-j) quanties the portion of variance in each SPEEDY dataset in
comparison to ERA-20C. While both SPEEDY datasets lack variability in compari-
son to ERA-20C, approximately from 10 to 50 % (8 to 45 % in IG), and this under-
estimation is very variable between seasons, the curves look pretty similar. This is
conrmed by cumulative portion of variance, normalized by variance, summed over
zonal, meridional and vertical indices, in each particular dataset (Fig. 4.11,k-u).
The curves agree well for all three datasets, regardless of the season. The agreement
is quite good also in IG. For total variance this was further investigated in agar
et al. (2019). Here I show that similar applies for IG modes.
Figure 4.11(k-u) also quanties the importance of variance in the planetary
scales. There is typically about 85 % of (cumulative) variance in k = 0-3, but
varies for few percents between the datasets and seasons. In IG component, this
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percentage is more variable, but it stays between 70 and 80 %. Only about 5 %
of variance is beyond wavenumber 5 in total variance, and about 10 % in IG. In
SPEEDY-CLIM, there is about 15 % of IG variance beyond wavenumber 5, due to
its signicant lack of large-scale variability.
4.1.5 Scale-dependent biases
Bias in modal space is described here, with bias in grid-point space added for illus-
tration. Apart from comparing SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM with ERA-20C,
I also compare SPEEDY-CLIM to SPEEDY-SST. This bias is called SPEEDY-CvS.
It describes the case where SPEEDY atmospheric model is treated as a perfect model
and biases are implied only by the slab ocean model.
Similar to energy and variance (Figs. 4.5 and 4.8), bias is also scale dependent
(Fig. 4.12). When all meridional modes are considered, bias in SPEEDY-SST and
SPEEDY-CLIM is the largest in k = 0 (not shown). In SPEEDY-SST its variance
is 2 to 4.2 times larger than bias variance in waves, while in SPEEDY-CLIM k = 0
bias variance is 5 to 9.6 times larger than in waves.
Figure 4.13 shows zonally averaged bias in zonal winds in grid-point space which
illustrates bias in k = 0. While SPEEDY-SST has signicant bias in stratosphere,
SPEEDY-CLIM has large bias also in the upper troposphere, due to the more zonally
orientated circulation in SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to ERA-20C (not shown).
Bias in SPEEDY-CLIM is generally larger than in SPEEDY-SST.
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Figure 4.12: Spectra of total (black) and IG (gray) bias variance per zonal wavenum-
ber.
Bias variance in k = 3 in SPEEDY-CLIM reaches almost twice the bias variance
in SPEEDY-SST (Fig. 4.12). This is another consequence of too zonal ow in
SPEEDY-CLIM. It is a direct consequence of slab ocean model's inability to properly
simulate SST spatial variability in NH. The SST of NH oceans inuence orientation
of storm tracks and upper tropospheric jets over oceans. SPEEDY-CLIM has a
larger bias variance than SPEEDY-SST also in k = 1 (up to almost 1.5 times) and
over synoptic scales, while for k > 15 the dierences are small.
In IG part of the circulation biases in k = 0 are not as large in comparison
to waves as in total circulation. Bias variance in k = 0 is somewhere between 25
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Figure 4.13: Zonally averaged bias in zonal winds (m/s).
and 40 % of bias variance in waves in SPEEDY-SST and between 50 and 75 % in
SPEEDY-CLIM. While bias in IG waves is signicantly smaller in comparison to
total bias in waves, the distribution of bias variance among the dierent scales is
quite similar to total bias in most of the seasons. The identication of the main
source of the bias at each scale, however, is much more dicult in IG circulation. I
will come back to this question later on.
The SPEEDY-CvS would be expected to have the smallest bias variance. This
is true for part of the synoptic scales and subsynoptic scales. For the planetary
and large synoptic scales this is not always the case - in JJA and SON seasons,
SPEEDY-CvS bias variance is comparable to SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM,
for total as well as IG components. This suggests that the large scale biases from slab
ocean model could not be compensated by making the atmospheric model perfect.
The drop in SPEEDY-CvS bias variance in synoptic scales is signicantly steeper
in comparison to SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM bias variance.
The distribution of bias variance between zonal wavenumbers and meridional
modes (Figs. 4.14 and 4.16) clearly shows dierences between both SPEEDY
datasets. If we rst concentrate on k = 0 in total bias (Fig. 4.14), SPEEDY-
SST has the largest variance in n = 1, mostly associated with n = 1 Rossby waves
(not shown). This is related to the biases in tropical zonal winds, which can be
seen in Fig 4.15. In fact this bias is stronger in SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to
SPEEDY-SST, but also biases in other modes are much larger in SPEEDY-CLIM
than in SPEEDY-SST (Fig. 4.14). Easterly direction of wind bias in winds along
equator (Fig. 4.15) is caused by too strong tropical easterlies in SPEEDY.
The bias in extratropics is related to n > 1 meridional modes, where bias in the
DJF and MAM seasons is the strongest in n = 3 and n = 5, again associated with
(symmetric) Rossby modes. In JJA and SON seasons, bias variance is the strongest
in n = 4-5 (Rossby) meridional modes. The largest bias in k = 0 in SPEEDY-CLIM
is in n = 2, except for the MAM and JJA seasons (n = 1). Larger bias in n > 1
meridional modes in k = 0 is spread between n = 3-5, depending on the season.
Contrary to SPEEDY-SST, SPEEDY-CLIM shows more bias in asymmetric modes.
There are two main sources of extratropical bias. The rst one is poor simulation
of the stratosphere in SPEEDY and the second one is SPEEDY's inability to properly
simulate SH upper-tropospheric westerlies (Fig. 4.15a,c). The latter is known since
the initial version of SPEEDY, as discussed in Molteni (2003). In SPEEDY-SST
the SH bias is a consequence of stronger and narrower geopotential gradient and
westerly ow, with the maxima more to the north in comparison to ERA-20C. In
SPEEDY-CLIM, large bias occurs also in the NH upper troposphere. The strong
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of bias variance (in J/kg) between zonal wavenumbers and
meridional modes. Bias variance in annual means (a,f,k) and all four seasons. (a-e)
SPEEDY-SST in comparison to ERA-20C, (f-j) SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to
ERA-20C, and (k-o) SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to SPEEDY-SST.
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Figure 4.15: Bias in annual means in SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM winds and
P (color, in meters) in comparison to ERA-20C. Bias in the (a,c) upper and (b,d)
lower troposphere. Winds are only plotted for speeds over 3 m/s at 200 hPa and
1.5 m/s at 850 hPa.
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positive geopotential bias in NH, and strong negative geopotential bias in the SH
upper troposphere in SPEEDY-CLIM is connected to the positive bias in SST in
NH and negative SST bias in NH (Fig. 4.1c). Warmer SST warms atmosphere
and increases its potential energy in HN and vice versa in SH. This creates stronger
tropical to extratropical gradients in SH in comparison to NH and thus stronger SH
westerlies in comparison to ERA-20C and weaker NH westerlies. The direction in
wind bias in the region of westerlies is also a reection of the meridionally narrower
regions of westerlies in SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to ERA-20C, as an eect
of more zonal orientation of westerlies. This asymmetric bias in geopotential and
winds in SPEEDY-CLIM results in larger bias variance in asymmetric modes in
comparison to SPEEDY-SST, as described above. The SST origin of this bias is
conrmed by stronger SPEEDY-CvS bias in asymmetric modes in comparison to
symmetric modes (Fig. 4.14k-o).
For k > 0 the meridional modes with the largest bias vary with season, however,
the largest bias tends to occur in n = 1 and 3 somehow more often (Fig. 4.14).
If we only count k = 0, there is between 35 and 65 % of Rossby bias variance in
n > 1 in SPEEDY-SST. Across all scales, Rossby variance in n > 1 does not reach
50 % only in MAM season. On the other hand, there is between 67 and 88 % of
Rossby bias variance in n > 1 in SPEEDY-CLIM, in k = 0 as well as in all k. This
conrms a dominant role of extratropical bias in Rossby (and total) bias.
In IG part of circulation (Fig. 4.16) SPEEDY-SST has the largest bias in n = 0
(Kelvin) mode on the largest scales. This is again related to bias in the tropical
zonal circulation. As the Kelvin wave is the most energetic IG mode (Fig. 4.7), any
systematic error in its simulation would incur signicant bias. The main character-
istics of the Kelvin wave is the zonal ow with maximal speed along the equator and
decaying polewards. The IG bias in grid-point space (Fig. 4.17) shows bias in such
winds. In SPEEDY-CLIM it is also accompanied by the positive geopotential bias
over Pacic and Indian Ocean. Even though the Kelvin wave is not the only mode
that causes this bias, it is its main contributor. Among the other meridional modes
(Fig. 4.16) more bias is in even (symmetric) meridional modes in k = 0, which also
contribute to the bias in zonal winds and geopotential along equator. Bias in zonal
winds along equator is IG part of bias in tropical east-west circulation (including
Walker circulation).
The IG part of bias in extratropical circulation (mainly in storm track regions,
Fig. 4.17) also mostly projects to the even (symmetric) meridional modes in Fig.
4.16.
The meridional cross-equatorial circulation bias from Fig. 4.17 projects on asym-
metric IG modes, such as n = 1 (Fig. 4.16), across many scales. In general IG bias
in tropical meridional winds close to equator is bias in IG part of Hadley circulation.
The direction of the meridional wind bias (Fig. 4.17) suggests that at least IG part
of Hadley circulation in SPEEDY is too weak, especially in SPEEDY-SST. In fact,
meridional wind bias in Rossby modes (not shown) and total bias (Fig. 4.15), mostly
has the same direction as IG meridional wind bias, so it can be assumed SPEEDY
has too weak Hadley circulation.
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a) SST vs. ERA-20C,
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b) SST vs. ERA-20C,
DJF
c) SST vs. ERA-20C,
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d) SST vs. ERA-20C,
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e) SST vs. ERA-20C,
SON
f) CLIM vs. ERA-20C,
annual
g) CLIM vs. ERA-20C,
DJF
h) CLIM vs. ERA-20C,
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Figure 4.16: As in Fig. 4.14, but for IG modes.
a) SPEEDY-SST, 200 hPa b) SPEEDY-SST, 850 hPa
c) SPEEDY-CLIM, 200 hPa d) SPEEDY-CLIM, 850 hPa
10 m/s 7 m/s
Figure 4.17: IG bias in annual means in SPEEDY-SST and SPEEDY-CLIM winds
and P (color, in meters) in comparison to ERA-20C. Bias in the (a,c) upper and
(b,d) lower troposphere. Winds are only plotted for speeds over 0.75 m/s at 200 hPa
and 0.5 m/s at 850 hPa.
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While the Kelvin mode bias on the largest scales dominates the SPEEDY-CLIM
IG bias, the ocean-model induced bias in asymmetric modes in SPEEDY-CLIM
mostly projects on k = 0, n = 1 mode, during all seasons. The origin of this bias is
again conrmed in SPEEDY-CvS IG bias. The SPEEDY-CLIM IG bias in k = 3,
from Fig. 4.12, mostly originates from n = 0 meridional mode and is thus related
to bias in the tropical circulation.
IG bias changes with season. The largest IG bias variance (Fig. 4.16) in SPEEDY
occurs in JJA season, followed by SON season. The overall stronger IG bias in these
two seasons clearly appears in physical space (not shown). IG bias in SPEEDY-
SST is the most symmetric in MAM season, with clear distinction between bias in
symmetric (even) and asymmetric (odd) modes. This is not the case in SPEEDY-
CLIM.
The presented results show that SPEEDY-CLIM has larger bias than SPEEDY-
SST. Figures 4.13, 4.15 and 4.17 prove this for grid-point space, for total and IG
bias. In modal space, total and Rossby bias variance in SPEEDY-CLIM annual
climatology are approximately 2.5 times larger than in SPEEDY-SST. On the other
hand, IG bias variance in SPEEDY-CLIM annual climatology is only 1.5 times
larger in comparison to SPEEDY-SST. In SPEEDY-CLIM, the ratio between IG and
Rossby bias variance is more in favour of Rossby variance in comparison to SPEEDY-
SST (this ratio is 0.018 in SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to 0.028 in SPEEDY-SST).
Even though larger in absolute numbers, IG bias is relatively smaller than Rossby
bias in SPEEDY-CLIM in comparison to SPEEDY-SST.
Another bias in SPEEDY should be mentioned for the end. Molteni (2003)
described that SPEEDY underestimate Monsoon circulation. Figure 4.18 shows
ERA-20C JJA lower-troposphere wind climatology, together with SPEEDY-SST
total and IG bias. The direction of winds over the Indian Ocean suggests that
SPEEDY version 41 still lacks the Indian Monsoon circulation. The same applies
for SPEEDY-CLIM (not shown). The separation of the ow to total and IG part
reveals that the Indian Monsoon circulation is not completely balanced (Rossby) or
IG circulation, but projects partially to both.
a) ERA-20C
15 m/s
b) SPEEDY-SST bias, all modes c) SPEEDY-SST bias, IG
7 m/s 3 m/s
Figure 4.18: (a) 50-year wind climatology of JJA season in ERA-20C, (b) SPEEDY-
SST total bias in horizontal winds for JJA seasonal climatology at 850 hPa, and (c)
same as (b) for IG bias. Winds are only plotted for speeds over 3 m/s in ERA-20C
climatology, 1.5 m/s in total bias and 0.5 m/s in IG bias.
4.1.6 Short summary
In this section I validated the SPEEDY model against ERA-20C reanalysis in terms
of total, Rossby and IG energy, temporal variability and bias.
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SPEEDY overestimates total global energy in comparison to ERA-20C, but lacks
energy in waves (k > 0). The model generally underestimates temporal variability.
It is able to simulate general distribution of energy and variability between zonal
wavenumbers and meridional modes satisfactorily. The main sources of bias are poor
representation od stratosphere in SPEEDY and model's deciencies in simulations
of upper tropospheric westerlies. Bias in tropical circulation is partially in Rossby
and partially in IG circulation.
The ocean model in SPEEDY-CLIM is too simplied to properly simulate mean
and temporal variability in SST which results in poorer performance in atmospheric
circulations in comparison to SPEEDY-SST. This is the reason why SPEEDY with
prescribed SST is used below.
4.2 Growth of initial uncertainties in SPEEDY
Here I demonstrate the ability of SPEEDY to realistically simulate the growth of
uncertainties in global forecasts. This provides a basis for the model's use in the
studies presented in next Chapter and generally in predictability studies.
The research questions asked are: How do initial uncertainties grow in SPEEDY
depending on the method to generate initial uncertainties? How do initial uncer-
tainties grow in IG nad Rossby modes? Are the scales with the fastest growth of
uncertainties similar to numerical weather prediction (NWP) models?
The growth of uncertainties in SPEEDY was evaluated with methods described
in agar et al. (2015b) and agar (2017), who performed analyses of operational
51-member ECMWF ensemble in terms of NMF decomposition.
In general, each experiment was performed in three steps. First, an ensemble
of initial conditions was prepared, then the ensemble was integrated and last, the
results were analyzed. These three steps will be described in the continuation.
4.2.1 Preparation of initial conditions
The unperturbed initial elds were taken from old long-range (several years long)
SPEEDY integrations, computed with the same boundary conditions as described in
Ensemble integration. The current values of variables every six hours were saved in
SPEEDY output les. Perturbations were added to these initial elds as described
later on.
Ideally the ensembles prepared by dierent techniques would be for the same
initial dates to make the comparison of the results easier. Unfortunately, this is not
the case in my experiments, due to the limited availability of the 25-member EDA
ensembles. All initial elds are for 00 UTC.
ECMWF EDA initial conditions
In the ECMWF preparation of initial conditions for their operational ensemble in-
volves ensemble data assimilation (EDA; Isaksen et al., 2010). The EDA contains
4D-Var assimilation, using perturbed observations, SST, and model physics.
The ensembles of initial conditions prepared with ECMWF's EDA were down-
loaded from ECMWF archive, already interpolated to the horizontal resolution of
SPEEDY. The vertical model levels were interpolated from hybrid to sigma levels
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using routines from MODES software (agar et al., 2015a) and the closest levels to
SPEEDY's were used.
Since 25-member ensembles were only available from November 2013 on, the
choice of dates was limited, as these experiments were computed back in 2015.
Therefore the dates between December 2013 and August 2014 were used, at least
two weeks apart. The dates used were: 1st January 2014, 1st February 2014, 1st
December 2013, 15th January 2014, 15th February 2014, 1st June 2014, 1st August
2014, 1st July 2014, 15th July 2014, and 15th August 2014.
Fig. 4.19 shows the initial spread of the ensemble, for 1st January 2014. The
largest spread appears in tropics.
a) 200 hPa b) 850 hPa
Figure 4.19: Initial spread in zonal winds (m/s) in EDA ensemble for 1st January
2014. Vertical model levels closest to (a) 200 hPa and (b) 850 hPa.
Climatological perturbations - CLI
The climatological initial conditions (CLI) were prepared completely in grid-point
space. This method is basically the same as random eld technique of Magnusson
et al. (2009).
If X = [u, v, T, q, ps]
T is the initial eld of zonal wind, meridional wind, temper-
ature, specic humidity and surface pressure, perturbed eld X ′ can be written as
Eq. 4.2, where r is scaling factor and Xt1 and Xt2 are similar elds as X, but from
dierent random dates in the past. The value of the scaling factor, r = 0.05, was
chosen so the initial spread in zonal wind had amplitudes in a similar range to in
EDA ensemble. The dates for Xt1 and Xt2 were taken on the same day of the year
(e.g. 1st February), but for random years between 1980 and 2013.
X ′ = X + r · (Xt1 −Xt2) (4.2)
Ten cases of 25-member ensembles were computed for the following initial dates:
1st February 2013, 1st January 2012, 1st January 2010, 1st January 2011, 1st De-
cember 2008, 1st July 2012, 1st July 2010, 1st August 2013, 1st August 2011, 1st
June 2009.
The initial unperturbed eld of zonal winds for 1st February 2013 in the upper
and lower troposphere and the initial spread of this ensemble, produced with CLI
technique, are presented in Fig. 4.20. The largest spread mostly occurs in regions
of extratropical westerlies in the upper troposphere and in storm track regions in
the lower troposphere. These are the regions where the zonal winds are strong as
is their variability. So the initial spread well describes the pattern of climatological
variability.
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a) initial u, 200 hPa b) initial u, 850 hPa
c)  initial spread of u, 200 hPa d) initial spread of u, 850 hPa
Figure 4.20: (a), (b) Zonal winds (m/s) on 1st February 2013 in unperturbed initial
conditions. (c), (d) Initial spread in zonal winds (m/s) prepared with CLI method,
for 1st February 2013. Vertical model levels closest to (a), (c) 200 hPa and (b), (d)
850 hPa.
4.2.2 Setup for numerical experiments
Ensemble integration
Once initial conditions were prepared, each ensemble member was started from
the designated initial conditions, and integrated for two months. Time step of
integration was 20 minutes, the output in terms of current model state, on sigma
levels, was written every 6 hours.
The prescribed SST was from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011).
Analysis of results
The spread of zonal wind in physical space and the spread in modal space were
analyzed. The spread in zonal wind was computed as standard deviation of zonal
wind between ensemble members and the ensemble mean. In this case global spread
at time t would be represented by Eq. 4.3, where summation goes over all grid
points (i = 1, . . . , Nx,j = 1, . . . , Ny,k = 1, . . . , Nz, where Nx, Ny and Nz are number
of grid points in zonal, meridional and vertical direction, respectively), and over all
ensemble members (n). The u is zonal wind averaged over all ensemble members
in each grid point. Zonally averaged spread was computed as mean spread in zonal
direction. The analysis was performed on model (sigma) levels.
S (t) =
√ 1
N − 1
Nx∑
i
Ny∑
j
Nz∑
k
N∑
n
[u (i, j, k, t, n)− u (i, j, k, t)]2 (4.3)
In modal space spread is dened as square root of modal variance (Eq. 3.29).
Variance in one mode in modal space at time t was computed as Eq. 4.4, where
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ν = (k, n,m) and j counts ensemble members. The χkn (m, t) is a complex expansion
coecient averaged over all ensemble members.
S2 (ν, t) =
1
J − 1
J∑
j
gDm
⏐⏐χkn (ν, t, j)− χkn (ν, t)⏐⏐2 (4.4)
Most of the examples shown here are for one ensemble in winter (starting 1st
February 2013 for CLI and 1st January 2014 for EDA). The major dierences be-
tween dierent ensembles (on dierent dates and in dierent seasons) are also shortly
described.
4.2.3 Growth of uncertainties for dierent initial condition
setups
With time integration of ensemble, initial perturbations grow, develop, spread around
and travel with the background ow. Figure 4.21 shows an example of zonally av-
eraged spread of zonal wind for both methods of initial conditions preparation.
a) CLI, Init. b) CLI, +24 h c) CLI, +5 days d) CLI, +10 days e) CLI, +15 days f) CLI, +25 days
g) EDA, Init. h) EDA, +24 h i) EDA, +5 days j) EDA, +10 days k) EDA, +15 days l) EDA, +25 days
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Figure 4.21: Zonally averaged spread in zonal wind [m/s]. Pressure describe pressure
levels closest to the model levels. Initial time is 1st February 2013 for CLI and 1st
January 2014 for EDA.
Maximal spread stays in approximately the same areas as in initial conditions
in CLI, since these areas of the largest variability of zonal winds. In EDA maximal
spread propagates out of tropics. Finally both experiments have maximal spread in
extratropics, where maximal spread occurs in climatology (not shown).
The development of spread is ow dependent, so dierent initial dates produce
dierent patterns, but my general description still applies. The main dierence
between DJF and JJA seasons is in the hemisphere with maximal spread, as maximal
spread in zonal wind always occur in winter hemisphere.
The EDA experiment produces smaller spread in comparison to CLI. Even
though the EDA case presented in Fig. 4.21 is for a dierent date than the CLI
case, this is general and occurs in any of ten ensembles computed for each method.
The zonal distribution of spread (not shown) is more random than in the merid-
ional direction. In the long term, maxima more often occur in regions of the strongest
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westerly jets in the upper troposphere and in storm tracks in the lower troposphere.
Eastward propagation with extratropical westerlies is clear.
Time development of spread is better seen in plots of total spread at one par-
ticular level (Fig. 4.22). In SPEEDY the spread needs about one month to reach
saturation. According to agar et al. (2017b) it takes three to four weeks in ECMWF
operational ensemble. This means that growth of uncertainties in SPEEDY occurs
in a similar time range as in the NWP ensembles.
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Figure 4.22: Growth of forecast uncertainties in zonal wind in SPEEDY. Average
spread in 5 DJF ensembles and 5 JJA ensembles for each type of initial conditions,
at model levels closest to (a) 200 hPa and (b) 850 hPa.
In early days of ensemble integration EDA spread reduces. EDA initial conditions
are prepared with a dierent model, so a spin-up period occurs, during which some
initial spread, especially from the lowest scales, is lost.
The main dierences between the Northern Hemisphere summer and winter sea-
sons are in lower nal spread in JJA in the upper troposphere compared to DJF
(this is true also for EDA, except it happens after 30 days presented in the plot),
and a faster growth of spread in JJA compared to DJF in the lower troposphere. In
EDA experiments spread needs more time before the fast growth occurs in JJA, but
then grows faster than in DJF. In the lower troposphere spread reaches saturation
about a week earlier in JJA in comparison to DJF.
The EDA ensembles show a slower initial growth than CLI and lower nal spread.
During the period of the fastest growth, EDA ensembles are on average 3-4 days
behind the CLI. Again this may be due to dierent dates, but it also occurs in
average spread, where multiple ensembles on dierent dates are compared.
Modal view on spread growth
Spread in modal space is shown as total, Rossby and IG spread in Fig. 4.23 for
one Northern Hemisphere winter and one Northern Hemisphere summer case. The
general ndings apply to other cases as well.
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Figure 4.23: Growth of forecast uncertainties in SPEEDY and ERA-20C in modal
space, split to Rossby and IG part. Initial times are (a) 1st February 2013 for CLI
and 1st January 2014 for EDA, (b) 1st July 2012 for CLI and 1st June 2014 for
ERA-20C.
Initially, spread in IG modes is smaller than in Rossby modes in CLI cases, but
similar to Rossby modes in EDA cases. In initial conditions, there is about 5 % of
IG variance (spread squared) in CLI cases and 55 % in EDA cases. In the rst few
days, portion of IG spread in total spread grows in CLI cases but reduces in EDA
cases. The IG variance in CLI cases never exceed 10 % of total variance. In the long
term, there is approximately 5 % of variance in IG modes in CLI as well as in EDA
cases.
Spread in IG modes - grid-point space
Growth of zonally averaged IG spread in zonal winds is shown in Fig. 4.24. The
initial spread in EDA is larger in comparison to CLI because EDA initial conditions
were prepared with model with much higher resolution than SPEEDY, that is able
to resolve processes on smaller scales than SPEEDY. The inability of SPEEDY to
maintain this circulations results in initial fall of amplitude in IG spread in EDA
case. By day 10, both, EDA and CLI, have a similar amplitude of spread.
a) CLI, Init. b) CLI, +24 h c) CLI, +5 days d) CLI, +10 days e) CLI, +15 days f) CLI, +25 days
g) EDA, Init. h) EDA, +24 h i) EDA, +5 days j) EDA, +10 days k) EDA, +15 days l) EDA, +25 days
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Figure 4.24: As in Fig. 4.21, but for IG zonal winds.
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IG spread in tropical zonal winds is related to spread in tropical east-west circula-
tion (for example with Walker circulation), mostly in relation to tropical convection.
Out of tropics IG spread in zonal winds appears in extratropical upper troposphere
(at approximately 200 hPa) and at ground. The former is spread in ageostrophic
circulation of extratropical westerlies. The latter is spread in ageostrophic winds in
storm tracks. Both are an important part of general circulation, although weaker
than the Rossby part. A good ensemble should be able to simulate this spread. CLI
case shows that SPEEDY is able to generate IG spread even if the initial IG spread
is very small.
The main dierence between DJF and JJA seasons is again in the hemisphere
with larger spread - larger spread occurs in the winter hemisphere, as in total spread.
Dierent ensembles during the same season may slightly dier in amplitude and
the exact distribution of spread, but general characteristics described here are very
similar.
4.2.4 Short summary
In this Section I showed that SPEEDY can be used for predictability studies. In spite
of its low resolution its spread growth shows similar characteristics to spread growth
in NWP models. For example, the time scale of spread growth in SPEEDY is close
to the time scale of ECMWF ensemble (agar et al., 2017b). Apart from Rossby
spread, SPEEDY also generates IG spread in apropriate tropical and extratropical
regions, in agreement with ECMWF ensemble (agar et al., 2015b; agar, 2017).
This justies the use of SPEEDY for the experiments in the next Chapter.
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Rossby and inertio-gravity wave
response to tropical heating
perturbations resembling MJO
Here I present the main results of my thesis, Rossby and inertio-gravity wave re-
sponse to stationary tropical heating perturbations resembling MJO. Most of the
results are published in Kosovelj et al. (2019). At the end, additional study of the
role of orography in the propagation of the response is added.
5.1 Introduction
Apart from plenty observational studies of the MJO, there are quite some studies
of the atmospheric response to MJO in GCMs of various complexity (e.g. Bao and
Hartmann, 2014; Park et al., 1995; Matthews et al., 2004). These studies often try
to mimic the time development of the MJO and study the atmospheric response to
the whole MJO cycle. On the other hand, there are some studies of the response
to a single phase, quasi-stationary MJO-like heating perturbations. There are sev-
eral studies on the atmospheric circulation response to MJO-like idealized heating
monopole or dipole perturbations. According to Seo and Son (2012), the tropi-
cal geopotential response to dipole heating perturbation is approximately a sum of
responses to two monopole perturbations of opposite sign. The interaction of the re-
sponses to both poles of the dipole amplies the response in some regions and cancels
in the other. The tropical response to dipole perturbation is also a combination of
equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves. In a similar manner Seo and Lee (2017) showed
that Rossby wave train (RWT) in case of dipole perturbation is a combination of
RWTs from each of the monopoles, and tried to explain its formation. Lin et al.
(2010) compared the extratropical response to dipole and monopole perturbations
and reported that heating perturbation over Indonesia produced very weak response
in medium term. Responses to the dipolar perturbation with both combination of
signs was compared by Park et al. (1995) and recently Lin and Brunet (2018).
Regarding MJO is a time-varying phenomenon, what is the benet of studying
the atmospheric response to a stationary heating, characteristic for one isolated
MJO phase? While Park et al. (1995) showed that the atmospheric response to
stationary heating can dier signicantly from the response to time-evolving MJO
heating, in the same study they speculate that the reason for this is in the lag
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between the tropical forcing and the response in midlatutudes. The midlatitudinal
response in one phase may be actually the consequence of the heating pattern in
one of the previous phases. This may justify looking at the medium term response
of the single MJO phase pattern. Especially since Branstator (2014) has shown that
the medium term response of midlatitudes to 2-day tropical heating perturbation
pulse shares many similarities to continuous heating perturbation.
5.1.1 The modal view on MJO heating perturbations
There are several studies of the atmospheric response to tropical heating perturba-
tions in terms of NMFs. Kasahara (1984) and Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986) ap-
plied the NMF decomposition to the idealized heating perturbations, with wavenum-
ber 2, centered at equator, and covering all longitudes. Their focus was on the change
of response due to dierent background ow. Their ndings are:
- Without the background ow the response is almost entirely in Rossby and
Kelvin waves, while the others are insignicant.
- The presence of the background ow and its meridional shear allows the
barotropic (Rossby) response to enter midlatitudes, but baroclinic response
remains trapped in tropics.
- The equatorially symmetric heating in symmetric background ow induces
response in symmetric modes (even IG and odd Rossby modes).
- The asymmetry of the background ow results in asymmetric response to the
symmetric heating perturbations in physical space, but in the modal space
symmetric modes still dominate.
Zhong and Nogues-Paegle (1990) applied NMF decomposition to the response of
GCM to idealized heating perturbation in the El Niño region. Their monopole was
positioned in the Eastern Pacic, about 7 degrees north of the equator. While their
main tropical response was still in the lowest Rossby and Kelvin modes, the o-
equatorial center of the heating perturbations induced signicant amount of mixed
Rossby-gravity modes, which were associated with cross-equatorial ow. This is the
only study of localized idealized tropical heating perturbations in terms of NMFs.
Finally, agar and Franzke (2015) applied the MODES decomposition to MJO in
ERA Interim reanalysis. They performed regression between the ERA Interim data,
projected on NMFs, and and the MJO index from Wheeler and Hendon (2004), on
daily data. The regression coecients were then used to lter MJO-related variance
in modal and physical space, in terms of Rossby and IG modes. The main result was
that the n = 1 Rossby mode contributed the most to the tropical and subtropical
atmospheric response to the MJO. Kelvin modes had smaller contribution over the
Indian Ocean and Indonesia. This is the only study where NMF decomposition was
applied to MJO reanalysis data.
There has been no study that would apply NMF decomposition to the response
of GCM to the idealized heating perturbations resembling various phases of MJO. I
believe that such study could be valuable. First, it would allow the response to be
easily split to Rossby and IG part of the response, as well as to extract particular
modes without additional ltering. Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes would be of
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the main interest. Second, it would allow the quantication of the modal variance
in each of these modes. The application of the MODES decomposition to the time
series of data could give us some insight on time development of the response to
stationary tropical heating perturbations.
5.1.2 The research questions
The main research questions of this chapter are:
- How does the responses to four dierent MJO-like stationary heating per-
turbations of equal magnitude compare? Two dipoles and two monopoles,
including cooling monopole, are studied. The results are compared to similar
experiments found in literature.
- What is the role of Rossby and IG response? Specically, what is the role of
Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes in comparison to the other IG and Rossby
modes, respectively?
- Scale dependent quantication of the response to MJO-like heating perturba-
tions. What portion of (modal) variance is in Rossby and IG modes? What
portion is in Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes? How is the variance split
between various zonal wavenumbers and vertical modes? How does this vary
between dipole and monopole heating perturbations?
At the end of this Chapter, I look into the impact of Northern Hemisphere orog-
raphy on extratropical response. I briey investigate the questions how the highest
NH mountain ranges (the Himalayas with Tibet, the Rocky Mountains and Green-
land) inuence the shape and amplitude of medium-range RWT response to dipole
MJO-like heating perturbation with heating over the Indian Ocean and cooling over
Indonesia. I also try to quantify how these mountain ranges inuence medium-range
Rossby response variance in modal space, i.e. which modes are inuenced the most
and how large the inuence is.
5.2 Methodology
The experiment was performed as a set of four ensembles. A 102 year-long unper-
turbed continuous simulation served as a common control run. From the third year
on, the model was restarted every 1st January, with additional continuous heating
perturbation. Each simulation covered three months. These 100 integrations repre-
sent the ensemble members of each experiment. One such experiment is sketched in
Fig. 5.1. The only dierence between the four sets of ensembles was in the location
of heating perturbations, otherwise they were created in the same way.
year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 6
control
ensemble members
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of one ensemble.
The control member was started from rest on 1st January 1909 and integrated to
31st December 2010. Ensemble members were run from 1st January to 31st March
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each year, from 1911 to 2010. The rst two years were skipped to allow the model
the spin-up time. All ensemble members, including control run, were integrated
with 20 min time step. Model outputs were saved for every day, as daily averages.
In all model runs, the SST was prescribed in advance. Climatological SST was
prepared in the same was as for the SPEEDY-SST run described in Chapter 4.1,
except the period January 1909 to December 2010 was used here. The average SST
for each particular month was prescribed at 15th day in the month and linearly
interpolated in between.
Each experiment was performed with dierent heating perturbation. The per-
turbations were added to the model as additional temperature tendencies:(
∂T
∂t
)
pert
(λ, ϕ, σ) = fSST · fshape (λ, ϕ) ·
(
∂T
∂t
)
CC
(ϕ, σ) (5.1)
The rst term, fSST denes where and when SST can trigger convection:
fSST = 0.2 · (SST− SSTcrit) ,
if SST > SSTcrit and zero otherwise. Critical SST (SSTcrit) is 24 ◦C. Figure 5.2
shows, that the criteria above conne heating perturbations in meridional direction,
between 30 ◦S and 30 ◦N.
Figure 5.2: The area where SST is, on average, larger than 24 ◦C is shaded grey.
Example from 1st January 1911 to 31st March 1911.
The second term denes zonal shape of heating perturbations:
fshape = ±kt · cos(3λ) · rand(0, 1)
where π/6 ≤ λ ≤ 5/6π for dipole and π/2 ≤ λ ≤ 5/6 π for the monopole heating.
The minus sign describes cooling over Indonesia, and two types of perturbations
are applied: the dipole and the monopole (D+/- and M/-, respectively, Fig. 5.3).
The heating over Indonesia (plus sign) represents the other two types: dipole D-
/+ and monopole M/+ (both with similar pattern as in Fig. 5.3, but opposite
sign). The D+/- resembles MJO phase 2, M/- resembles MJO phases 1 and 8,
the D-/+ resembles MJO phases 5 and 6, while M/+ resembles MJO phase 4. The
horizontal patterns are multiplied at each time step with 0 or 1 at each grid point in a
random manner, to simulate spatial variability of the MJO pattern. This is a simple
representation of convection. The factor kt controls amplitude of the heating. I used
kt = 10, to keep the average amplitude close to the other studies and to get results
statistically signicant trough the whole depth of the troposphere. The average
perturbation is presented in g. 5.3. The maximal amplitude in singular grid-point
can be larger.
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a) M/- c) vertical profile
b) D+/-
normalized amplitude
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Figure 5.3: (a) M/- and (b) D+/- heating perturbations, averaged over 90 days, at
500 hPa. Solid contours represent heating and dashed contours represent cooling
perturbations. (c) Average vertical prole of heating perturbations, normalized by
average heating perturbation at 500 hPa. From Kosovelj et al. (2019).
The last term, (∂T/∂t)CC , represents zonally averaged temperature tendencies
at model levels due to convection and large scale condensation. This term denes
vertical prole of the perturbations, shown in Fig. 5.3c.
The imposed heating perturbations are additionally increased by the positive
feedback through convection and condensation. The convection of moist air is lo-
cally increased (decreased) by the prescribed heating (cooling) perturbation. This
results in an increased (decreased) condensation rate and latent heat release. The
consequence is additional heating (cooling).
Responses in modal and grid-point space
The response to the heating perturbations was analyzed in physical and modal space.
In physical space the results were studied in terms of the ensemble-averaged response
dened as
A (t) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
[Aj (t)− A0 (t)] , (5.2)
where Aj is either geopotential height, zonal or meridional wind of the j-th ensemble
member, A0 is control and t stands for the day after the start of integration.
In modal space the response to the heating perturbations was studied in terms
of modal variances dened as
V (k, n, t) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
M∑
m
gDm
⏐⏐χkn (m; j, t)− χkn (m; 0, t)⏐⏐2 , (5.3)
where j counts ensemble members (j = 0 represents the control run). This denition
of variance is in an accordance with denition in Chapter 3.
I mostly focused on short (day 3) and medium-term (day 14) response at 200 hPa
(upper troposphere) and 850 hPa (lower troposphere).
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The responses in grid-point space were tested for statistical signicance with t-
test for unequal variances (Welch t-test, Welch (1947)). The null hypothesis, that
the mean geopotential of the perturbed simulations is equal to the mean geopotential
of control simulation, was tested for 95 % condence interval in each grid point, for
all elds discussed in this thesis. The results are statistically signicant.
5.3 Results
First I discuss model response to tropical heating perturbations in grid-point space,
split to Rossby and IG parts. Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes are shown separately.
After that the modal response is discussed, focused on the quantication of the
response.
5.3.1 Grid-point space response to tropical heating pertur-
bations
Short-term response
The short-term total response to monopole perturbations (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5a,g)
resembles Gill-type response to tropical heating perturbation (Gill, 1980). The
response close to the equator, with prevalent zonal winds, resembles Kelvin waves,
and the vortices north and south of the perturbations resemble the equatorial Rossby
waves. The response is approximately baroclinic. The tropical 3-day response to a
dipole perturbation (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5d,j) is approximately a sum of responses to two
distinct monopole perturbations with opposite signs, located 60 degrees longitude
apart. Such response is expected and has been thoroughly discussed in the literature
(e.g. Hendon and Salby, 1994b; Salby and Garcia, 1987; Jin and Hoskins, 1995; Seo
and Son, 2012; Seo and Lee, 2017).
The response close to the heating perturbations, conned to approximately ±20
degrees latitude, that resembles Kelvin waves, indeed projects to the IG part of the
response (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5c,f,i,l). The vortices, that resemble equatorial Rossby
waves, project to Rossby part of the response (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5b,e,h,k). While
these vortices appear more in the subtropics in the upper troposphere (Fig. 5.4),
and are distinguishable from the IG part of the response, they appear closer to the
equator in the lower troposphere (Fig. 5.5), and somewhat melted with the IG part
in the total response (Fig. 5.5a,d,g,j). The modal decomposition clearly splits them
apart from the IG response at equator also in the lower troposphere.
The ltering of Rossby modes reveals additional pair of vortices east of the
heating perturbation over Indonesia in the lower troposphere in M/- and D+/-
experiments (Fig. 5.5b,e). In the M/+ and D-/+ experiments only the southern
vortex is present (Fig. 5.5h,k). These vortices are connected to the inow/outow
of the air to the perturbation regions.
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The statistically signicant response to monopole heating perturbations with op-
posite signs (M/+ and M/-) has an approximately similar pattern, but the opposite
sign. The same is valid for the dipole perturbations (D-/+ and D+/-). The positive
(negative) geopotential disturbances in upper (lower) troposphere have a slightly
larger magnitude in comparison to negative (positive) responses, but they are still
comparable. The magnitude of the response in general is comparable between the
four experiments.
a) M/-, total response
d) D+/-, total response
10 m/s
e) D+/-, Rossby f) D+/-, IG
b) M/-, Rossby c) M/-, IG
g) M/+, total response h) M/+, Rossby i) M/+, IG
j) D-/+, total response k) D-/+, Rossby l) D-/+, IG
Figure 5.4: Total (a,d,g,j), Rossby (b,e,h,k), and IG (c,f,i,l) response to tropical
heating perturbations at 200 hPa on day 3. Geopotential height is shown in me-
ters (color scale) and winds in meters per second (vectors). Purple lines represent
±2 K/day isoline of average heating perturbations from Fig. 5.3. Green lines repre-
sent contour of 95 % statistical signicance for geopotential. Winds are plotted for
speeds larger than 1.5 m/s.
The maximal tropical geopotential response and centers of divergence/convergence
are initially collocated with the heating perturbations (not shown). With time the
maximal geopotential response along equator moves to the eastern side of the heating
perturbations (e.g. Figs. 5.4 and 5.5). This shift originates from the IG part of the
response which remains to be the strongest constituent of the response along equa-
tor. The maximal geopotential IG response aligns with the maximal zonal winds,
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a) M/-, total response
d) D+/-, total response
10 m/s
e) D+/-, Rossby f) D+/-, IG
b) M/-, Rossby c) M/-, IG
g) M/+, total response h) M/+, Rossby i) M/+, IG
j) D-/+, total response k) D-/+, Rossby l) D-/+, IG
Figure 5.5: As 5.4, but for 850 hPa.
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induced by the inow and outow from the heating perturbations. Such collocation
of the geopotential and zonal wind response is typical of the Kelvin wave response.
This suggests the leading role of the Kelvin waves in the IG response. The Hovmöler
diagrams for geopotential IG response in Fig. 5.6 show the shift up to 30 degrees.
Propagation of waves out of the heating perturbation region is also clear in Fig.
5.6, with speeds up to 25 m/s.
a) M/- b) M/+
c) D+/- d) D-/+
Figure 5.6: Hovmöler diagrams for IG geopotential height response (in meters), at
200 hPa, 1.8 ◦N. Negative contours are dashed. Thick black lines represent centers
of heating perturbations.
The extratropical response, which is not yet statistically signicant on day 3
(Figs. 5.4 and 5.5), becomes statistically signicant in next days and develops into
RWT over the Pacic. The development is shown in Fig. 5.7, for total response
at 200 hPa, at approximately 35 ◦N. Even though it seems that the RWT reaches
North America (at approximately 120 ◦W) in about 7 days, statistically signicant
response over North America appears in 8 to 10 days. In some previous studies,
for example Zhong and Nogues-Paegle (1990); Lin and Brunet (2018); Seo and Lee
(2017), the RWT needs up to two weeks to reach North America. My results are
thus in a similar time range.
Medium-term total response
Figure 5.8 shows total response on day 14, at 200 and 850 hPa. The tropical response
is approximately baroclinic and the extratropical one is approximately barotropic.
The main dierence between the medium-term response in the lower and upper
troposphere is in the tropical response. The Rossby modes response in the tropical
lower troposphere remains closer to the heating perturbations in comparison to the
upper troposphere, where the Rossby vortices appear in the subtropics and extend
much more westward.
The response to the two experiments with heating over Indonesia (M/+ and
D-/+ - Fig. 5.8e-h) is quite similar. Anyway, the dierences occur in the strength
and pattern of the response. The dipole experiment (D-/+, Fig. 5.8g,h) has 13 %
stronger maximal geopotential and 60 % stronger maximal wind speed response in
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a) M/- b) M/+
c) D+/- d) D-/+
Figure 5.7: Hovmöler diagrams for total geopotential height response (in meters),
at 200 hPa, approximately 35 ◦N. Negative contours are dashed. Thick black lines
represent centers of heating perturbations.
the upper troposphere and 27 % stronger maximal geopotential and 38 % stronger
maximal wind speed response in the lower troposphere. The presence of negative
heating pole in D-/+ (Fig. 5.8g) partially cancels the tropical geopotential response
west of the heating pole over Indonesia and increases winds over Africa and the
Indian Ocean in the upper troposphere. In the lower troposphere, a cooling pole
in dipole experiment (Fig. 5.8h) adds anticyclonic Rossby vortices over the Indian
Ocean. In the lower troposphere both experiments (M/+ and D-/+, Figs. 5.8f and
h) produce statistically signicant response over Europe, but the response in case
of D-/+ is stronger and covers almost whole continent. In the upper troposphere a
weak statistically signicant response in monopole case (Fig. 5.8e) reaches only the
Mediterranean, while in the upper troposphere (Fig. 5.8g) the presence of the cooling
pole in the Indian Ocean tilts the westward propagating subtropical Rossby response
towards Europe. Another dierence in the response pattern between the M/+ and
D-/+ experiments is over the Northern Pacic, where the negative geopotential
response in the dipole experiment (D-/+) is stronger and extended into the gulf of
Alaska in comparison to the monopole experiment (M/+).
The D+/- (Fig. 5.8c, d) produces dierent response from D-/+ (Fig. 5.8g,h).
In the tropics, the response to the both poles of the dipole perturbations cancels to
larger extent in the D+/- case than in the D-/+ case. In the upper troposphere,
the response to a cooling part of the dipole is clearer in the D+/- than in the D-/+,
with a pair of cyclonic vortices at approximately 120 ◦E. In the lower troposphere,
the response to the cooling pole is weaker in the D+/- in comparison to D-/+.
Rossby wave trains of both dipole experiments dier signicantly. The D+/- has
more localized minima and maxima in almost zonally oriented wave train, while the
minima and maxima of the D-/+ RWT are zonally elongated and resemble more
the classical PNA pattern.
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a) 200 hPa, M/- b) 850 hPa, M/-
c) 200 hPa, D+/- d) 850 hPa, D+/-
e) 200 hPa, M/+ f) 850 hPa, M/+
g) 200 hPa, D-/+ h) 850 hPa, D-/+
40 m/s
Figure 5.8: Total response at 200 hPa (a,c,e,g) and 850 hPa (b,d,f,h) on day 14.
Purple lines represent ±2 K/day isoline of average heating perturbations from Fig.
5.3. Green lines represent contour of 95 % statistical signicance for geopotential.
Winds are plotted for speeds larger than 7 m/s at 200 hPa and larger than 5 m/s
at 850 hPa.
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In fact the RWT in the upper troposphere of the D+/- experiment seems to be
a sum of RWTs from both poles of the dipole, as described in Seo and Lee (2017).
Figure 5.9b shows the sum of the responses to the cooling pole over Indonesia (the
M/- experiment, Fig. 5.8a) and the heating pole over the Indian Ocean (M+/,
Fig. 5.9a) at 200 hPa on day 14, conrming that the total response to the dipole
perturbation (specically D+/-, Fig. 5.8c) is approximately a sum of the responses
to two monopole perturbations.
a) M+/ b) sum of M+/ and M/-
40 m/s
Figure 5.9: (a) Response to M+/ and (b) sum of the responses to M/- and M+/
perturbations on day 14 at 200 hPa. Purple lines represent ±2 K/day isoline of
average heating perturbations from Fig. 5.3. Winds are plotted for speeds larger
than 7 m/s.
While on day 14, the RWTs of both dipole experiments are quite dierent, their
earlier development is more similar. Figure 5.10 shows total response at 200 hPa on
day 10 for the D-/+ experiment. While not the whole RWT is statstically signicant,
its pattern is more similar to the RWT of D+/- experiment on day 14. On the other
hand, Fig. 5.10 also shows that the statistically signicant response over Europe,
described in Fig. 5.8g has already reached Eastern and Northern Europe by day 10.
40 m/s
Figure 5.10: Total response to D-/+ heating perturbation on day 10 at 200 hPa.
Purple lines represent ±2 K/day isoline of average heating perturbations from Fig.
5.3. Green lines represent contour of 95 % statistical signicance for geopotential.
Winds are plotted for speeds larger than 7 m/s.
The cooling monopole over Indonesia (Fig. 5.8a,b) produces a very weak response
in comparison to the other experiments. Its tropical and extratropical response
magnitudes are similar. In the lower troposphere, the RWT is not statistically
signicant, except for the positive geopotential perturbation over Japan.
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Even though the positive and negative heating perturbations are of the same
magnitudes, the positive perturbations produce a stronger response. A dominant
role of the positive perturbation is the reason for the similarities in the response
patterns to M/+ and D-/+ perturbations (e.g. Fig. 5.8e-h), and also to M+/ and
D+/- perturbations (e.g. Figs. 5.8c,d and 5.9b, respectively). The location of the
positive heating anomaly thus plays a crucial role in determining the pattern of
the response, not only for the monopole perturbations (Lin et al., 2010; Ting and
Sardeshmukh, 1993), but also for the dipole perturbations.
Medium-term IG response
The medium-term Rossby part of the response does not look signicantly dierent
from the total response in Fig. 5.8, thus I will not discuss it separately here. I will
concentrate on the IG response (Fig. 5.11).
The tropical IG response is formed by the induced convection in the vicinity of
the heating perturbations in combination with stationary IG waves over the east
Pacic and Central America, and IG waves, propagating from the perturbation
regions. The convection contributes the largest amount of the IG response, due
to the inow and outow to/from the heating anomalies. Such divergent ow is
unbalanced and typically associated with IG modes. The stationary waves are a
consequence of the land-sea contrast and the orography. Their spatial stationarity
can be seen in Hovmöler diagrams in Fig. 5.6, where the propagating waves and
their speeds have also been mentioned. The upper tropospheric response, centered
at approximately 90 ◦E, 30 ◦N, is connected with the Himalayas, and can be an
artefact of the MODES decomposition in association with interpolation from model
to pressure levels.
In the extratropics the strongest response appears over East Asia, Japan and
the Northern Pacic. As seen from Fig. 5.12, which shows upper tropospheric
climatological winds during the period of integration, the strongest IG response in
the upper troposphere (Fig. 5.11a,c,e,g) appears close to the strongest jet. The
interaction of the response and the jet results in the ageostrophic circulation, that
projects mostly on the IG modes. The strongest IG response in this region reaches
25 % of the strongest total response. Even though the portion of the IG response
in the total response is mostly smaller than that, it is still important in this region.
Apart from the M/- experiment, it also appears in the lower troposphere, but mostly
in the northern side of the jet area.
Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes
Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes (e.g. Fig. 3.3a,e) are two of the most important
modes, especially for the tropical response. As such they deserve to be ltered and
looked into separately from the other modes.
First Fig. 5.13 shows Kelvin wave response on day 14, at 200 hPa. The basic
structure of the Kelvin wave geopotential response looks like a smoothed, equatori-
ally symmetric part of the tropical IG response in Fig. 5.11a,c,e,g. Similar applies
to the Kelvin and IG tropical zonal winds. This suggests that the Kelvin wave has
a leading role in the IG modes. However, the meridional asymmetry of the IG re-
sponse, meridional IG winds and extratropical IG response in Fig. 5.11a,c,e,g reveal
that other IG modes are also important.
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a) 200 hPa, M/- b) 850 hPa, M/-
c) 200 hPa, D+/- d) 850 hPa, D+/-
e) 200 hPa, M/+ f) 850 hPa, M/+
g) 200 hPa, D-/+ h) 850 hPa, D-/+
10 m/s
Figure 5.11: As Fig. 5.8, but for IG part of the response. Winds are plotted for
speeds larger than 1.5 m/s.
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80 m/s
Figure 5.12: Average winds at 200 hPa in unperturbed (control) run. In m/s.
a) M/- b) M/+
c) D+/- d) D-/+
10 m/s
Figure 5.13: Kelvin response at 200 hPa on day 14. Purple lines represent ±2 K/day
isoline of average heating perturbations from Fig. 5.3. Green lines represent contour
of 95 % statistical signicance for geopotential. Winds are plotted for speeds larger
than 1.5 m/s.
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Kelvin modes response is the strongest at 200 hPa, but vertical structure of the
Kelvin modes is baroclinic as seen in the vertical cross section in Fig. 5.14. In
the short term response (Fig. 5.14a-d), when the Kelvin (and IG) response is still
mostly conned in the vicinity of the heating perturbations, clear similarities in the
responses appear in the corresponding pairs of monopole and dipole perturbations.
The response east of the M/+ heating perturbation resembles well the response east
of the D-/+ heating pole, and similarly for the M/- and D+/- pair. Except for the
opposite sign, even the response to both dipoles has quite a similar pattern east of
approximately 60 ◦E. The latter is in agreement with the fact that the response to
the heating perturbations of opposite sign in the short-term response produces a
similar pattern to the response with the opposite sign, discussed earlier.
On day 14 (Fig. 5.14e-h), the Kelvin response still shows clear baroclinicity, but
the pattern is more complex, due to the interactions described for IG modes (Fig.
5.11). As in total and IG response, the Kelvin response is most similar between the
M/+ and D-/+ response, while the M/- and D+/- show very little resemblance.
The response patterns for dipoles between the 60 and 120 ◦E show little change
between days 3 and 14 in comparison to other areas and monopole experiments.
a) day 3, M/- b) day 3, D+/- c) day 3, M/+ d) day 3, D-/+
e) day 14, M/- f) day 14, D+/- g) day 14, M/+ h) day 14, D-/+
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Figure 5.14: Vertical cross section of Kelvin modes geopotential height response (in
meters) at 1.8 ◦N, on days 3 (a-d) and 14 (e-h). Thick black vertical lines represent
central longitudes of the heating perturbations.
Finally, I show the n = 1 Rossby mode response in the upper troposphere on day
14 (Fig. 5.15). From the shape of the n = 1 Rossby waves (Fig. 3.3) one can assume
that the Rossby wave response in tropics and subtropics would be mainly composed
of the n = 1 Rossby modes. The comparison of the n = 1 Rossby modes response at
200 hPa (Fig. 5.15) with the total response (Fig. 5.8) reveals that the tropical and
subtropical Rossby waves are not composed only from n = 1 Rossby modes. The
maximum amplitudes of the n = 1 Rossby modes are located close to the maximum
tropical and subtropical Rossby wave response, but the higher Rossby modes form
an important part of the tropical and subtropical Rossby wave response.
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a) n=1 Rosby modes, M/- b) n=1 Rosby modes, M/+
c) n=1 Rosby modes, D+/- d) n=1 Rosby modes, D-/+
20 m/s
Figure 5.15: As Fig. 5.13, but for n = 1 Rossby modes. Winds are plotted for
speeds larger than 1.5 m/s.
Kelvin (Fig. 5.13) and n = 1 Rossby modes (Fig. 5.15) both contribute to
the zonal winds along equator. It is not clear from the Figs. 5.13 and 5.15, but
the n = 1 Rossby mode equatorial zonal winds are generally stronger than Kelvin
winds. Zhong and Nogues-Paegle (1990) describes that the contribution of the
(n = 1) Rossby modes east of the forcing may be stronger than the Kelvin modes
in the medium-term response. In some cases something similar happens in my
experiments as well, for example in M/+. This is a deviation from the classical
Gill-type response, where the response east of the forcing is only formed of Kelvin
waves.
5.3.2 Modal response to tropical heating perturbations
Here I rst describe the time development of the total variance (variance summed
over all zonal wavenumbers, meridional and vertical modes), then I discuss the zonal,
meridional and vertical modes with the largest variances. The globally averaged
state (k = 0, n = 0) is omitted, as I describe the response in circulation, not in the
average state.
Time development of the variance
The time development of the MJO-induced variances is shown in Fig. 5.16a. In the
short term, dipoles have more variance than monopoles. In transition to long term,
the variance in experiments with heating over Indonesia (D-/+ and M/+) increase
faster than the corresponding experiments with cooling over Indonesia (D+/- and
M/-). For example, in ve days between day 5 and 10, the variance in D-/+ grows
for 78 J kg−1 day−1, M/+ for 51 J kg−1 day−1, while the D+/-, M/- and M+/
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grow for 42, 11 and 36 J kg−1 day−1, respectively. In the long term, the D+/- has
the largest variance, followed by D-/+. The dipoles have a larger variance than
monopoles, because two poles in dipole add more variance to the system than a
single monopole. In the medium term the variance in M/+ is comparable to D+/-,
due to the faster increase in M/+ variance in comparison to D+/-. The M/- has
the weakest variance, similarly to the weakest response in grid-point space.
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Figure 5.16: (a) time development of total variance and (b) time development of
portion of Rossby (black) and IG (gray) variance in total variance. Thin gray line in
(a) represent the M+/ experiment, with heating over the Indian Ocean. The legend
is valid for both graphs. From Kosovelj et al. (2019).
The reason for faster growth of variance in experiments with heating over In-
donesia in short to medium term in comparison to experiments with heating over
the Indian Ocean is not clear. It seems that there is a combination of dierent
factors. One of them is stronger convection-condensation feedback over the Indone-
sian heating area in comparison to the Indian Ocean. Figure 5.17 shows response
in heating rate due to the convection and condensation on day 7, as well as the
response in precipitation on the same day. Convection and condensation heating,
due to the heating perturbations, is clearly stronger over Indonesia and precipita-
tion, due to the heating perturbations, has stronger positive peaks when heating is
over Indonesia. Another reason may be interaction with the background ow. From
Fig.5.12 one could see that the Indonesian heating anomaly is closer to the maximal
westerly jet than the Indian Ocean heating anomaly. The position of the Indonesian
heating perturbation, close to the maximal meridional shear of zonal wind and thus
maximal relative vorticity on the southern side of the jet, allows stronger interaction
of Indonesian heating anomaly with the jet. For example as a stronger perturbation
Rossby wave source (advection of relative vorticity by anomalous divergent winds;
Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1988; Seo and Lee, 2017) in comparison to heating over
the Indian Ocean. Interactions of waves with background ow (e.g. Webster and
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Chang, 1997) and other nonlinearities may also inuence dierences in the growth
of variance.
a) heating rate, M/-
c) heating rate, D+/-
e) heating rate, M/+
g) heating rate, D-/+
b) precipitation, M/-
d) precipitation, D+/-
f) precipitation, M/+
h) precipitation, D-/+
Figure 5.17: (a,c,e,g) Convection and condensation heating rate due to the heating
perturbations (in K/day) on day 7, and (b,d,f,h) precipitation due to the heating
perturbations (in mm/day) on day 7.
The total response is initially dominated by IG modes (Fig. 5.16b). Half of the
variance in Rossby modes is reached by day 5 in all experiments (by day 3 in M/-).
This is in agreement with the wave response being predominantly in the tropics in
the short term. In transition to the medium and long term the response propagates
out of the perturbation region into extratropics, which results in the drop of variance
in IG modes and increase in Rossby modes. There is on average 93 % of variance
in Rossby modes in the long term (85 % in M/-). The ratio between Rossby and
IG modes in medium-term response is already close to these numbers. On average
there is 88 % of variance in Rossby modes (78 % in M/-) on day 14.
The distribution of variance between meridional modes and zonal wavenum-
bers
Figures 5.18 to 5.21 show the distribution of variance between meridional modes
and zonal wavenumbers for the IG and Rossby components. Figures 5.18 and 5.20
show variance, while gures 5.19 and 5.21 show the portion of variance in the rst
ten zonal wavenumbers and meridional modes normalized by the sum of all zonal
wavenumbers and meridional modes.
On day 3 (Fig. 5.18) the amount of variance and its distribution is very sim-
ilar between both dipoles (D+/- and D-/+). The amount of variance in M/- on
the other hand is slightly smaller in comparison to M/+, but their values are still
comparable. The same applies for the Rossby and IG variance. On day 14 (Fig.
5.20), a larger variance in the experiments with heating over Indonesia (M/+ and
D-/+) in comparison to M/- and D+/-, discussed above (Fig. 5.16), reects also
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in the distribution of variance between k and n (Fig. 5.20), as the M/+ and D-/+
experiments have larger maximal variances than M/- and D+/-. Again, the same
applies to Rossby and IG modes.
The distribution of variance between meridional modes and zonal wavenumbers
for the IG and Rossby components (Figs. 5.18 to 5.21) shows strong dominance of
two meridional modes, the n = 1 Rossby modes and the n = 0 IG modes. The latter
mostly consist of Kelvin modes (n = 0 EIG modes), which account for 93 to 95 %
of n = 0 IG modes.
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Figure 5.18: Variance on day 3 as a function of the zonal wavenumber and meridional
index (in J/kg). (a-d) Total variance, (e-h) Rossby variance, and (i-l) IG variance.
Approximately 85 % of IG variance on day 3 is in Kelvin modes (Figs. 5.19i-l
and 5.22a). This is equivalent to 45 % of total variance in M/- and 55 % of total
variance in the other experiments. There is between 70 and 80 % of Kelvin variance
in IG modes on day 14 (Figs. 5.21i-l and 5.22a), which is approximately 15 % of
total variance in M/- experiment and 10 % in other experiments. In the long term
(Fig. 5.22a), the percentage of IG variance in Kelvin variance remains similar as
on day 14, approximately between 70 and 80 %. There is a peak in Kelvin waves
between days 3 and 9, when Kelvin variance reaches almost 90 % of IG variance.
This peak is probably a model's adjustment to the abrupt start of the heating, when
Kelvin waves transport the energy away from the source region.
The n = 1 Rossby waves constitute between 25 and 30 % (35 % in M/-) of total
variance and about 80 % of Rossby variance (Figs. 5.19e-h and 5.22b) on day 3. In
the medium range (day 14) there is 30 to 45 % of total variance and 40 % (dipoles)
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Figure 5.19: Portion of the variance on day 3 as a function of the zonal wavenumber
and meridional index. (a-d) Portion of total variance, (e-h) portion of the Rossby
variance, and (i-l) portion of IG variance. Rossby and IG variances are normalized
by the sum of variance in all Rossby and all IG modes, respectively. From Kosovelj
et al. (2019).
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Figure 5.20: As Fig. 5.18, but for day 14.
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Figure 5.21: As Fig. 5.19, but for day 14. From Kosovelj et al. (2019).
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Figure 5.22: Time development of portion of (a) Kelvin variance in IG variance, and
(b) n = 1 variance in Rossby variance. From Kosovelj et al. (2019).
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to 50 % (monopoles) of Rossby variance in n = 1 Rossby modes (Figs. 5.21e-h and
5.22b). The portion of Rossby variance in n = 1 Rossby modes falls from about
80 % initially, to somewhere between 15 and 45 % in the long term (Fig. 5.22 b)
because the higher (n > 1) Rossby modes are gaining importance with time due to
the development of extratropical response.
Higher (n > 1) Rossby modes (Figs. 5.18 to 5.21 e-h), which have more variance
in the extratropics, contain up to 30 % of Rossby variance (about 10 % of total
variance) on day 3. On the other hand, they contribute a signicant amount of
variance on day 14 (up to about 50 % of total variance, and between 45 % and 60 %
in Rossby variance), due to the prevalence of the extratropical response. The IG
modes (Figs. 5.18 to 5.21 i-l) also contain a non-negligible amount of variance in
modes with n > 0 - up to 25 %, (about 15 % M/-).
Figures 5.18 to 5.21 clearly show that there is more variance in odd Rossby
and even IG meridional modes. More precisely, on day 14 odd Rossby modes add
between 75 and 85 % to Rossby variance and even IG modes add approximately 90 %
to IG variance. Kasahara (1984) and Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986) studied the
modal response to idealized, equatorially symmetric tropical heating perturbations
in dierent zonal ows. Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986) applied approximately
symmetric climatological DJF wind pattern and asymmetrical climatological JJA
pattern, while Kasahara (1984) studied response without the background ow. They
showed that regardless of the background ow, symmetric modes are preferably
excited by symmetric heating anomalies. My results are in agreement with their
ndings. The asymmetry in our response can be seen, for example, in the increased
variance in n = 2 Rossby modes in some wavenumbers, in both monopoles as well
as in D-/+, especially on day 14 (Figs. 5.20 and 5.21).
There is a dierence between the monopole and dipole heating regarding the
zonal wavenumbers with the maximal variance response. On day 3 (Figs. 5.18 and
5.19), dipoles have maximum variance in k = 3, with approximately 30 % of total
variance, while monopoles have maximum in k = 1, with approximately 25 % of
total variance. All experiments have a signicant amount of variance in k = 2,
containing almost the same percentage of variance as k = 3 in dipole experiments,
and about 20 % of total variance in monopole experiments. The dierences between
dipoles and monopoles in the rst ten wavenumbers are due to the interaction of the
response to both poles of the dipole. This interaction partially cancels the response
in some of the wavenumbers and amplies the wavenumbers close to the shape of
forcing. The maximum in k = 3 on day 3 is directly related to the horizontal scale
of the dipole (see fshape in Eq. 5.1).
On thay 14 (Figs. 5.20 and 5.21), all experiments have the largest variance in
k = 1, but the percentages vary signicantly between them (Table 5.1). Similarly to
the grid-point space, M/+ and D-/+ have the most similar response. On the other
hand, D-/+ has more variance in k > 1 than M+. The total variance in the other
dipole, D+/-, is more equally spread between k = 1 and k = 2. The k = 3 still
has a signicant amount of variance in D+/-. In M/-, k = 1 plays an important
role only in tropics. While there is 33 % of total variance in k = 1, it is mostly
spread between n = 1 Rossby and Kelvin modes. The variance in larger meridional
modes is mostly in zonally averaged state (k = 0) - there is 10 % of total variance
in k = 0 in n > 1. A relatively important amount of variance in k = 0 appears also
in other experiments. In contrast with day 3, the distribution of variance between
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wavenumbers on day 14 is inuenced by the position of positive heating anomaly
rather than the number of poles, in agreement with the inuence of heating anomaly
on the response in grid-point space. The larger variance in k = 1 (and k = 2 in
D-/+) in comparison to D+/- is a consequence of more homogeneous response in
zonal direction in M/+ and D-/+ (Fig. 5.8). The distribution of variance in n > 1
is mostly a result of shape and orientation of Rossby wave train and subtropical
Rossby waves.
Table 5.1: Portion of total variance in the rst four wavenumbers on day 14
k M/- D+/- M/+ D-/+
0 17 8 13 12
1 33 27 41 47
2 20 15 19 25
3 15 15 10 11
Regarding IG modes on day 14 (Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 i-l, Table 5.2), Kelvin
modes have the largest variance in k = 1 in all the experiments. However, in the
higher meridional modes, the distinction between dipoles, with maximum in k = 2
(extended over k = 1-3), and monopoles, with maximum in k = 1 is clear.
Table 5.2: Portion of IG variance in the rst four wavenumbers on day 14
k M/- D+/- M/+ D-/+
0 2 1 2 1
1 45 26 42 37
2 20 25 21 28
3 17 24 19 17
The distribution of variance between vertical modes
Figure 5.23 shows how percentage of variance in all, Rossby and IG modes is spread
between vertical modes on days 3 and 14. On both days the maximum is mostly in
m = 4 in all experiments, in Rossby and IG modes. The only exceptions are Rossby
modes of M/+ and D-/+ on day 3 and all and Rossby modes in M/+ on day 14.
In these cases the maximum appears in m = 3.
On day 3 (Fig. 5.23a-c), m > 1 (more precisely m > 2) prevail. These modes are
baroclinic (see Fig. 3.2). The small amount of variance in barotropic mode (m = 1)
is in agreement with the predominantly tropical baroclinic short-term response. This
is especially true for the IG part of the response, where m = 1-2 contain less than
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Figure 5.23: Portion (percentage) of variance in vertical modes in (a,d) all modes,
(b,e) Rossby modes and (c,f) IG modes. (a-c) on day 3, and (d-f) on day 14.
Variance in Rossby modes is normalized by total Rossby variance and variance in
IG modes is normalized by total IG variance, for each experiment separately.
1 % of variance each. On the other hand, IG modes have at least a 10 % stronger
peak in m = 4 in comparison to Rossby modes.
As Kelvin modes represent the largest part of the IG modes, an approximate
speed of the Kelvin waves can be calculated from the β plane approximation:
cg =
√
gDm
where Dm is equivalent depth. The equivalent depth of vertical mode 4 is 328 m.
The corresponding speed of Kelvin waves on β plane would be 57 m/s. Such waves
would need about eight days to travel around Earth. This is close to the time scale
of the peak in Fig. 5.22b, supporting the idea that it is connected to the fastest
transport of energy away from the source by Kelvin waves.
On day 14 (Fig. 5.23d-f) up to 20 % of total and Rossby variance is in m = 1.
The increase in variance in m = 1 in comparison to day 3 is due to the (barotropic)
extratropical response. In IG variance there is a signicant dierence between M/-
and D+/- experiments on one side and M/+ and D-/+ on the other. The former
two have almost twice the portion of variance of the latter two in m = 4.
The four experiments do not have the same percentage of variance in each vertical
mode, but in general the order of the modes, from the one with the largest variance
to the one with the smallest, is similar between the experiments.
In general vertical modes do not have any special physical meaning, except for
the split to barotropic (m = 1) and baroclinic (m > 1) part of the response. They
also strongly depend on the vertical resolution of the model. Thus they are rarely
discussed in literature beyond the typical baroclinic tropical vs. barotropic extra-
tropical response discussions. Kasahara (1984) and Kasahara and da Silva Dias
(1986) did the quantication of the response also in terms of vertical modes and
found a stronger response in vertical modes 4 and 5 (out of 9), regardless of the
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ow. Zhong and Nogues-Paegle (1990) split the response to the baroclinic and
barotropic part, but compared the amplitudes of the corresponding winds rather
than the energy and/or variance in modal space.
5.3.3 Impact of Northern Hemisphere orography on extrat-
ropical response
The strongest NH extratropical response to tropical heating perturbations over the
Indian Ocean and Indonesia appears over the Pacic Ocean, between two high
mountain ranges - the Himalayas with Tibet in Asia and the Rocky Mountains
in North America. High mountain ranges are known to inuence circulation in the
atmosphere. Chang (2009) and Brayshaw et al. (2009), for example, showed that
the Northern Hemisphere high mountain ranges (the Rockies and Tibet) suppress
storm tracks over land, strengthen winds over the western parts of the oceans and
generate southwest-northeast tilt of the storm tracks. As the response to the heat-
ing perturbations consists of the disturbances to the mean ow, one would expect
the orography to inuence the behavior of these disturbances as well. Nigam and
DeWeaver (1998) showed that NH orography, especially the Himalayas and Tibet,
inuence the shape and amplitude of extratropical response to El Niño. This is an-
other motivation to look into how the NH orography inuence response to MJO-like
tropical heating perturbations.
Three additional experiments with D+/- heating perturbations were performed
(Fig. 5.24). In the rst, the Himalayas and Tibet were lowered to maximum 100 m
(no HT), in the second, the Rocky Mountains and Greenland were lowered to maxi-
mal height of 100 m (no RG) in a similar manner, and in the third experiment all the
aforementioned orography was lowered to maximum 100 m (no HTRG). Everything
else was kept the same as in the basic experiment with D+/- heating perturbation.
The D+/- experiment was chosen due to its clear pattern of geopotential minima
and maxima in NH Rossby wave train.
a) reference b) no HT c) no RG d) no HTRG
Figure 5.24: Orography for experiments with removal of high NH mountain ranges.
Contours every 250 m.
Impact of orography in grid-point space
Removal of orography does not inuence response in the rst few days. The dif-
ferences start to appear by the end of the rst week. The time development of
the RWT is similar between the experiments, the main dierence is in the spatial
extent of RWT geopotential minima and maxima, but there are also dierences in
the strength of response.
Figure 5.25 shows 200 hPa response on day 14. The gure suggests that re-
gardless of which mountain range is removed, RWT over the Pacic strengthens,
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however, the dierence between experiments is not statistically signicant, except
over East Asia and Japan. Removal of the Himalayas and Tibet (no HT) allows an
easier entrance of the response to Central and Western Asia. The negative geopo-
tential perturbation over Western Asia becomes stronger in comparison to reference
experiment, and connected to the subtropical Rossby vortex. With easier westward
propagation of the response, the amplitude geopotential maxima over East Asia and
Japan is reduced and stretched over a much larger area in comparison to reference
experiment.
Removal of the Rocky Mountains and Greenland (no RG) removes the ow
barrier downstream of the source. This allows easier propagation of disturbances
eastward, over North America to the Atlantic Ocean. The eastward part of the
RWT thus strengthens in comparison to reference experiment.
a) reference
c) no RG
40 m/s
b) no HT
d) no HTRG
Figure 5.25: Total response at 200 hPa on day 14 for orography experiments. Purple
lines represent ±2 K/day isoline of average heating perturbations from Fig. 5.3.
Green lines represent contour of 95 % statistical signicance for geopotential. Winds
are plotted for speeds larger than 7 m/s.
Removing all these mountain ranges (no HTRG) results in a combination of
both, no HT and no RG experiments.
The Himalayas and Tibet thus shape the response by preventing the response
to extend too northward and northwestward and directing it towards East Asia and
The Pacic Ocean. On the other side of the Pacic Ocean, the Rocky Mountains
(and Greenland) limit the propagation of response over North America. The RWT
response in refrence experiment is thus inuenced by both mountain ranges.
Impact of orography in modal space
In modal space, Rossby wave train mostly projects on n > 1 Rossby modes. Here I
will concentrate on medium range response (day 14) in these modes (Fig 5.26).
The dierence in response variance that stands out the most is incrased variance
in n = 3, k = 4 in all orography experiments in comparison to reference experiment,
joined by n = 3, k = 5 in no RG experiment. Looking at the portion of Rossby
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Figure 5.26: Variance on day 14 as a function of the zonal wavenumber and merid-
ional index (in J/kg). For (a) reference experiment D+/- and (b)-(d) experiments
with reduced orography.
variance in n = 3, k = 4 mode, the dierence between the reference experiment and
no RG experiment is small (2.2 % in no RG in comparison to 2.0 % in reference).
On the other hand, there is 3.1 % of Rossby variance in this mode in no HTRG
experiment and 3.7 % in no HT experiment. Regarding that the portion of Rossby
variance in this particular mode is small, this increase is signicant. In no RG
experiment, larger dierence that in n = 3, k = 4 is in n = 3, k = 5 mode,
with 2.2 % of Rossby variance in reference experiment and 2.8 % in no RG. The
portion of Rossby variance in orography experiments is not increased only in the
these two modes, but in some surrounding modes too. The portion of variance in
k = 4-7, n = 2-3 modes in orography experiments is 2-3 % larger than in reference
experiment (up to 10 % in orography experiments in comparison to about 7 % in
reference experiment).
In absolute numbers, no HT and no HTRG experiments have less Rossby variance
in n = 3, k = 0-2 in comparison to reference experiment, while no RG experiment
has more Rossby variance in n = 3, k = 2. In relative numbers (portion of Rossby
variance in each mode), all orography experiments have lesser portion of variance
in n = 3, k = 0-2 modes in comparison to reference experiment, up to about 1 %
(portion of Rossby variance in reference experiment is plotted in Fig. 5.21f).
The removal of the Himalayas and Tibet also results in less variance in n > 1
symmetric modes in comparison to reference and no RG experiments. There is about
45 % of Rossby variance in symmetric modes in reference and no RG experiments,
while no HT and no HTRG contain only about 40 % of Rossby variance in symmetric
modes. A possible reason for a more asymmetric ow with the Himalayas and
Tibet removed is in fact, that the Himalayas and Tibet act as a barrier that guides
the response (north)eastward over the Pacic Ocean. With this barrier removed,
stronger response extends much further north in comparison to reference experiment.
This stronger response over a (meridionally) larger area may contribute to larger
meridional dierences in response between NH and SH and thus more asymmetric
response.
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Conclusions
This thesis presents the modal decomposition of the global circulation response to
tropical heating perturbations. The modal decomposition provides scale-dependent
diagnostics of 3D circulation in terms of Rossby and inertio-gravity (IG) waves that
are eigensolutions to the linearized primitive equations, known as the normal mode
functions (NMFs). The method applied in the thesis relies on several recent studies
and MODES software (agar et al., 2015a, 2019; Kosovelj et al., 2019).
The global circulation response to tropical heating perturbations is studied by nu-
merical simulations using the SPEEDY model. The model is simplied with respect
to full scale state-of-the-art climate and weather prediction models, but capable of
reproducing large-scale patterns of both transient (short-term) and average (clima-
tological) circulation. Detailed evaluation of SPEEDY revealed that the model is
able to simulate the partition of energy and temporal variability between the zonal
and meridional modes, the zonal mean state and waves, and between the Rossby
and IG part of circulation in comparison to the ERA-20C reanalysis. As expected,
SPEEDY lacks spatial and temporal variability at all scales and especially in the
zonal mean state (k = 0). The underestimation of wave energy and variability
occurs in both Rossby and IG parts.
agar et al. (2019) applied the NMFs for the validation of variability and bias
in climate models. While they presented only the total signal, here presented re-
sults describe components of variability and bias associated with balanced and IG
modes. The results show that temporal variability increases as the zonal scale be-
comes larger. Among various modes the largest temporal variability is in the Rossby
modes with small meridional mode (n > 1), which are associated with extratropical
circulation, as well as in the tropical n = 1 Rossby mode and in the Kelvin mode.
The quantication of biases associated with Rossby and IG modes in SPEEDY was
performed by comparing simulations with SST from reanalysis (SPEEDY-SST) and
with the slab-ocean model (SPEEDY-CLIM). The latter produces largely increased
bias, especially in the mean state, because of the poorly simulated SST. Due to
the asymmetric bias in SST, SPEEDY-CLIM developed larger biases in asymmetric
modes in comparison to SPEEDY-SST. Overall SPEEDY-SST better simulated the
mean seasonal circulation and variability than SPEEDY-CLIM.
SPEEDY is shown to perform reasonably well not only on climatological scales
but also on weather scales. In particular, it is shown that uncertainties is SPEEDY
grow on similar time scales as in NWP models. SPEEDY is able to generate Rossby
and IG forecast uncertainties in appropriate regions and time scales. Moreover,
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climatological perturbations are shown not suitable for the simulation of forecast
uncertainties as they underestimate initial uncertainties in the tropics since the
method for the computation of uncertainties is based on variability, which is much
smaller in the tropics than in the midlatitudes.
The focus of the thesis is on the response to stationary tropical perturbations
resembling MJO in terms of Rossby and IG waves. Most of the results of Chap-
ter 5 were published in Kosovelj et al. (2019). The results are obtained by four
ensembles of simulations with MJO-like heating perturbations in 100 winters with
dierent background conditions. Two ensembles are forced with dipole and two with
monopole heating and cooling perturbations, mimicking various phases of the MJO
life cycle. The perturbations are applied on temperature tendencies and include
feedbacks from the model convection and large-scale condensation schemes. The
NMF decomposition of the responses onto Rossby and IG part is performed. Two of
the most important tropical modes, Kelvin and n = 1 Rossby modes are presented
separately. Apart from the comparison of the responses to dipole and monopole
perturbations in grid-point space, a quantication of the variance in various modes
is performed in modal space. Additional experiments with removal of high NH
orography are carried out to study its impact on propagation of NH extratropical
response. The main conclusions are the following:
1. The realistic formulation of heating perturbations involving moist feedbacks
does not produce signicantly dierent results from dry model with imposed
temperature perturbations used by previous studies.
2. Compared to previous authors presented results strengthen suggestion that
MJO phase 6 may produce signicant impact over Europe in medium term. In
other words, some phases of MJO can aect European weather on 10-day time
scale through north-westward propagating response, however further studies
employing more realistic NWP models would be required for conrmation.
3. Although the response is mostly dened by a positive heating anomaly, the
response to dipole perturbations is approximately a sum of responses to a
heating and cooling pole located over the Indian Ocean and Indonesia. The
interaction of the two poles acts to localize the tropical response and to aect
the shape and orientation of the Rossby wave emanating from the subtropics.
4. The localization eect on the short-term variance distribution of the response
is seen in the maximal variance in zonal wavenumbers k =2 - 3 for dipole
heating in contrast to monopole heating that produces the peak response in
k = 1. In medium term, all perturbations have the largest response in k = 1
but dipoles produce relatively larger variance in synoptic scales reecting a
stronger Rossby wave train signal in the extra-tropics. The zonal mean state
(k = 0) response has a signicant percentage of variance in medium term.
5. The short-term response projects predominantly on unbalanced (IG) modes.
The majority of it belongs to the Kelvin wave. In the medium range, the
Kelvin wave variance is still signicant. The n = 1 Rossby mode is the main
contributor to the Rossby wave variance at all time scales. However, its portion
of variance drops from short to medium term. In medium-term response n > 1
Rossby modes contribute over 50 % of the Rossby wave response to MJO
heating.
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6. Many previous studies discussed tropical response as a combination of Kelvin
and n = 1 Rossby modes. The modal decomposition shows that the physical
space signal resembling the n = 1 Rossby mode is actually a superposition
of the Rossby modes with dierent n, especially in the northern hemisphere.
The cumulative contribution of the n > 1 Rossby modes in the same zonal
wavenumber may exceed that of the n = 1 Rossby mode.
In addition, a set of orography experiments was performed to investigate the role
of NH orography on the longitudinal propagation of the response. The experiments
included three ensembles, one with the removed Himalayas and Tibet, one with the
removed Rockies and Greenland and one with the removed Himalayas, Tibet, Rock-
ies and Greenland. All experiments were forced with dipole heating perturbation
with heating over the Indian Ocean and cooling over Indonesia. It was found that
the removal of the Himalayas with Tibet weakens medium-term response over East
Asia and Japan, and strengthens response over Central Asia. Removing the Rockies
and Greenland strengthens medium-term response over North America. In modal
space, the dierences between the orography experiments and reference experiment
with full orography are small. In medium-term Rossby modes, the largest dierence
is in k = 4-7, n = 2-3 modes, where the dierence does not exceed 3 %.
In this thesis I quantify the impact of heating disturbances in the tropics on the
Rossby and IG circulation in both tropical and extratropical regions. The impli-
cation for numerical weather and ensemble prediction is that accuracy of diabatic
heating initialization eects forecast quality on dierent circulation scales in dier-
ent phases of MJO. In particular, a better understanding of the interaction between
convection and waves can be useful for the role of tropical circulation in the climate
system and for model improvements. Hopefully, this thesis makes a contribution
towards these goals.
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Raz²irjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
Uvod
Ozra£je je zapleten sistem razli£nih procesov, na razli£nih £asovnih in prostorskih
skalah, ki so med seboj mo£no prepleteni. Na²e sposobnosti numeri£ne simulacije
atmosferskih procesov so zato omejene, med drugim zaradi interakcije med procesi
v razli£nih oddaljenih geografskih obmo£jih, predvsem interakcije tropskih predelov
z zmernimi ²irinami (Kalnay, 2003; Randall, 2014).
Teoreti£no ozadje
Transport toplote med tropskimi in polarnimi predeli v atmosferi poteka s tremi
celicami meridionalne cirkulacije na vsaki polobli. V Hadleyevi celici se zrak blizu
ekvatorja dviguje, razteka v zgornji troposferi, spu²£a v subtropih in steka proti ek-
vatorju v spodnji troposferi. Ferrelovi celici v zmernih ²irinah nadaljujeta cirkulacijo
s tokom proti polom v spodnji troposferi in proti ekvatorju v zgornji troposferi. V
polarnih celicah se zrak spu²£a ob polih, kamor priteka v zgornji troposferi in od
koder odteka v spodnji troposferi. V spodnji troposferi prevladujejo vzhodniki v
tropskih in polarnih predelih ter zahodniki v zmernih ²irinah. V zgornji troposferi
prevladujejo zahodniki izven tropskih predelov, ki ponekod tvorijo mo£ne subtropske
vetrovne strºene, na primer nad vzhodno Azijo in zahodnim Pacikom.
V zonalni smeri na splo²no cirkulacijo vplivajo temperaturne razlike med kopnim
in morjem, gorske pregrade in morski tokovi v oceanih. Kot posledici slednjih se v
tropih ponavadi pojavljata vsaj dve celici tropske zonalne cirkulacije, t.i. Walkerjeva
cirkulacija nad Pacikom, in podobna celica nad Atlantikom (Lorenz, 1967; Randall,
2014; Holton, 2004).
Pri prenosu toplote od tropskih proti polarnim predelom v Ferrelovi celici poma-
gajo Rossbyjevi valovi. Pojavljajo se kot pribliºno horizontalni valovi na zonalnem
toku, na sinopti£nih in planetarnih skalah (prostorskih skalah ve£jih od nekaj sto
kilometrov; Holton, 2004; Held, 1983).
V tropski cirkulaciji imajo pomembno vlogo tropski valovi. e najenostavnej²a
teorija (Matsuno, 1966) lo£i med inercijsko-teºnostnimi (IG) valovi in (tropskimi)
Rossbyjevimi valovi. Inercijsko-teºnostni valovi so teºnostni valovi pod vplivom vr-
tenja Zemlje (Coriolisove sile). Potujejo lahko proti vzhodu (EIG) ali zahodu (WIG).
Posebni primer tropskih IG valov je Kelvinov val, ki ima samo zonalno komponento
vetra, z maksimumom ob ekvatorju in eksponentnim pojemanjem hitrosti z odda-
ljevanjem od ekvatorja. Med tropskimi valovi je pomemben ²e t.i. ekvatorialni
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Rossbyjev val, predvsem zaradi njegove vloge v splo²ni cirkulaciji. Ponavadi se po-
javlja v obliki dveh (ciklonalnih) vrtincev okrog dveh centrov nizkega zra£nega tlaka,
ki leºita na isti geografski dolºini, a simetri£no vsak na svoji strani ekvatorja (Slika
1).
Slika 1: Primer stacionarniega odziva enostavnega numeri£nega modela atmosfere
na termalno siljenje na ekvatorju. Zgoraj: odziv v zra£nem tlaku in horizontal-
nem vetru. Viden je Kelvinov val ob ekvatorju, vzhodno od siljenja, ter vrtinca
ekvatorialnega vala zahodno od siljenja. Spodaj: tokovna funkcija meridionalno
povpre£enega vetra in zra£ni tlak pri tleh. (Vir: Gill, 1980)
Normalni na£ini gibanj
Normalni na£ini gibanj (eng. Normal mode functions - NMF) so lastne re²itve
lineariziranih osnovnih 3D ena£b gibanja na sferi. So ortogonalni, sestavljajo jih
vertikalne strukturne funkcije v vertikalni smeri in Houghove funkcije v horizontalni
smeri. Slednje sestavljajo sinusni valovi v zonalni smeri in kombinacije pridruºenih
Legendrovih polinomov v meridionalni smeri. Lo£ene re²itve obstajajo za proti
vzodu potujo£e in proti zahodu potujo£e IG valove ter Rossbyjeve valove. Ker NMF-
ji sestavljajo ortogonalno bazo v 3D prostoru, lahko nanje projiciramo podatke,
npr. modelske izra£une. Tak²na projekcija omogo£a izra£un energije v modalnem
prostoru ter lahek dostop do IG, Rossbyjevih in najpomebnej²ih tropskih valov v
zikalnem prostoru (Kasahara in Puri, 1981).
Najpomembnej²i tropski valovi so sestavni del NMF-jev, vsakega opisujejo to£no
dolo£ene Houghove funkcije. Kelvinov val opisuje Houghova funkcija za proti vzhodu
potujo£e IG valove z meridionalnim indeksom 0, ekvatorialni Rossbyjev val pa Ho-
ughova funkcija za Rossbyjeve valove z meridionalnim indeksom 1 (t.i. Rossbyjev
n = 1 val). Rossbyjeve valove izven tropov lahko opi²emo s kombinacijo Houghovih
funkcij za Rossbyjeve valove, z meridionalnimi indeksi ve£jimi od 1 (Kasahara, 1978;
Kasahara in Puri, 1981).
Atmosferske povezave na daljavo
Atmosferski pojavi so lahko med seboj povezani, £eprav se dogajajo na geografsko
zelo oddaljenih obmo£jih. Hoskins in Karoly (1981) sta pokazala, da vzorci ta-
k²nih povezav ve£inoma spominjajo na atmosferski odziv na orografsko in tropsko
termalno siljenje.
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Eden izmed tak²nih tropskih pojavov, ki vplivajo na atmosferske procese izven
tropov, je Madden-Julianova oscilacija (MJO). Je del splo²ne cirkulacije v tropih, v
zonalni smeri. Je ponavljajo£ se pojav s periodami med 30 in 90 dnevi (Madden in
Julian, 1971,1972), povezan z globoko konvekcijo (Hendon in Salby, 1994a,b). MJO
se za£ne nad Indijskim oceanom, z nizkim zra£nim tlakom pri tleh in okrepljeno
globoko konvekcijo. Nad zahodnim Pacikom se pojavita spu²£anje zraka in visok
zra£ni tlak. Kombinacija okrepljene in oslabljene konvekcije vzolº ekvatorja pov-
zro£a anomalije v Walkerjevi cirkulaciji (npr. Adames in Wallace, 2014) S £asom se
okrepljena konvekcija pomika proti vzhodu, se sprva ²e okrepi, nato pa razpade nad
zahodnim Pacikom (Madden in Julian, 1972) Poleg odziva Walkerjeve cirkulacije
se osnovni odziv na pove£ano konvekcijo lahko opi²e kot kombinacijo Kelvinovega in
ekvatorialnega Rossbyjevega vala, v podobni obliki kot klasi£ni Gillov odziv (Gill,
1980) s slike 1. Cikel MJO se pogosto opi²e z osmimi fazami, od katerih so nekatere
bolj podobne dipolnemu vzorcu diabatnega gretja atmosfere (en center s segreva-
njem in en z ohlajanjem - tak²ni sta npr. fazi 2 in 6), drugi pa so bolj podobni
monopolnemu vzorcu (npr. en center s segrevanjem ali ohlajanjem - npr. fazi 4 in
8) (npr. Cassou, 2008; Lin et al., 2009).
Modeli splo²ne cirkulacije
Modeli splo²ne cirkulacije (GCM) so numeri£ni modeli s katerimi simuliramo dolgo-
ro£no povpre£no stanje atmosfere (klimo), njegovo dolgoro£no variabilnost in stati-
stiko vremenskih dogodkov na sinopti£nih skalah (npr. pravilno ²tevilo ciklonov v
zmernih ²irinah, njihove poti in intenziteto). Procesi, ki jih ºelimo simulirati, so zelo
odvisni od zunanjega siljenja in interakcije ozra£ja s tlemi (Warner, 2011; Randall,
2014; Holton, 2004).
Zaradi atmosferskih povezav med tropskimi in ostalimi predeli se tudi napake v
modelskih simulacijah iz tropov ²irijo v zmerne ²irine. V numeri£nem napovedovanju
vremena lahko zato nezansesljivosti v za£etnih pogojih v tropih vplivajo na kvali-
teto napovedi v zmernih ²irinah. Za izbolj²anje napovedi v zmernih ²irinah je zato
potrebno izbolj²ati simulacije v tropih. Ob£utljivost napovedi na razli£ne za£etne
pogoje se ponavadi preu£uje z ansambelskimi simulacijami, kjer mnoºica integracij
modela omogo£a statisti£no obravnavo rasti nezanesljivosti (Kalnay, 2003).
Cilji doktorske disertacije
V £lanku agar et al. (2019) je opisana metoda validacije modelov splo²ne cirkulacije
in klimatolo²kih modelov v odvisnosti od prostorske skale. Metoda uporablja razvoj
podatkov po ortogonalnih funkcijah normalnih na£inov za primerjavo dolgoro£nih
modelskih simulacij z reanalizami. Primerjata se sistemati£na napaka (eng. bias)
in £asovna variabilnost. V agar et al. (2019) je narejena validacija modela splo-
²ne cirkulacije ICTP AGCM (imenovanega tudi SPEEDY) z reanalizo ERA-20C.
Validacija je narejena zgolj za celotno cirkulacijo (kombinacijo Rossbyjeve in IG cir-
kulacije) v odvisnosti od zonalnih valovnih ²tevil. Del moje disertacije je namenjen
raz²irjeni validaciji modela SPEEDY s kvantikacijo razporeditve globalne energije,
£asovne variabilnosti in sistemati£ne napake med zonalna valovna ²tevila in meridio-
nalne normalne na£ine, med IG in Rossbyjevo cirkulacijo ter med tropsko cirkulacijo
in cirkulacijo izven tropov. To je narejeno za model in reanalizo, za povpre£no letno
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cirkulacijo ter za povpre£ne cirkulacije letnih £asov. Cilj je prikazati ²ir²e sposobno-
sti tak²ne metode validacije in raz²iriti validacijo modela, glede na opisano v agar
et al. (2019).
V svoji disertaciji tudi na kratko razi²£em rast nezanesljivosti za£etnih pogojev
v modelu SPEEDY in jo primerjam s sodobnimi ansambli za numeri£no napove-
dovanje vremena. Cilj tega dela je upravi£iti uporabo modela SPEEDY v ²tudijah
napovedljivosti.
Glavni fokus moje disertacije je ²tudij vpliva motenj v tropskem diabatnem gretju
ozra£ja, podobnih Madden-Julianovi oscilaciji (MJO), na globalno napovedljivost.
eprav je ²tudij MJO mnogo, je glavni cilj moje disertacije prispevati k razume-
vanju MJO s pomo£jo ²tudije odziva GCM na ²tiri razli£ne stacionarne motnje v
tropskem diabatnem gretju in s projekcijo tega odziva na normalne na£ine gibanj
(NMF). Tak²na projekcija nam omogo£a kvantikacijo odziva v odvisnosti od pro-
storske skale, enostavno ltriranje Rossbyjevega in IG odziva ter enostavno ltriranje
najpomembnej²ih tropskih valov - Kelvinovega in t.i. Rossbyjevega n = 1 vala. Med
raziskovalnimi vpra²anji so poleg primerjave odziva GCM na ²tiri razli£ne motnje
²e identikacija in kvantikacija vlog IG in Rossbyjevih valov ter Kelvinovega in
Rossbyjevega n = 1 vala.
Skratka, najprej validiram model, ki ga nato uporabim za glavni raziskovalni del
disertacije - ²tudijo prispevkov Rossbyjeve in IG cirkulacije pri globalnegem odzivu
GCM na stacionarne motnje v tropskem diabatnem gretju, podobnem MJO.
Metodologija
Dekompozicija na normalne na£ine temelji na projekciji 3D globalnih polj vetra in
geopotenciala na ortogonalne NMF. Podrobno je opisana v Kasahara in Puri (1981)
ter v Kasahara (2010).
NMF-ji sestavljajo popoln set 3D ortogonalnih funkcij, zato se lahko uporabljajo
kot bazne funkcije za projekcijo globalnih atmosferskih polj vetra in geopotenciala.
Celoten opis projekcije diskretnih podatkov na NMF je v agar et al. (2015a). Upo-
rabljenja je vertikalna koordinata σ, denirana kot σ = (p− pT ) / (ps − pT ), kjer
sta ps zra£ni tlak pri tleh in pT = 0 zra£ni tlak na vrhu modela. Namesto pravega
geopotenciala je uporabljen geopotencial popravljen glede na spremembe v zra£nem
tlaku pri tleh (P = gz + RT0 ln ps, kjer je T0 povpre£na temperatura na vsakem
modelskem nivoju).
Projekcijo lahko zapi²emo kot⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
u (λ, φ, σ)
v (λ, φ, σ)
h (λ, φ, σ) = P/g
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =∑
m
Sm
(∑
n
∑
k
χkn (m)H
k
n (m)
)
Gm (σ) (1)
V ena£bi 1 χkn (m) predstavlja kompleksne koeciente razvoja, pri £emer so k zo-
nalno valovno ²tevilo, n meridionalni indeks in m vertikalni indeks. Funkcije Gm
sestavljajo vertikalne bazne funkcije, kjer je m = 1-M , pri £emer je M enako ²tevilu
vertikalnih nivojev v modelu. Vertikalna strukturna funkcija m = 1 je barotro-
pna, ostale so barokline (vsaka funkcija ima eno ni£lo manj kot je njen indeks).
Horizontalne strukturne funkcije so Houghove funkcije, Hkn (m). Lo£imo Houghove
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funkcije za Rossbyjeve in IG na£ine. Houghove funkcije za lihe Rossbyjeve in sode
IG meridionalne indekse so simetri£ne glede na ekvator, medtem ko so Houghove
funkcije za sode Rossbyjeve in lihe IG meridionalne indekse asimetri£ne glede na
ekvator. Diagonalna 3×3 matrika Sm zagotavlja, da so vhodni podatki v projekcijo
brezdimenzijski.
Inverzno projekcijo iz modalnega v zikalni prostor lahko izra£unamo direktno
iz ena£be 1. Lahko jo uporabimo za ltriranje, pri £emer koeciente neºelenih valov
postavimo na ni£ preden izra£unamo inverzno projekcijo.
Numeri£no modeliranje
Model SPEEDY
Za numeri£ne simulacije sem uporabila model ICTP AGCM (SPEEDY Molteni,
2003; Kucharski et al., 2006). Je spektralni model z vertikalno koordinato σ. Na-
tan£nej²i opis uporabljene verzije 41 je dosegljiv na
http://users.ictp.it/∼kucharsk/speedy-net.html. Model ima 8 vertikalnih nivojev,
najvi²ji (σ = 0, 025) predstavlja stratosfero, najniºji (σ = 0, 95) pa planetarno
mejno plast. Modelski rezultati so podani na Gaussovski mreºi s pribliºno horizon-
talno resolucijo 3, 75◦ × 3, 75◦. V spekrtalnem prostoru je uporabljenih 30 valovnih
²tevil (T30).
Povr²inska temperatura morja (SST) se lahko v SPEEDY-ju uporablja na dva
na£ina. Lahko uporabimo vnaprej pripravljene robne pogoje, lahko pa SST model
ra£una s preprostim oceanskim modelom plasti me²anja konstantne globine.
Priprava SPEEDY-jevih podatkov za projekcijo na NMF
Za projekcijo na NMF potrebujemo 3D polja zonalnega in meridionalnega vetra ter
P . Projekcijo pa se ra£una za vsak £asovni korak posebej. Za ohranitev konsisten-
tnosti s SPEEDY-jem je bilo uporabljenih 8 vertikalnih strukturnih funkcij, 30 valov
v zonalni smeri in 30 Rossbyjevih, 30 EIG in 30 WIG funkcij v meridionalni smeri.
Po inverzni projekciji je bil geopotencial izra£unan iz denicije P .
Izra£un baznih funkcij, projekcija podatkov in inverzna projekcija so bili ra£unani
z ra£unalni²kim programom MODES (agar et al., 2015a).
Reanaliza ERA-20C
ERA-20C je reanaliza Evropskega centra za srednjero£ne napovedi (ECMWF), za
obdobje 1900-2010 (Poli et al., 2016). Podatki so bili pridobljeni iz arhiva ECMWF
kot mese£na povpre£ja na horizontalni mreºi enaki SPEEDY-jevi. V vertikalni smeri
so bili kasneje interpolirani na σ nivoje, nato pa je bilo uporabljenih le 8 nivojev,
najbliºjih SPEEDY-jevim. Za ohranitev primerljivosti podatkov s SPEEDY-jevimi
so bili nato podatki iz reanaliz tretirani na enak na£in kot SPEEDY-jevi modelski
izra£uni.
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Enostavna statistika v modalnem prostoru
Energijo v vsakem normalnem na£inu (s kombinacijo indeksov k, l in m) lahko
izra£unamo iz koecientov projekcije kot (agar et al., 2015a):
Ikn (m) =
1
2
gDmχ
k
n (m)
(
χkn (m)
)∗
(2)
kjer so Dm t.i. ekvivalentne globine, oz. lastne vrednosti povezane s vertikalnimi
strukturnimi funkcijami Gm (σ). Za izra£un energije v kateri koli kombinaciji raz-
li£nih normalnih na£inov moramo Ikn (m) se²teti po primernih indeksih. Globalno
energijo v modalnem prostoru tako izra£unamo kot
I =
∑
m
1
2
gDm
∑
n
∑
k
χkn (m)
(
χkn (m)
)∗
(3)
agar et al. (2015a) so pokazali, da je tako izra£unana energija ekvivalentna vsoti
kineti£ne in potencialne energije (ki je na voljo za konvekcijo) v zikalnem prostoru.
Sistemati£na napaka je v modalnem prostoru denirana kot (agar et al., 2019):
Bkn (m) = gDm∆χ
k
n (m)
[
∆χ
k
n (m)
]∗
(4)
pri £emer je ∆χ
k
n (m) £asovno povpre£ena razlika med modelskim izra£unom in re-
analizo. Denirana je kot:
∆χ
k
n (m) =
1
T
∑
t
[
χkn (m, t;C)− χkn (m, t;A)
]
= χkn (m;C)− χkn (m;A) (5)
kjer A ozna£uje reanalizo, C pa klimatski model.
Za globalno sistemati£no napako v modalnem prostoru se da dokazati, da nje-
gova varianca (kvadrat sistemati£ne napake) ustreza varianci sistemati£ne napake v
zikalnem prostoru (agar et al., 2019).
Varianca v modalnem prostoru se lahko zapi²e kot (agar et al., 2019):
V kn (m) = gDm
1
T − 1
∑
t
|χkn (m, t)− χ̄kn (m)|2 (6)
kjer t = 1, . . . , T lahko ²teje £asovne korake (v tem primeru izra£unamo £asovno
varianco) ali £lane ansambla (v tem primeru ra£unamo varianco ansambla). Faktor
gDm zagotavlja enote energije.
Enako kot pri sistemati£ni napaki globalni integral variance v modalnem prostoru
ustreza globalnemu integralu variance v zikalnem prostoru (agar et al., 2019).
Validacija cirkulacije ozra£ja v modelu SPEEDY v
odvisnosti od prostorke skale
Predstavljena sta dva pogleda na validacijo cirkulacije ozra£ja v modelu SPEEDY v
odvisnosti od prostorske skale. V prvem delu je SPEEDY validiran z reanalizo ERA-
20C, s £imer testiram SPEEDY-jeve sposobnosti simulacije povpre£ne cirkulacije
na velikih skalah. V drugem delu testiram SPEEDY-jevo primernost za uporabo v
²tudijah napovedljivosti, pri £emer analiziram rast za£etnih nezanesljivosti v modelu.
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Validacija cirkulacije ozra£ja na klimatolo²kih £asovnih skalah
Za razliko od (agar et al., 2019) me v tej disertaciji zanima razporeditev energije,
variance in sistemati£ne napake med zonalna valovna ²tevila in meridionalne na£ine
v SPEEDY-ju v primerjavi z ERA-20C, za celotno cirkulacijo in njen IG del. Rezul-
tati za Rossbyjev del cirkulacije so zelo podobni rezultatom za celotno cirkulacijo.
Poleg tega so zastavljena vpra²anja ²e: kako se razporeditve energije, variance in
sistemati£ne napake v SPEEDY-ju v primerjavi z ERA-20C spreminjajo z letnimi
£asi ter kako dobre so simulacije SPEEDY-ja z oceanskim modelom v primerjavi s
SPEEDY-jem s predpisanim SST.
Dve integraciji modela SPEEDY sta bili primerjani z reanalizo ERA-20C, prva s
predpisanim SST (SPEEDY-SST), druga z uporabo oceanskega modela (SPEEDY-
CLIM). Za modelsko integracijo s predpisanim SST je bil uporabljen enak SST
kot v ERA-20C. Primerjava modelskih rezultatov z reanalizo je bila narejena za
obdobje od januarja 1961 do decembra 2010. Modelski rezultati so bili podani kot
mese£na povpre£ja, primerjava med modelom in reanalizo pa je bila narejena na
klimatologijah letnih in sezonskih povpre£ij.
Povzetek rezultatov validacije
Razporeditev energije v modalnem prostoru
Ve£ina energije v vseh treh nizih podatkov (SPEEDY-CLIM, SPEEDY-SST in ERA-
20C) je v Rossbyjevih na£inih n = 1-3 in Kelvinovem valu (n = 0 EIG). Normalni
na£ini z najve£ energije so na£ini, povezani s cirkulacijo na velikih skalah v tropih
in izven njih, ter z asimetrijo med severno in juºno poloblo. Pribliºno 1 % celotne
energije je v IG na£inih. Pri valovih (k > 0) je v IG na£inih med 10 in 15 % energije,
odvisno od niza podatkov in letnega £asa.
SPEEDY precenjuje celotno globalno energijo v primerjavi z ERA-20C, a za-
radi preve£ zonalno orientirane cirkulacije podcenjuje energijo v valovih (k > 0).
SPEEDY je sposoben zadovoljivo simulirati razporeditev celotne energije in njenega
Rossbyjevega dela med zonalna valovna ²tevila in meridionalne na£ine. Enako velja
za spremembe te razdelitve z letnimi £asi. SPEEDY-CLIM ima koli£ino energije v
planetarnih valovih (najmanj²a valovna ²tevila) bliºje ERA-20C kot SPEEDY-SST,
£eprav njeno koli£ino v primerjavi z ERA-20C oba podcenjujeta. Med meridional-
nimi na£ini oba SPEEDY-ja precenjujeta energijo v Rossbyjevem n = 5 na£inu,
kar je povezano s SPEEDY-jevo pomanjkljivo simulacijo zahodnikov v zgornji tro-
posferi, predvsem na juºni polobli. Ta pomanjkljivost je znana ºe iz prvih verzij
SPEEDY-ja in je opisana v njegovi prvi objavljeni validaciji (Molteni, 2003).
Pri deleºu energije v IG na£inih je SPEEDY sposoben simulirati osnovne spre-
membe porazdelitve energije z letnimi £asi za na£ine z najve£ energije, a energijo
v splo²nem podcenjuje, sploh v k = 0, n > 1. Zaradi sistemati£ne napake v SST
v SPEEDY-CLIM simulaciji pride do premika tropske cirkulacije vzhod-zahod in
Hadleyeve cirkulacije proti severu, kar se kaºe v preveliki koli£ini energije v asime-
tri£nem IG n = 1 na£inu v primerjavi z ERA-20C in SPEEDY-SST.
asovna variabilnost
asovna varianca je odvisna od prostorske skale, najve£ja varianca je na najve£jih
skalah. Varianca v Rossbyjevih na£inih prevladuje, v IG na£inih je zgolj 2,5 to 3,3 %
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variance. Tako v Rossbyjevih kot v IG na£inih SPEEDY mo£no podcenjuje varianco
v k = 0 na£inih. Najve£ja variabilnost v IG na£inih je v k = 1.
Meridionalni na£ini z najve£jo £asovno variabilnostjo so tropski Rossbyjevi n = 1
in Kelvinovi valovi ter Rossbyjevi na£ini s k = 0-5, n = 2-5, povezani z dogajanjem
izven tropov. SPEEDY-SST podcenjuje varianco v vseh na£inih (Rossbyjevih in IG),
a ima pribliºno pravilno porazdelitev variance na najve£jih skalah. SPEEDY-CLIM
prakti£no nima £asovne variabilnosti v Rossbyjevem n = 1 na£inu in IG na£inih, z
izjemo Kelvinovih valov.
Sistemati£na napaka
V agar et al. (2019) je opisana velika sistemati£na napaka v obeh simulacijah SPE-
EDY v k = 0. Vzrok je preve£ zonalno orientiranem toku v SPEEDY-ju, predvsem
v stratosferi in zgornji troposferi. Pomembne sistemati£ne napake se pojavljajo ²e v
Rossbyjevih n = 1, Kelvinovih in IG n = 1 na£inih kot posledica pre²ibkih tropskih
vzhodnikov in pre²ibke Hadleyeve cirkulacije v SPEEDY-ju. Izven tropov se veliki
biasi pojavljajo predvsem v stratosferi, zahodnikih v vi²ji troposferi in v obmo£jih
poti ciklonov zmernih ²irin (t.i. storm tracks) v spodni troposferi. V modalnem
prostoru se ti biasi kaºejo v simetri£nih Rossbyjevih n > 1 na£inih, predvsem n = 3
in n = 5 (slika 2 - za n > 1 pribiºno velja tudi za Rossbyjeve valove). Zaradi sistema-
ti£ne napake v SST ima SPEEDY-CLIM veliko sistemati£no napako v asimetr£nem
Rossbyjevem n = 2 na£inu, kar je bilo potrjeno z izra£unom sistemati£ne razlike
med SPEEDY-CLIM in SPEEDY-SST.
Splo²ni komentar
Oceanski model v SPEEDY-CLIM je preve£ poenostavljen, da bi bil sposoben pra-
vilno simulirati povpre£je in £asovno variabilnost v SST, kar se kaºe v slab²ih simu-
laciji atmosferske cirkulacije v primerjavi s SPEEDY-SST. Zaradi tega je v nadaljnih
eksperimentih uporabljen SPEEDY s predpisanim SST.
Nara²£anje za£etnih nezanesljivosti v SPEEDY-ju
V tem delu pokaºem sposobnosti modela SPEEDY, da realisti£no simulira rast ne-
zanesljivosti v globalnih napovedih. To predstavlja osnovo za uporabo SPEEDY-ja
v naslednjem poglavju (²tudiji odziva na tropsko diabatno gretje) in v ²tudijah na-
povedljivosti na splo²no.
Zaradi svoje enostavnosti je SPEEDY lahko uporabno orodje za ²tudije napo-
vedljivosti na srednjero£nih £asovnih skalah. Glavni cilj tega poglavja je evaluacija
rasti za£etnih neznesljivosti v SPEEDY-ju za namen uporabe modela v ²tudijah
napovedljivosti z uporabo perturbacij na normalnih na£inih.
Glavna vpra²anja so: Kako nara²£ajo nezanesljivosti v SPEEDY-ju za razli£ne
metode priprave za£etnih pogojev, ²e posebej, kako nara²£ajo v IG na£inih? Ali so
prostorske skale z najhitrej²o rastjo nezanesljivosti enake kot v modelih za numeri£no
napovedovanje vremena?
Rast nezanesljivosti je bila analizirana z metodami, opisanimi v agar et al.
(2015b) in agar (2017).
Ansambli so bili pripravljeni iz neperturbiranih za£etnih polj starih integracij
SPEEDY-ja, na katera so bile dodane perturbacije z dvema razli£nima metodama,
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Slika 2: Razporeditev variance sistemati£ne napake (v J/kg) med zonalna valovna
²tevila in meridionalne na£ine. Varianca sistemati£ne napake za klimatologijo le-
tnih povpre£ij (a,f,k) in povpre£ij letnih £asov. (a-e) SPEEDY-SST v primerjavi z
ERA-20C, (f-j) SPEEDY-CLIM v primerjavi z ERA-20C, in (k-o) SPEEDY-CLIM
v primerjavi s SPEEDY-SST.
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opisanima v nadaljevanju. Ansambli so bili nato integrirani za dva meseca. Izpis
modelskih polj je bil na vsake 6 h. Analiza rezultatov je bila narejena z izra£u-
nom razpr²enosti (eng. spread), ki je denirana kot standardni odklon od srednje
vrednosti ansambla.
Kjer je bilo mogo£e je bilo izra£unanih 10 ansamblov (5 v DJF sezoni in 5 v JJA
sezoni), vsak s 26 £lani (25 + kontrolna neperturbirana integracija).
Za£etni pogoji ECMWF EDA
V ECMWF za pripravo za£etnih pogojev za operativne ansambelske vremenske na-
povedi uporabljajo 4D variacijsko (ansambelsko) asimilacijo podatkov (EDA Isaksen
et al., 2010).
Ansambli za£etnih pogojev iz ECMWF EDA so bili pridobljeni iz arhiva ECMWF,
na horizontalni lo£ljivosti enaki SPEEDY-jevi, v vertikalni smeri pa so bili najprej
interpolirani na sigma nivoje, nato pa uporabljeni zgolj nivoji, najbliºji SPEEDY-
jevim.
Klimatolo²ke perturbacije - CLI
Metoda priprave klimatolo²kih za£etnih pogojev (CLI) je opisana v Magnusson et al.
(2009), kjer jo imenujejo metoda naklju£nih polj.
e je X = [u, v, T, q, ps]
T za£etno polje zonalnega in meridionalnega vetra, tem-
perature, speci£ne vlage in tlaka pri tleh, lahko perturbirano polje zapi²emo kot
ena£bo 7, kjer je r skalirni faktor (r = 0, 05), Xt1 in Xt2 pa sta podobni polji kot X,
le za dva razli£na naklju£na pretekla datuma. Datuma za Xt1 in Xt2 sta bila vedno
izbrana na isti dan v letu kot X, le za naklju£ni leti med 1980 in 2013.
X ′ = X + r · (Xt1 −Xt2) (7)
Povzetek rezultatov
Razpr²enost ansambla v SPEEDY-ju potrebuje pribliºno en mesec da doseºe nasi£e-
nje (klimatolo²ko razpr²enost, slika 3). To je podobna £asovna skala kot v modelih
za numeri£no napovedovanje vremena, kjer razpr²enost potrebuje tri do ²tiri tedne,
da doseºe nasi£enje (e.g. agar et al., 2017b).
Ker so bili za£etni pogoji EDA pripravljeni z natan£nej²im modelom na vi²ji lo-
£ljivosti, pri EDA ansamblih najprej pride do upada razpr²enosti, zaradi prilagajanja
razpr²enosti modelu SPEEDY.
Razpr²enost v IG na£inih je bistveno manj²a kot v Rossbyjevih na£inih. Za£etni
pogoji CLI slabo simulirajo nezanesljivost v IG na£inih v tropih. Izkaºe se, da je
SPEEDY kljub temu sposoben razviti primerno razpr²enost v IG na£inih, saj je
amplituda zonalno povpre£ene razpr²enosti v IG na£inih po 10 dneh podobna za
primera CLI in EDA.
eprav je klimatolo²ka razpr²enost med poletjem severne poloble manj²a kot
med zimo, je rast razpr²enosti podobna ne glede na letni £as.
Splo²ne lastnosti rasti razpr²enosti v SPEEDY-ju so v marsi£em podobne rasti
razpr²enosti v modelu ECMWF (agar et al., 2015b; agar, 2017). SPEEDY tako
ima potencial za uporabo v ²tudijah napovedljivosti, ravno tako pa je primeren za
uporabo v naslednjem poglavju.
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Slika 3: Rast nezanesljivosti v modelu SPEEDY in v ERA-20C, v modalnem pro-
storu, razdeljena med Rossbyjeve in IG na£ine. Za£etni £asi so (a) 1. 2. 2013 za
CLI in 1. 1. 2014 za ERA-20C, (b) 1. 7. 2012 za CLI in 1. 6. 2014 za ERA-20C.
Odziv Rossbyjevih in IG valov na tropske diabatne
perturbacije, podobne MJO
Obstajajo ºe ²tudije atmosferskega odziva na kvazi-stacionarne tropske diabatne
perturbacije, podobne posameznim fazam MJO. Ve£inoma so bile narejene z modeli
brez uporabe vlaºnih procesov. Iz teh ²tudij izvemo, da je tropski odziv geopo-
tenciala na dipolno diabatno perturbacijo sestavljen pribiºno iz vsote odzivov na
dve posamezni perturbaciji, nasprotnih predznakov, ki sestavljata dipol (Seo in Son,
2012) Sestavljen je iz kombinacije tropskih Kelvinovih in Rossbyjevih valov. Po-
dobno je odziv izven tropov sestavljen iz kombinacije barotropnih Rossbyjevih valov
(eng. Rossby wave train - RWT), izhajajo£ih iz vsake diabatne perturbacije posebej
(Seo in Lee, 2017) Nekatere izmed ²tudij so med seboj primerjale atmosferske odzive
na tropske perturbacije v obliki monopolov in dipolov (Lin et al., 2010; Park et al.,
1995; Lin in Brunet, 2018).
Narejenih je bilo ºe tudi nekaj ²tudij atmosferskega odziva na tropske diabatne
perturbacije s pomo£jo razcepa na NMF (npr. Kasahara, 1984; Kasahara in da Silva
Dias, 1986; Zhong in Nogues-Paegle, 1990; agar in Franzke, 2015). Te ²tudije so
pokazale, da je tropski odziv na simetri£no diabatno siljenje sestavljen iz Kelvino-
vega in Rossbyjevega n = 1 vala, ter da je odziv v zmernih ²irinah sestavljen iz
Rossbyjevih valov, odvisen pa je od vetrovnega striºenja v osnovnem toku. Ni pa
bilo ²e narejene ²tudije, ki bi s pomo£jo razcepa na NMF ²tudirala atmosferski odziv
na idealizirane tropske diabatne perturbacije, podobne posameznim fazam MJO.
Cilj tega poglavja je primerjava atmosferskega odziva na ²tiri razli£ne idealizi-
rane stacionarne tropske diabatne perturbacije z enakimi amplitudami, ki ustrezajo
²tirim razli£nim fazam MJO. Zanimala me je vloga odziva v Rossbyjevi in IG cir-
kulaciji, predvsem Kelvinovega in Rossbyjevega n = 1 vala. Poleg tega je bila s
pomo£jo razcepa na normalne na£ine narejena tudi kvantikacija deleºa odziva v
posameznih na£inih, predvsem pa razdelitev variance v Rossbyjevi in IG cirkulaciji
ter Kelvinovem in Rossbyjevem n = 1 valu med zonalna valovna ²tevila, meridi-
onalne in vertikalne na£ine. Na koncu se dotaknem tudi vpra²anja kako najvi²ja
orograja severne poloble vpliva na obliko in amplitudo odziva. Ve£ina rezultatov
je bila objavljenih v Kosovelj et al. (2019).
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Metodologija
S SPEEDY-jem so bili izra£unani ²tirje ansambli. Edina razlika med njimi je v
lokaciji tropske diabatne perturbacije in njenem predznaku.
Najprej je bila izra£unana 102 leti (1909-2010) dolga modelska integracija brez
perturbacij, ki vsem ²tirim ansamblom sluºi kot kontrolna integracija. Od leta 1911
naprej je bil model zagnan z dodatnimi tropskimi diabatnimi perturbacijami za vsak
1. januar. Vsaka tak²na integracija je obsegala prvih 90 dni v letu in predstavlja en
£lan enega ansambla. Vsak ansambel pa obsega 100 let - torej 100 £lanov. Modelski
rezultati so bili shranjemi kot dnevna povpre£ja. SST je bil predpisan vnaprej, iz
ERA-20C.
Vsak eksperiment je bil pripravljen z druga£nimi tropskimi diabatnimi pertur-
bacijami, ki so bile v model dodane kot tendence temperature, pri £emer so bile
upo²tevane povratne zanke preko modelske konvekcije in kondenzacije. Dodane per-
turbacije so sinusne oblike, z maksimumi nad Indijskim oceanom in Indonezijo. V
horizontalni smeri so bile v vsaki modelski to£ki pomnoºene z naklju£nim faktorjem
0 ali 1, kar simulira naklju£nost konvekcije. Povpre£ne perturbacije so predstavljene
na sliki 4 za eksperimenta M/- (ohlajanje nad Indonezijo - fazi MJO 1 in 8) in D+/-
(faza 2). Eksperimenta M/+ (gretje nad Indonezijo, faza 4) in D-/+ (fazi 5 in 6)
imata podobna vzorca z obrnjenimi predznaki glede na M/- in D+/-.
a) M/- c) vertikalni profil
b) D+/-
normalizirana amplituda
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Slika 4: Tropski diabatni perturbaciji (a) M/- in (b) D+/-, povpre£eni preko 90 dni,
na 500 hPa. Polne izolinije predstavljajo dodatno segrevanje, prekinjene izolinije
pa ohlajanje. (c) Povpre£ni vertikalni prol perturbacij, normaliziran s povpre£no
perturbacijo na 500 hPa. Prilagojeno po Kosovelj et al. (2019).
Atmosferski odziv je bil analiziran v zikalnem in modalnem prostoru. V zikal-
nem prostoru so bili rezultati analizirani v obliki povpre£ne razlike med posameznimi
£lani ansambla in kontrolno integracijo, v modalnem prostoru pa v obliki variance,
denirane s kvadratom razlike med posameznimi £lani ansambla in kontrolno inte-
gracijo.
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Statisti£na zna£ilnost odziva v zikalnem prostoru je bil preverjena s pomo£jo
t-testa za neenake variance (Welchevega t-testa, Welch, 1947), pri predpostavki, da
je povpre£ni geopotencial petrurbiranih simulacij enak povpre£nemu geopotencialu
kontrolne simulacije. Opisani rezultati so statisti£no zna£ilni s stopnjo zaupanja
95 %.
Povzetek rezultatov
Odziv v zikalnem prostoru
Kratkoro£ni odziv (na 3. dan) na monopolne perturbacije je podoben odzivu na
tropske perturbacije, ki ga je opisal Gill (1980). Blizu ekvatorju ga sestavljajo zo-
nalni vetrovi, ki spominjajo na Kelvinov val, vrtinci severno in juºno od obmo£ja
perturbacij pa spominjajo na ekvatorialni Rossbyjev val. Odziv je baroklin. Kar
spominja na Kelvinov val, se dejansko ve£inoma projicira na IG del odziva, kar iz-
gleda kot ekvatorialni Rossbyjev val, se ve£inoma projicira na Rossbyjeve na£ine.
Odziv na dipolno perturbacijo je pribliºno enak vsoti odzivov na dve monopolni
perturbaciji razli£nih predznakov, med seboj oddaljeni za 60◦ geografske ²irine. Od-
ziva na M/- in D+/- perturbaciji sta po obliki in amplitudi zelo podobna odzivom
na M/+ in D-/+ perturbaciji, le predznaki so obrnjeni.
Nekaj dni kaseneje se pojavi statisti£no zna£ilen vzorec barotropnih Rossbyjevih
valov (RWT) izven tropov. V srednjero£nem odzivu (na 14. dan, slika 5) je RWT
izven tropov ºe popolnoma razvit. V tropskih obmo£jih kljub ve£ji amplitudi in
druga£nemu prostorskemu vzorcu, odziv sestavljajo podobni gradniki kot v krat-
koro£nem odzivu. Kljub temu, da je odziv na 14. dan sestavljen podobno za vse
²tiri eksperimente, sta natan£en vzorec in jakost odziva mo£no odvisni od tega, ali
imamo dipol ali monopol ter od predznakov posameznih perturbacij. V primeru
enakih velikosti pozitivnih in negativnih perturbacij, je odziv dolo£en preteºno s
pozitivnim polom, tudi v primeru perturbacij dipolne oblike.
Negativni pol perturbacije je pomemben, saj lokalizira tropski odziv. Kot po-
ro£ata Seo in Lee (2017), negativna anomalija tudi pomembno prispeva k obliki in
amplitudi RWT izven tropov. V primeru D-/+ se zaradi nje pojavi statisti£no zna-
£ilen srednjero£ni odziv nad Evropo, ki bi lahko preko ²irjenja odziva severozahodno
od anomalije vplival tudi na vreme v Evropi. Podoben odziv nad Evropo je omenjen
tudi v Lin in Brunet (2018), a za potrditev bi bili potrebni dodatni eksperimenti z
modeli za numeri£no napovedovanje vremena.
Razdelitev odziva med Rossbyjeve in IG na£ine ter ²e dodatno na Kelvinov in
Rossbyjev n = 1 val, podaja ²e dodatne informacije. eprav je odziv v Kelvinovem
valu v tropih dominanten, ni edini prispevek h globalnemu IG odzivu. Zunaj tropov
imajo ostali IG na£ini pomembno vlogo v bliºini subtropskega vetrovnega strºena.
Tam amplituda IG odziva na 200 hPa doseºe tudi do £etrtino amplitude odziva
v Rossbyjevih na£inih in predstavlja ageostrofsko cirkulacijo, posledico interakcije
odziva na tropsko siljenje z vetrovnim strºenom.
Med Rossbyjevimi valovi v tropih in subtropih ima sicer najve£j prispevek Ross-
byjev n = 1 na£in, a k vzorcu odziva z dvema subtropskima vrtincema prispevajo
tudi ostali Rossbyjevi valovi. Slednji sicer v najve£ji meri sestavljajo RWT.
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a) M/-, celoten odziv b) M/-, IG
c) D+/-, celoten odziv d) D+/-, IG
e) M/+, celoten odziv f) M/+, IG
g) D-/+, celoten odziv h) D-/+, IG
40 m/s 10 m/s
Slika 5: Celotni (a,c,e,g) in IG (b,d,f,h) odziv na tropske diabatne perturbacije na
200 hPa. Vijoli£ne £rte prikazujejo izolinijo povpre£ne perturbacije ±2 K/dan, s
slike 4. Zelene £rte prikazujejo izolinijo 95 % statisti£ne zna£ilnosti za geopotencial.
Vetrovi so risani za hitrosti ve£je od 7 m/s za celoten odziv ter ve£je od 1,5 m/s za
IG odziv.
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Odziv v modalnem prostoru
Sliki 6 in 7 prikazujeta razporeditev variance odziva med meridionalne na£ine in
zonalna valovna ²tevila in predstavljata enega glavnih rezultatov tega poglavja.
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Slika 6: Razporeditev variance med zonalna valovna ²tevila in meridionalne na£ine
na 3. dan (v J/kg). (a-d) Celotna varianca, (e-h) Rossbyjev del in (i-l) IG del.
Vpliv oblike perturbacije (ali je le-ta dipolna ali monopolna) se lepo vidi v krat-
koro£nem odzivu. Za razliko od monopolne perturbacije, ki ima najve£jo varianco v
zonalniem valovnem ²tevilu k = 1, dipolna perturbacija sproºi najve£ji odziv v va-
lovnih ²tevilih k = 2-3. To je povezano z zonalno skalo perturbacije, ki ima valovno
²tevilo tri. V srednjero£nem odzivu imajo vse perturbacije najve£ji odziv v k = 1.
Dipolne perturbacije povzro£ajo relativno ve£ji odziv v planetarnih in sinopti£nih
skalah v primerjavi z monopolnimi perturbacijami, zaradi ve£je amplitude RWT.
Precej²en deleº variance, 10-15 % je tudi v zonalnem povpre£ju (k = 0).
Kratkoro£ni odziv je ve£inoma v IG na£inih, na 3. dan je v IG na£inih pribliºno
60 % celotne variance, od tega ve£ina v Kelvinovem valu. V srednjero£nem odzivu,
na 14. dan, je ²e vedno okrog 10 % celotne in ve£ina IG variance v Kelvinovem valu.
Ne glede na £asovno skalo je glavni prispevek k Rossbyjevemu delu variance v
Rossbyjevem n = 1 na£inu. Na 3. dan je v njem okrog 80 % variance Rossbyjevih
na£inov in 30-45 % celotne variance. Na 14. dan je ve£ kot 50 % variance Rossbyjevih
na£inov v Rossbyjevih na£inih z n > 1, preteºno povezanih z odzivom izven tropskih
predelov (RWT).
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Slika 7: Enako kot slika 6, le za 14. dan.
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Med vertikalnimi na£ini je najve£ variance v m = 4, ²e posebej v IG na£inu.
Porast variance v barotropnem m = 1 v Rossbyjevih na£inih, ki se zgodi med 3. in
14. dnem je posledica razvoja RWT.
Vpliv orograje severne poloble na odziv izven tropskih predelov
Narejeni so bili trije dodatni eksperimenti z D+/- perturbacijo. V prvem (brez HT)
je bila orograja na obmo£ju Himalaje in Tibeta zniºana na 100 m, v drugem (brez
RG) je bilo podobno narejeno za obmo£ji Skalnega gorovja in Grenlandije, v tretjem
(brez HTRG) pa za vsa zgoraj omenjena obmo£ja.
Visoka orograja severne poloble ima srednjero£en vpliv na obliko in amplitudo
RWT, saj omejuje raz²irjanje odziva v nekaterih smereh. Himalaja in Tibet vplivata
predvsem na pove£ano amplitudo odziva nad Japonsko in vzhodno Azijo ter onemo-
go£ata ²irjenje odziva nad zahodno in centralno Azijo. Skalno gorovje in Grenlandija
oteºujeta ²irjenje odziva vzhodno od severne Amerike.
Prisotnost visoke orograje severne poloble vpliva predvsem na deleº variance
v k = 4-7, n = 2-3 Rossbyjevih na£inih. Na 14. dan je varianca ob prisotnosti
orograje niºja za do 3 % v primerjavi z eksperimenti z odstranjeno orograjo.
Prisotnost Himalaje in Tibeta pove£a deleº variance v n > 1 Rossbyjevih na£inih.
Zaklju£ki
Ta dizertacija predstavlja odziv globalne cirkulacije na motnje v tropskem diaba-
tnem gretju in razcep tega odziva na normalne na£ine gibanj. Razcep na normalne
na£ine omogo£a diagnostiko 3D cirkulacije v odvsnosti od prostorske skale, s pomo-
£jo Rossbyjevih in inercijsko-teºnostnih valov, ki predstavljajo lastne re²itve linea-
riziranih osnovnih ena£b gibanja. V agar et al. (2019) smo metodo uporabili za
validacijo £asovne variabilnosti in sistemati£ne napake v klimatskem modelu. V tej
disertaciji omenjeno ²tudijo, v kateri smo analizirali zgolj celoten signal, raz²irim na
analizo komponent variabilnosti in sistemati£ne napake povezanih z ravnovesnimi in
neravnovesnimi (IG) gibanji.
Za numeri£ne simulacije v disertaciji uporabljam model ICTP AGCM (SPE-
EDY). V primerjavi z modernimi klimatskimi modeli in modeli za napovedovanje
vremena na visoki lo£ljivosti je SPEEDY poenostavljen, a ²e vedno sposoben repro-
ducirati vzorce kratkoro£ne in povpre£ne klimatolo²ke cirkulacije na velikih prostor-
skih skalah.
V disertaciji pokaºem, da je SPEEDY, v primerjavi z reanalizo ERA-20C, spo-
soben simulirati porazdelitev energije in £asovne variabilnosti med zonalne in me-
ridionalne na£ine, med zonalno povpre£je in valove ter med Rossbyjevo in IG kom-
ponento cirkulacije. Sistemati£no napako modela sem raziskovala s primerjavo inte-
gracij modela s temperaturo povr²ja morja (SST) iz reanaliz (SPEEDY-SST) in iz
enostavnega modela oceana (SPEEDY-CLIM). Slednji ima veliko ve£jo sistemati£no
napako, zaradi slabe simulacije SST.
Na vremenskih £asovnih skalah nezanesljivosti v SPEEDY-ju rastejo na podobnih
£asovnih skalah kot v modelih za numeri£no napovedovanje vremena. SPEEDY je
tudi sposoben generirati modelske nezanesljivosti v Rossbyjevih in IG na£inih, na
primernih geografskih obmo£jih in na primernih £asovnih skalah.
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Glavni fokus te disertacije je na ²tudiji vpliva stacionarnih tropskih diabatnih
perturbacij, podobnih Madden-Julianovi oscilaciji (MJO), na globalno cirkulacijo,
s poudarkom na njenih Rossbyjevih in IG valovih. Narejeni so bili ²tirje ansambli
simulacij s perturbacijami v diabatnem gretju, podobnem MJO. Vsak ansambel je
obsegal 100 £lanov - 100 zim z razli£nimi vremenskimi pogoji. Dva ansambla sta
imela motnjo v obliki dipola (gretje in hlajenje) in dva v obliki monopola (gretje
ali hlajenje). Tak²ne perturbacije simulirajo razli£ne faze ºivljenjskega cikla MJO.
Perturbacije so bile dodane na tendence temperature, vsebujejo pa povratne zanke
iz modelskih shem za konvekcijo in kondenzacijo na velikih prostorskih skalah. Poleg
primerjave odziva atmosfere na dipolne in monopolne motnje v zikalnem prostoru
je bila narejena tudi kvantikacija variance v razli£nih normalnih na£inih v modal-
nem prostoru. Dodatno so bili narejeni trije poskusi z odstranitvijo visokih gorovij
severne poloble, za ²tudijo vpliva orograje na raz²irjanje odziva na severni polobli
izven tropov.
V disertaciji sem pokazala, da realisti£na formulacija perturbacij v diabatnem
gretju, z upo²tevanimi povratnimi zankami zaradi vlaºnih procesov, ne daje bistveno
druga£nih rezultatov kot jih dajejo modeli brez vlage z dodanimi perturbacijami v
temperaturi, kakr²ni so bili pogosto uporabljeni v podobnih ²tudijah. Odziv cir-
kulacije je ve£inoma pogojen s pozitivno anomalijo v gretju, vendar meddelovanje
obeh polov (pozitivne in negativne anomalije) v dipolu lokalizira odziv v tropih in
vpliva na obliko in orientacijo Rossbyjevih valov, ki se ²irijo iz subtropskih obmo£ij.
Kratkoro£ni odziv se projicira predvsem na IG na£ine, ²e posebej na Kelvinov val.
V srednjero£nem odzivu dominirajo Rossbyjevi na£ini, Rossbyjevi na£ini z meridi-
onalnim indeksom ve£jim od 1 (Rossbyjevi na£ini n > 1) prispevajo ve£ kot 50 %
variance k Rossbyjevemu delu odziva. Izmed posameznih valov najve£ji prispevek
k varianci Rossbyjevih valov prispeva Rossbyjev na£in n = 1, ne glede na £asovno
skalo odziva. Vpliv orograje na raz²irjanje odziva izven tropov je sicer statisti£no
zna£ilen, a majhen.
Rezultati moje disertacije so lahko uporabni tudi za numeri£no napovedovanje
vremena in ansambelske napovedi. Natan£nost inicializacije tropskega diabatnega
gretja v razli£nih fazah MJO razli£no vpliva na kvaliteto napovedi na razli£nih pro-
storskih skalah cirkulacije. Druga£e povedano, bolj²e razumevanje meddelovanja
konvekcije in valovanj je lahko uporabno za razumevanje vloge tropske cirkulacije v
klimatskem sistemu in za izbolj²ave modelov. Upam, da bo ta disertacija prispevala
k obema ciljema.
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